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queries about AIYS and its programs should be sent to:
AIYS
P.O. Box 311
Ardmore, PA 19003-0311
Phone: 610-896-5412
Fax: 610-896-9049
E-mail: mellis@sas.upenn.edu
URL: www.aiys.org

MEMBERSHIP INFORMATION

AIYS maintains an office, library, and hostel in Sana’a,
Yemen. AIYS individual members may stay at the hostel at
the following rates (subject to change): single occupancy
($25/night, $150/week, $250/2 weeks, $350/month), double
occupancy ($35/night, $200/week, $300/2 weeks, $400/
month), students (per bed rate of $12/night, $80/week, $160/
2 weeks, $260/month). Dr. Christopher Edens, the Resident
Director, may be contacted c/o AIYS, Box 2658, Sana’a,
Yemen. Phone: 967-1-278-816, fax: 967-1-285-071. E-mail:
aiysyem@y.net.ye.
Yemen Update is published once a year by the
American Institute for Yemeni Studies (AIYS), a non-profit
organization dedicated to the advancement of knowledge in
all aspects of Yemeni studies. The content of the articles
and reviews in Yemen Update does not necessarily reflect
the views of AIYS as an organization, or those of any of the
institute’s funding sources.
Readers are invited to contribute articles, reviews,
information on Yemen, news of recent publications and
events, translations, and letters in English to the Yemen
Update Editor, Dr. Joan Reilly, at the AIYS office in
Ardmore (see above). Articles and reviews can be
submitted by email or on a PC formatted disc or CD in
Microsoft Word or Word Perfect. We prefer that
photographs and line drawings for articles be submitted in
both “hard copy” and on a disc as a jpeg file.
AIYS would like to thank the editorial committee for
their expert assistance: Dan Varisco (editor of Yemen
Webdate), Dan Buchman (Islam), Nora Colton (Economics),
Barbara Evans (Contemporary Art), Bernard Haykel
(History), Joy McCorriston (Archaeology), Flagg Miller
(Anthropology), Noha Sadek (Art and Architecture), Tom
Stevenson (Sports), Derek Wildman (Biology and the
Environment), and Layla al-Zwaini (Law).
AIYS is also grateful for the publishing assistance of
the Graphics Department of Hunt Oil in Dallas, especially
the advice and assistance of Ms. Alisa Martin and Mr. Lane
Land.
Yemen Update is archived online at http://www.aiys.org/
webdate/index.html.

Paid-up members of AIYS receive Yemen Update and
the occasional English-language monograph, are eligible to
stay at the AIYS hostel in Sana’a, and may run and vote for
the delegates-at-large to the Board of Directors.
Annual Membership Dues:
Student or Retired
$10
($18 overseas mailing)
Individual
$25
($33 overseas mailing)
Institutional
$250
Please note that members with mailing addresses
outside the U.S.A. should add an additional $8 per year to
cover the cost of mail. Applications for student membership
must show evidence of student status. Multiple year
membership payments are accepted. AIYS’ bank will
negotiate foreign-origin US$ checks only in amounts larger
than $200; therefore unless the bank has – and the check
shows – both an ABA routing number and a bank transit
number, persons paying from abroad should send an
international postal money order. AIYS unfortunately can
not accept payment by credit card.
Annual renewals are due September 15 for institutions
and January 15 for individual members. Membership for
individuals is for the calendar year (January 1 through
December 31). The insert in this issue may be used for both
new and renewing members. Checks should be made
payable to AIYS. Change of address, news concerning
members of AIYS, editorial correspondence, dues, and
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Recent Contributors to AIYS
Dr. David Buchman, Secretary
Dr. Maria deJ. Ellis, Executive Director
Dr. Christopher Edens, Resident Director, Sana’a

Membership fees and tax-deductible contributions over the years have supported AIYS in its
continuous growth and have helped it to enlarge and
adapt the programs that support American research in
Yemen. Today they are needed more than ever to
supplement or match federal program grants and to
support specific purposes. AIYS has now acquired its
own building in Sana’a, with the help of a generous
grant from the U.S. State Department. Special
donations would help considerably in the adaptation
and equipping of the building, providing a new and
improved home in Sana’a for the AIYS hostel, library,
and office. Contributions may be unrestricted or may
be designated for a specific purpose. If you are
interested in contributing to a specific AIYS project
and would like more information, please contact the
AIYS Executive Director, or use the “contributor”
section of the membership form inserted in this issue of
Yemen Update. Gifts in-kind may also be made;
please consult the AIYS Executive Director to
determine if such a gift would be appropriate.
The list below gives the names of those who made
donations during the 2006 fiscal year (July 2005 - June
2006). The AIYS officers and the scholars who serve
on the fellowship, library, and publications committees
are not included in the sections that list donors,
although their service in those capacities is a valuable
and much-appreciated contribution to AIYS’
programs.
AIYS Officers:
Dr. Charles Schmitz, President
Dr. Katherine H. Lang, Vice-President
Ms. Elizabeth Vermey, Treasurer

Donations Received in Fiscal Year 2006
(July 1, 2005 - June 30, 2006)
BENEFACTORS ($500 and above)
Hunt Oil Company
SPONSORS ($250 - $500)
Maria deJ. Ellis
DONORS ($100 - $250)
David Boatman
Robert L. Maby
Leila Poullada
Joy McCorriston
Janice B. Ruppel
FRIENDS (up to $100)
Rashid Abdu
Joan N. Becich
Dean J. Claire
Jane S. Hart
Janet Herben
James McGrath
George Mendenhall
Patty Jo Watson
Lisa Wedeen
George H. Williams
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From the Resident Director in Sana’a
Christopher M. Edens
north and the Republican Hospital on al-Zubayri St. to
the south; this area is a short walk from al-Qa’ Square
and a slightly longer walk from the old campus of
Sana’a University. The property belonged to the heirs
of Ahmad Muhammad al-Shami, famous poet,
historian of literature, and diplomat, who died in
March 2005. The property covers 39.5 libnah
(approximately 1,740 sq. m.) of land surrounded by a
wall with two gates. A two-story house sits at the
northern end of the lot, with a small courtyard between
it and the secondary gate. The remainder of the lot is
open space, affording plenty of room for additional
buildings and gardens. The existing house is about 20
years old; the building is large enough to
accommodate AIYS’s offices, library, and a modest
hostel, but the size does not match the hostel space
afforded by former AIYS buildings.
Soon after purchase inevitable complications not
identified in the pre-purchase inspection began to
emerge. By Ramadan (September-October) we had
fixed all but one of the problems, and moved to the
work of re-wiring and re-plumbing the main building
for occupation, building a guard house, and selecting
the best option for increasing hostel space.

General
The year since November 2005 has been eventful
and hectic in Sana’a. The presidential and local
elections of September 2006 were the highlight of the
year and, despite fears, they were generally peaceful.
Former AIYS president Bob Burrowes served as an
election observer, a role he had played in the past, and
here at AIYS we were amused to see a campaign
poster in the old city prominently displaying an image
of the Madrasah Amiriyah—in its pre-restoration
state. At the end of 2005 and beginning of 2006 three
episodes of kidnapping of foreign tourists in Marib and
Shabwah—the first such kidnappings since 2002—
led to the apprehension that such events would
escalate. After the government’s vigorous response to
the third kidnapping in January, however, only one
additional episode marred the year. Then in February
2006 twenty-three prisoners, charged with terrorist
acts, escaped from prison; some of the escapees
turned themselves in or were re-arrested, but most are
still at large. After the prison break some security
monitors suggested that they might resume their old
ways, and in mid-September, shortly before the
elections, several petroleum installations in eastern
Yemen were bombed; in Sana’a a group with a cache
of explosives and arms was arrested. Even so, these
alarms and events had little discernible effect on the
mood and rhythm of life in Sana’a.

AIYS Fellows and Researchers
The hostel was full or nearly full from December
2005 until August 2006, when the summer
researchers left. Most of the hostel residents were
researchers or language students, among them AIYS,
Mellon, and Fulbright fellows, and archaeological
teams. Other scholars were in rented quarters, but
because they still needed facilitation services for their
research programs, the paperwork load for research
permits and visas was sizeable.
Some “old timers” were among the AIYS fellows
and researchers in Sana’a this year: Steven Caton
(Harvard University, with his colleague Don Scott,
CUNY Queens) was here for a sabbatical year with
an ambitious program of anthropological training for
four Yemenis from the Yemen Center and the
University to address water consumption in the
Sana’a basin. Sheila Carapico (University of

New Residence for AIYS
For AIYS the major event of 2006 was finding
and purchasing a permanent facility. After the
disappointing conclusion of negotiations in autumn
2005 for a property near Tahrir Square, we began
looking in December at places near al-Qa’. We found
a suitable property on the market. We reached a
verbal agreement on price at the end of January 2006,
signed a purchase-and-sale agreement in early
February, and closed the deal and registered title to
the property during March.
The property is on a cul-de-sac off Beirut Street
(formerly Tawfiq Street), named for a former garden
(Bustan Tawfiq) between the al-Qa’ district to the
4
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Richmond) was in town briefly for a summer
conference. W. Flagg Miller (University of
Wisconsin) returned to extend his doctoral work on
Yafi’i poetry. Scott Reese (Northern Arizona
University), whose previous research visit was cut
short nearly 12 years ago (see Yemen Update 45: 612), began a modern intellectual history project in
Aden. Bob Burrowes was here for his now-traditional
winter visit to revise and update his Historical
Dictionary of Yemen and Selma al-Radi was briefly
in residence at the beginning of the year to organize her
affairs after completing the Amiriyah restoration.
Other visiting scholars included Iain Walker
(MacQuarie University, Australia), who visited twice
as part of his post-doctoral project on Indian Ocean
social networks. Morna Livingston (Philadelphia
University) returned as an AIYS fellow this year to
document traditional highland cisterns and related
water facilities. Marjorie Ransom (Georgetown
University, Institute for the Study of Diplomacy) also
returned to continue her work on regional styles of
silver jewelry. Three AIYS Arabic fellows—Darryl
Li (Harvard University), Michael Low (University of
Georgia), and Youshaa Patel (Duke University)—
were hostel guests while studying Arabic in Sana’a,
and also developing dissertation interests. Krista
Lewis (University of Arkansas-Little Rock) and
Daniel Mahoney (University of Chicago) ran a
successful season of archaeological fieldwork in
Dhamar. Several other AIYS-affiliated archaeological projects also undertook fieldwork during the year:
Joy McCorriston headed a small team of faunal
analysts for a study season in the Mukalla Museum,
AFSM ran a major season at Mahram Bilqis (Marib)
during the spring, and William Glanzman launched his
new field project with a preliminary survey season in
the Wadi Raghwan (Marib) early in the summer.
AIYS Mellon fellows included Viktor Cerny
(Czech Republic), who collected samples from
several locations for a DNA study of Yemeni
population history during two visits over the winter and
spring. Two other Mellon fellows, Dariusz
Kolodziejczyk and Anna Malecka (both from
Poland), worked on Ottoman Yemen and traditional
crafts respectively during the summer.
During the year AIYS also sponsored the
research activities of numerous Fulbright and
Fulbright-Hayes fellows: April Longley (Georgetown,

political science), Keisha Toms (Columbia, social
attitudes), Christiaan James (BYU, information
technology), and Ryan Phillips (University of
Washington, modern history) from the IIE student
fellowship program; Daniel Corstange (University of
Michigan, political science) and Nathalie Peutz
(Princeton, anthropology) from the Hays fellowship
program; and Michaelle Browers (Wake Forest,
political science) from the senior IIE fellowship
program. Many of these fellows also stayed in the
hostel.
Administrative Matters
The Executive Director and President of AIYS
made their annual visits during the summer. Maria Ellis
and I spent most of her visit working on accounts and
accounting procedures, temporarily complicated by
the purchase of and work on the new AIYS facility.
Charles Schmitz made his first visit as AIYS President,
accompanied by his wife and son. He has already
made his mark by finding a car for the Institute to
buy—a not quite new Hilux.
On the bureaucratic front, AIYS’s current
agreement with the Yemen Center for Studies and
Research (YCSR) expires near the end of the year.
Dr. Abd al-Aziz al-Maqalih, the head of YCSR,
indicates that the agreement will be renewed without
change. Our agreement with the General Organization
for Antiquities and Museums (GOAM) expired in the
middle of the year and it will not be renewed due to a
revision of GOAM’s permitting procedures. This
decision also applies to other foreign research
institutes in Sana’a. Under the new procedures AIYS
no longer represents or sponsors archaeological
research projects; instead GOAM intends to make
general project agreements directly with the home
institution of each project (as represented by the
director of the project) and to directly issue field
season permits. The new policy carries conditions that
the home institutions (usually universities) may find
difficult to accept.
The Hostel’s Library
In the library we moved toward the long-term goal
of integrating the collection—regardless of language—by identifying and applying Library of
Congress call numbers for as many titles in the nonArabic collection as possible. The Arabic holdings
5
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received their annual infusion through acquisitions at
the Sana’a international book fair (September 2006)
and occasional purchases during the rest of the year.
The majority of books printed in Yemen do not yet
have LC call numbers, and so the integration of the
collection will be a gradual process.

Liebhaber’s translation of Mahri poetry will appear
soon, hopefully 2007, and Miranda Morris has nearly
completed her translation work on a large collection of
oral Soqotri poetry. The preparation of this tri-lingual
volume will be complicated, but we hope that the book
will appear in 2008.

AIYS Projects—Critical Languages Program
The Amiriyah Restoration Project was completed
last year (apart from some final administrative details);
the Ambassador’s Fund inscribed sticks project and
the TICFIA library project are now gearing up. In
January 2006 the White House announced a foreign
languages training initiative to enhance the national
capacity in certain languages, among them Arabic.
Shortly after, the State Department decided to get a
head start on the initiative by running a 2006 program
through the Council for American Overseas Research
Centers (CAORC), which in turn recruited the
participation of interested research centers. AIYS
proposed a program of intensive instruction in
intermediate and advanced Arabic at the Yemen
Language Center (YLC); 17 students arrived in early
June. That simple statement covers a lot of work, in
both AIYS offices: devising the program with YLC,
preparing and sending out orientation materials,
playing travel agent, and putting on an orientation
meeting just before travel. Once the students arrived
in Sana’a the program went smoothly through the
considerable efforts of Gregory Johnsen, who helped
the students adjust to Yemen, monitored classes and
class progress, and accompanied the students on their
various trips outside Sana’a. We are currently
preparing text for participation in CAORC’s proposal
for a second year of this program.

Special Project
One other project needs a word, even though it’s
not an AIYS project. This year the Social Fund for
Development launched an ambitious renovation of the
Great Mosque of Sana’a. The renovation encompasses many structural and infrastructure improvements, conservation of the decorated wooden ceiling,
and historical and archaeological documentation of
the building. The Social Fund invited me to lead the
latter component of the project, which began in April
2006 with a team of three Yemeni archaeologists and
an epigrapher, under the daily supervision of Bakiye
Edens. According to tradition the Great Mosque was
the first mosque built in Yemen, in 627-8 AD, and it
was erected in the garden of Qasr Ghumdan, the
residence of the Persian governor at the time. The
original mosque was small; histories mention a series
of expansions during the following three centuries, and
many later alterations, renovations and refurbishments. Our team is digging soundings—small to avoid
structural instability—in locations chosen to test
specific ideas about the successive configurations of
the mosque and to collect dating evidence (mainly
pottery). Work at the Great Mosque can be a sensitive
matter and the Social Fund asked us not to discuss
results until the conclusion of the project, which is
scheduled to run several years. All I can say now is that
the project is significant, both for generating important
information about the Great Mosque itself, and for
providing a ceramic sequence that will be useful to
future archaeological research in and around Sana’a.

Publications
Publications were also an active part of the year.
Tim Macintosh-Smith translated Qadi Isma’il alAkwa’s An Introduction to Hijrahs and other
Refuges of Learning in Yemen. I provided proofing,
formatting, and an index; the book is going to the
printer at the end of the year. Marta Colburn’s
curriculum has now been printed; I wrote and revised
introductory sections on geography and history and
up-dated the statistical appendix. Two other volumes
are at different stages of preparation in Sana’a: Sam

Staff
The AIYS staff in Sana’a, unchanged from last
year, handled the flood of work with aplomb. Ammar
al-Awdi bore the brunt of the workload, juggling
researchers’ paperwork chores with many of the
tasks at the new property. Mulk Abdallah, the
housekeeper, coped with the flood of residents with
good cheer. Maisoon al-Aswadi, the office assistant
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speaking with the library sciences program at Queen
Arwa University in Sana’a to recruit suitable
applicants for the position of librarian.

and librarian, took extended personal leave starting at
the end of June. Shakib Sadiq, one of the guards, is
expecting the arrival of his second child in December.
The Sana’a office, however, is seriously understaffed, given the variety and number of activities that
we now face.
Maria Ellis and I discussed the situation several
times during the year, and during the summer we—
plus Charles Schmitz—drafted job descriptions for
two new positions: a librarian and an assistant to the
director; we also revised the descriptions for the office
assistant and the assistant for external operations (that
is, the “expediter”). During the summer we made a test
run on the new positions. Greg Johnsen worked parttime in the library and in mid-August, we hired Mark
Luce as the assistant to the director (a University of
Chicago graduate student in Yemen with his wife, the
new director of the Yemeni-American Language
Institute). In early October, however, he and his wife
returned to the US unexpectedly early, which obliged
him to resign. We’re currently revisiting the recruiting
strategies for the assistant to the director and I am now

Resident Director’s Resignation
As for me, late in the year I reached the reluctant
decision to turn my job over to a new resident director.
Even after seven years the job still has many enjoyable
aspects, and I’m fonder of Yemen than when I started.
But between needing a prolonged vacation and, more
to the point, strongly wanting to get back into serious
archaeological fieldwork and writing, I’ve stopped
bringing to it the sustained enjoyment that the job
needs. After discussing various pending matters,
Maria Ellis and I agree that the end of June 2007 would
be a suitable time to turn the office over to a new
resident director. Bakiye, Dogacan, and I intend to
remain in Sana’a for several more years, to develop
several archaeological projects that have been
pending for years now, to renew friendships that the
press of work has thrown into suspension, and
perhaps to help out at AIYS in some auxiliary
capacity.

A lane in the middle of the suq or marketplace in Old City, Sana’a, Yemen. (Photograph: Caroline Han, 2000)
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In Memory of Leigh Douglas
On the Twentieth Anniversary of His Death
Leigh Douglas was the AIYS Resident Director in
Sana’a from 1980 - 1982; he was the second RD
(Jon Mandaville was the first RD, from 1978-80).
His time as Resident Director was crucial to the
establishment of AIYS during its early formative
years.

a relative calm that prevailed for much of the time,
punctuated by the outbursts of extreme violence that
made headlines around the world. Foreigners were
not party to the country’s sectarian conflicts and for
the most part felt safe, their presence even offering
some assurance to the Lebanese that their country was
still habitable.
It many respects the historic campus of the AUB
was a perfect base for an aspiring Middle East scholar.
The university was largely untouched by the civil war
and its intellectual life still vibrant. Leigh was also in
Lebanon at a time of great hopes. The country had
been getting back on its feet after the devastation of the
Israeli invasion in 1982. Sectarian militias no longer
ruled the streets as the state reasserted its authority;
the rebuilding of the former battle zone in the
devastated downtown had begun.
The Lebanese dream of peaceful co-existence
was reasserting itself after a period of brutal conflict.
There were visions of Lebanon clawing back its
former role as a commercial, intellectual, and
recreational hub for the Middle East. On the lush,
tranquil campus of the AUB, it was possible to believe
in Lebanon’s renaissance.
For Leigh, AUB offered the opportunity to teach
at a world-class university that had educated
generations of the region’s intellectual elite. He
imparted his passion for the Middle East and the study
of its politics to a new generation of students.
The reward for Leigh and others who hung on in
Beirut despite the difficulties was the appreciation of
Lebanese students, colleagues, and parents for whom
the continued presence of the tiny foreign community
encouraged the belief that Beirut would come through
“the events” and thrive again.
The epidemic of hostage taking that took hold in
1986 was a precursor of worse to come, however. In
the four years that followed, the country descended
into some of the worst fighting in 15 years of
intermittent civil war. It was the tragedy of Leigh
Douglas and Philip Padfield to be among the
thousands who were to die violently in those awful
years.

Remembering Leigh Douglas (1952-1986)
At the time of his death in Lebanon twenty years
ago in April 1986, Leigh Douglas was one of a handful
of Westerners still living in Beirut, most of whom were
journalists, teachers, diplomats, or ageing retirees
who had settled in Lebanon in happier times. There
had been previous abductions of US and French
citizens who were held hostage for lengthy periods,
but Leigh and Philip Padfield—Leigh’s fellow teacher
and neighbor, who was walking home with him on that
fatal evening—were among the first British citizens to
go missing.
It was their misfortune to fall into the hands of a
group set on revenge in a manner that has since
become all too familiar as Iraq has descended into
chaos. In April 1986 the US bombing of Libya a few
weeks earlier was the proximate cause.
Many more foreign hostages were to be taken in
the following months, including Brian Keenan, Jackie
Mann, John McCarthy, and Terry Waite. They were
lucky to regain their freedom after years of popular
campaigning and intense diplomacy on their behalf.
Leigh and Philip were not so fortunate.
Leigh had first gone to Beirut in the course of
research for his doctoral thesis on the Free Yemeni
Movement. Like many visitors before him he fell in
love with the seductive charm of the cosmopolitan city
nestled between the turquoise sea and the soaring
mass of Mount Lebanon. Its magical blend of the Arab
east with the ways of the Mediterranean belie the
horrors it has witnessed over decades of intermittent
conflict.
From afar Leigh’s decision to take a job teaching
politics at the American University of Beirut (AUB)
may have looked like folly. But the picture of a country
in complete turmoil conveyed in the news at the time
gave a misleading impression. The reality in Beirut was
8
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The Leigh Douglas Memorial Fund (LDMF)
The fund was established with donations from
Leigh’s family and friends to support continued
scholarship on the Middle East. Since 1990, this
charity has distributed more than 18,000 pounds
sterling to assist scholars and experts pursuing
research, mostly on Yemen, in fields as varied as
archaeology, social anthropology, folk tales, history,
geography, linguistics, public health, and marine
archaeology. Small grants have enabled scholars to
travel, conduct field research, and attend conferences,
which would not have been possible without the
additional money the fund has been able to deploy.
In association with the British Society for Middle
East Studies (BRISMES), it has also funded an annual
memorial prize in Leigh’s name for the best doctoral
thesis on a Middle East topic presented at a UK
university.
The fund further helped to organize and support a
very successful three-day conference—Contemporary Yemen—at the School of Oriental & African
Studies (SOAS) in London. On the 10th anniversary
of Leigh’s death in 1996 it organized an evening of
talks and music in his memory at the Museum of
Mankind in London.
Recipients of direct financial support from the fund
have included: Youssef Abdullah (Director of
Antiquities, Sana’a); Huda Alwan (Cartography in
Yemen); Bernard Haykel (Zaidi/Wahabi conflict);

Geoffrey King (Islamic archaeology); Nahida
Coussonet (Zaidi power in the Middle Ages); Carl
Phillips (Excavation at Al-Hamid, Bajil, Yemen);
Edward Prados (Marine archaeology); Joseph
Kostiner (Yemeni unification); W. Flagg Miller
(Arabic language); Shelagh Weir/Ahmad Muhammad
Jibran (Tribes in Razih); Janet Watson (Sana’a
dialect); Robert Hoyland (Islamic Arabia); Ingrid
Hehmeyer (Architectural restoration); Ahmad Almas
(Water use study); Carolyn Han (Yemeni Folklore);
Hafiz al-Noodi (Sickle cell gene in Yemen); Julian van
Rensburg (Traditional boats in Socotra); S.A.
Buckley (Mummification in ancient Yemen); Ian Philip
(Civil society and human rights); Sebastian Prange
(Medieval Yemen); Dominique de Moulin (Utilization
of the doum palm, Tihama).
BRISMES Prize Winners are: M. Mohamed Ali,
William Donaldson, Francine Stone, Anthony Toth,
Ahmad Abdul-Kareem Saif, James Onley, Recep
Cigdem, Nicola Pratt, Paul Newson and Konrad
Hirschler.
Conferences and organizations supported by the
fund includes: World Circuit Arts, the Seminar for
South Arabian Studies, and the Society for Arabian
Studies.
Peter Kemp
Any enquiries, please contact Venetia Porter,
Secretary of the Leigh Douglas Memorial Fund
(VPORTER@thebritishmuseum.ac.uk).
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Leigh Douglas and His Research
My first contact with Leigh came as I was
preparing to conduct fieldwork in Yemen on a study
of political change. Knowing that we had common
interests, Leigh contacted me and we met in London.
I was interested in political developments during the
reigns of Imams Yahya and Ahmad and so was Leigh.
More particularly, Leigh was doing his doctoral
thesis on the Free Yemeni movement. The Free
Yemenis represented one of the first attempts to
create a constitutional monarchy in Yemen. In 1948,
the Free Yemeni intellectuals—such as Muhammad
al-Zubayri and Ahmad Muhammad Nu’man—had
made common cause with the Wazir family to unseat
Imam Yahya and replace him with a Wazir contender
and an effective parliament. The project failed almost
immediately. The Free Yemenis were aghast when
Imam Yahya and some of his sons were killed and the
alliance with the Wazirs was not as ironclad as the Free
Yemenis had supposed. In any case, the first attempt
at a revolution in an independent Arab state ended
badly in a few weeks when Yahya’s son Ahmad
captured Sana’a and either beheaded or imprisoned
the erstwhile regime’s principals.
Although the Free Yemeni movement had figured
in many contemporary and scholarly accounts, Leigh

was the first scholar to concentrate on the movement.
His assiduous research was based on British and
Yemeni archives, thorough study of the Free Yemeni
publication Sawt al-Yaman, and numerous interviews
in Yemen. Apart from his thesis, the fruits of his labor
appeared in a paper at a University of Exeter
conference on Yemen (subsequently published) and a
book derived from the thesis. The work, The Free
Yemeni Movement, 1935-1962, was edited by
Giovanni Chimienti and published after Leigh’s death
by the American University of Beirut, where Leigh
was teaching. This followed a stint as resident director
of the American Institute of Yemeni Studies in Sana’a.
My last contact with Leigh was a Christmas card
from him in Beirut, but mailed in Israel. Shortly
afterwards, he was dead, a victim of an apparent
reprisal for the American bombing of Tripoli. There
are those scholars who begin with a flash, often
provoked by the careful work required to produce a
doctoral thesis, but who either never live up to their
potential or fail to publish. The tragedy of Leigh
Douglas is that he never had the opportunity to grow
and produce academically. Leigh’s work on the Free
Yemenis was path-breaking and we will never know
where his intellectual interest and promise would have
taken him next.
John Peterson

Photograph: Richard Ellis, 2004
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To Decorate Their Heads
CLOVE CARGOES IN THE ROADS OF AL-MUKHÂ
DURING THE DECLINING YEARS OF
OTTOMAN RULE (11th/17th c.),
REGISTERED BY DUTCH TRADERS*
By C. G. Brouwer (Amsterdam)
Mukhâ was published only in 1997 by C.G. Brouwer.
The city and its shipping are discussed in this study, in
detail, for the boom period of 1614-1640. He has also
drawn attention to the main commodities of trade in a
series of articles, demonstrating that the Yemeni city
was not only a coffee port, but also an important center
for the trade in chinaware, slaves, minerals, and not
least, in spices: pepper, nutmeg, cinnamon,
cardamom, saffron, and ginger.1 Here he demonstrates
that cloves, too, arrived in the port during the early
decades of the seventeenth century.

INTRODUCTION
For centuries, spices, originating in Indonesia,
Ceylon, and Malabar, passed through the Red Sea
aboard Indian and Arab cargo vessels on the way to
the Levant and Europe. Aden was the main port of call
on the Yemeni coast. The situation changed drastically
around 1500 when the Portuguese established
themselves in Goa, conquered Hormuz in the Persian
Gulf, and blockaded Bab al-Mandab, temporarily
closing access to the Red Sea. The precious produce
now reached Lisbon via the Cape of Good Hope, and
was redistributed to Europe through Antwerp. After
the Turks reduced Aden in 1538, however, the Red
Sea course largely recovered. In the seventeenth
century the Dutch Verenigde Oostindische
Compagnie (VOC, i.e. the “United East India
Company” established in 1602), having seized control
of the production areas, succeeded in permanently
shifting the spice route to the Cape, and transformed
Amsterdam into the spice metropolis of Europe.
Meanwhile, Aden had been converted into an
Ottoman military bulwark. Its commercial activities
were taken over by nearby al-Mukhâ, until then an
insignificant fisherman’s village. “Mocha,” as this
Tihâma place was usually called by European visitors,
would remain Yemen’s main trading port from the turn
of the seventeenth century up to about 1850, when
Aden, conquered by the English, would rise again to
primacy.
Al-Mukhâ has become famous as the world’s
chief coffee port, lending its name to “mocha,” that is,
both coffee in general and a highly aromatic variety in
particular. Western trading companies shipped
countless bales of beans to Amsterdam, London,
Saint-Malo, or Ostende.
Astonishingly, the first monograph devoted to al-

STATE OF CLOVE RESEARCH
Cloves in al-Mukhâ: whence, where, why, how
were they priced, weighed, packed, and charged?
Such questions have not previously been asked
with regard to the flourishing period of this southern
Red Sea port, that is, the early seventeenth century.
The spice is touched on briefly, casually, in only a
handful of widely divergent publications, less than 20
out of more than 125 titles.2 We learn that cloves
reached the city aboard Indian and Dutch ships, were
traded for cash, and, were occasionally part of
presents of honor, but a more precise message cannot
be distilled from these studies.
The true historian, however, is not satisfied with
such vague observations. This essay, therefore, gives
pride of place to the clove trade of al-Mukhâ.
Hundreds of VOC documents, as well as a couple of
related logs, have been scrupulously examined for
information on the Mukhâwi clove trade during the
period of 1614-1640, which is crucial to Yemeni
history as Ottoman rule collapsed in 1635/36 under
Qâsimid attacks.3 The information is extensive and
detailed, which will not surprise anyone who knows
the powerful concern in question; the VOC, which had
11
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decree, in keeping with a general interdict on the
purchase of cloves in any port within the Portuguese
sphere of influence on the Indian west coast, shows
that clove exports from Surat to al-Mukhâ were
standard practice.8
Barely three seasons later, in 1621, a Dutch
opperkoopman or “senior merchant” claimed that
“no one else than we [are] provided with cloves.”
However, this should not be considered a credible
statement. A fellow merchant communicated the sale
prices realized in 1621 and 1622 on the Mukhâwi
market by both “Moors” and the “General
Company.”9 Later, a witness reported that “no
[cloves] at all were in the city” during the slack trading
season of 1624,10 but the clove-less situation did not
last long. In 1626 an observer recorded that large as
well as small “Moorish” ships from Sindij or Sind,
Surat, Diu, Goa, and “various other cities situated on
the coast of India” were sailing annually to al-Mukhâ,
loaded with textiles, tobacco and spices, including
cloves.11 In 1628 when a Dutch clove boat arrived, it
caused a price slump on the market, evidence that
such vessels provisioned the Mukhâwi warehouses.12
A statement made by brokers residing in Surat,
and Surati traders just returned from al-Mukhâ
(among them the Jewish merchant Isaak de Rodes),
demonstrates that cloves were sold in 1633 at
changing prices and, consequently, must have been
delivered in the course of the same season, or even
earlier, by ships originating from India.13
Cloves, supplied by Asian merchants, were
traded on the Mukhâwi market during the commercial
season of 1638.14 In the same monsoon, the English
East India Company (EIC) was also active in the
clove trade; its ship the Marij left Surat at the end of
April and unloaded the spice in the Yemeni harbor
along with textiles and other products. Whether the
English organized other clove transports cannot be
inferred from the sources investigated here.15
In 1639, some months before the trading season,
a Dutch merchant expected that “many cloves” would
reach the Red Sea port aboard foreign, i.e. Indian
freighters. The next year cloves were traded on the
Mukhâwi market, although without enthusiasm. The
spice must have been supplied, probably by Indian
cargo ships, during the same or the preceding
monsoon.16

succeeded in cornering the world monopoly of cloves
by force of arms, maintained a semipermanent factory
in the South Arabian port city.4
Attention is paid below to the trade in: (1) cloves,
(2) clove stalks, and (3) mother-of-cloves. Supply,
import and transit are discussed, as are origin and
destination, quality, weighing and packing methods,
costs and charges, quantities, and prices. In the
concluding remarks price fluctuations, profits and
trade objectives are considered. The use of cloves,
their botany or cultivation are seldom touched upon in
the documents consulted here; obviously, this
information was taken for granted, and recording it
was therefore considered superfluous.
CLOVE CARGOES IN THE ROADS OF
AL-MUKHÂ, 1614-1640
1. Cloves
Supply by Indian and English Ships
According to notes taken by an eyewitness in
1616, cloves—called giroffelnagelen, or nagelen
for short,5 were supplied in al-Mukhâ by “merchantmen” from Western India, in particular from Goa,
Dabhol, and ports on the coast of Malabar. On April
15, 1616 a ship arrived from Goa, carrying cloves,
other spices, and chinaware. A week later, on April
24, a vessel owned by Aga Rasa (Âghâ Râsâ, the
Governor of Dabhol) appeared in the roadstead,
having sailed directly from Achin (Aceh, Sumatra)
with a similar cargo. During the same trading season,
several ships from Malabarian ports put into the
harbor, among them a freighter from Bacanore, which
arrived before July 7 and presumably had cloves in its
hold..6
According to an observation from 1618, every
year in the month of February Dabhol merchants sent
a ship loaded with cloves and other commodities from
Achin straight to al-Mukhâ; this means that Âghâ
Râsâ’s craft had accomplished a routine voyage.7
Moreover, a cartaz or “pass” issued that same year
by the Viceroij of Portuguese Goa in favor of a vessel
bound for Arabia, demonstrates that cargo ships from
Surat provided the Red Sea port with cloves. The
Portuguese ruler forbade the overste or “governor” of
the Gujarati city to transport cloves with the ship; this
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acts of plunder committed by the Samson and the
Weesp against Indian cargo vessels returning home.
At the beginning of 1622 these outrages were
adequately addressed by the new Beglerbegi, Fadl
Allâh Bâshâ, who took the factory personnel hostage.
An abortive liberation attempt led by the reckless
senior merchant Albert Becker stirred up the quarrel
again.21
The yacht Heusden, appearing on 12 March
1623 in front of al-Mukhâ, had an impressive cargo of
cloves. The commander François Lemmens didn’t
dare to start trading, however, due to the continuing
controversy between the Turks and the Dutch. The
senior merchant Huybert Visnich, the future head of
the Company’s branch office in Persia, believed that
the spice could be sold with profit in the Tihâma port
if “everything were at peace.”22
In the middle of 1626 Harman van Speult, the
former Governor of Amboina, arrived from Surat with
a seven-sail fleet supplied with spices and
“overwintered” in the bay of al-Mukhâ. Among these
were cloves, piled up in the hold of the Walcheren, a
ship commanded by the senior merchant Dirck van
der Lee. Johan Carstensz, successor to Van Speult,
thought that the Company would profit from its
Arabian clove trade in the years to come.23
While Van Speult and Carstensz were disposing
of their cloves in the Red Sea port, the Director in
Surat, Van den Broecke, urged his superior in Batavia
(Java, now Jakarta), Pieter de Carpentier, to provide
him with a cargo of cloves to continue the trade to
Yemen. The Governor General responded positively
and, reckoning on a substantial yield, dispatched the
amount requested in mid-1626 aboard the ’t Wapen
van Zeelandt and the Zierickzee to the Gujarati head
office.24
On 15 May 1628 the two yachts, Bommel and
Weesp, under Job Christiaensz. Grijph, struck sail in
sight of al-Mukhâ; they were loaded with spices,
including cloves, in Surat, their port of origin. The
senior merchant in command assumed that the
Company would realize a “reasonable profit” in the
clove trade “in time of peace,” despite the fact that
sales were falling short due to Ottoman-Yemeni
skirmishes.25
At the end of 1633 responsible servants of the
VOC in Surat, after making inquiries of the local

Supply by Company Ships
The jacht (“yacht”) Nassau, under Pieter van den
Broecke entered the bay of al-Mukhâ on 25 January
1616, long before the beginning of the commercial
season, and carried porcelain, other “Chinese
commodities,” and “a variety of spices,” including
cloves.17 The year after, the Middelburch,
commanded by the same senior merchant and
accompanied by the Duijff, foundered off the Indian
coast near Daman, an event in which “a large part of
the cloves drifted away.” Shortly before its departure
from Jakarta the Goeverneur-Generaal (“Governor
General”) Jan Pietersz. Coen had cancelled al-Mukhâ
as the port of destination.18
In mid-1620, the ship ’t Wapen van Zeelandt set
sail from Jakarta under the command of Van den
Broecke and at the end of August cast anchor under
the lee of the fortified island of Sîra, which protected
the harbour of Aden. The Ship’s Council decided to
head for Surat because it was too late in the monsoon
season to pass through to al-Mukhâ. A considerable
number of commodities were unloaded, including
chinaware, benzoin, camphor, pepper, and cloves,
and Harman van Gill was charged with its transport to
al-Mukhâ aboard “Arab craft.” By the end of January
1621 the senior merchant was able to store the goods
in the newly established factory in that city.19
On 3 or 4 July 1621 the Samson and the Weesp,
originating from Jakarta, reached the roads of alMukhâ. Both ship and yacht, under the command of
the senior merchant Willem Jacobsz.de Milde,
discharged spices, including cloves, Chinese goods,
and other products.20
On 13 March 1622 the ’t Wapen van Zeelandt
and the Noort Hollant arrived in the Yemeni port
under the command of the senior merchant Jan van
Gorcom. Although it is not known if they carried
cloves in their holds, it seems probable: nutmeg and
mace were certainly part of the cargo, furthermore,
after the termination of the Arab expedition, cloves
were “returned” by the Noort Hollant by way of
Surat to Jacob Dedel’s “fleet of defense” off Goa and
subsequently transshipped into the Heusden.
However, these two ships certainly did not land a
single clove in al-Mukhâ, due to the Turkish-Dutch
dispute that arose at the end of 1621 after the brutal
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purchased the spice from “Malays or Javanese.”
Unfortunately, the documents do not tell us which
ports, markets, or areas of cultivation in the
Archipelago supplied the produce, or if it was
contraband (from the Dutch point of view).29
On the other hand, the documents and journals are
quite clear about the cloves that were transported by
VOC vessels from either the Archipelago or Gujarat to
the Tihâma port. In 1620, for example, at Coen’s
request, Van Speult supplied cloves from Amboina
(Ambon Island in the Moluccas), which were loaded
into the Ternate, a yacht captured from the Spaniards.
In Jakarta this lot was transferred to the ’t Wapen van
Zeelandt, bound for Arabia.30 In mid-August 1625
De Carpentier directed three vessels to Surat (under
the command of Frederick Kistgens) loaded with cash
and spices for Yemen and Persia. Shortly after, Van
Speult arrived in Batavia from Amboina with the
Hollandia, Oraignen, and Mauritius. In midSeptember the Governor General also sent these
ships, without hesitation, carrying a rich cargo of
spices, including cloves.31

brokers Wissendasnan, Seras, and Bagesij, and of
merchants who had recently returned from South
Arabia (including Isaak de Rodes, mentioned earlier),
believed that they could turn cloves into money in
“Jomenij or Arabia Fœlix,” and “certainly and with
the highest profits and very soon.”26
Five years later, on 7 November 1638, the
Rarob, commanded by the Yemen veteran Van den
Broecke, anchored in the roads of al-Mukhâ. Cloves
were an important part of the cargo of this “flute,”
which came directly from Batavia, but because the
arrival was “out of season,” that is, in the slack winter
time, only a small amount of commodities could be
sold. For this reason it was resolved that the cloves,
just like the other merchandise—including nutmeg,
sugar, and chinaware—should be left behind in the
care of the assistent Cornelis van de Graef and
Hendrick van Zeller, with the help of the bottler Lucas
Croix who “had mastered the Indian language.” The
“assistants” were ordered to sell the lot during the
approaching season. In the autumn of 1639, after they
had accomplished their task, they crossed over to
Surat aboard the English Discouvre.27
In 1640 the onderkoopman (“junior merchant”)
Johannes Sigismundus Wurffbeen, commander of the
flute the ’t Vliegende Hart, came from Surat and
called at the port of al-Mukhâ on 5 June, without a
clove in the hold. He expressed his confident
expectation that, should the Company launch an
expedition to Arabia in 1641, a modest amount of
cloves could be traded. It is irrelevant here that this
voyage, although initially prepared, was later
canceled.28

Yemeni and Mediterranean Destinations
Once the cloves had been supplied to the spice
market of al-Mukhâ, to where were they transported?
According to a communication from 1616,
cloves, as well as other southern commodities, were
bought by wealthy merchants who came from the
north to the Yemeni port city either aboard “the large
King’s ship” or as part of “a Caffel or Caruwaen,”
that is, a caravan. They carried the spice, by land or by
sea, back to nearby cities, such as Jedda and Mecca,
and to distant trading centers like Suez, Cairo, and
Aleppo.32
In September 1622 the Beglerbegi Fadl Allâh
Bâshâ took a sizeable lot of cloves from the Dutch, or
rather he forced them to deliver the spice for damages
incurred in raids by the Samson and the Weesp. His
actions were actually confiscation, although he
promised to pay as soon as he had obtained
satisfaction. Shortly after this shocking event,
Benjanen or Bâniyans (Hindu merchants residing in
al-Mukhâ) called at the factory to buy a batch of
cloves.33
According to an observation dating back to
1626—although noted down in 1633—the mer-

Regions of Origin
Where did the Indian and Dutch Mukhâmen
procure their cloves?
According to an observation recorded in 1618,
vessels sailed annually in September, from Surat,
Dabhol, and Cambay to Achin. The textiles carried on
board were then traded in Sumatra and Java with
“large profits.” Barely six months later, in February,
the ships returned home to al-Mukhâ with a variety of
products in their holds. Cloves were invariably part of
the cargo. In addition, Dabhol merchants sent a boat
laden with cloves every year from the north Sumatran
port directly to al-Mukhâ. In Achin Indian traders
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recorded in 1634—it is said that the spice was
consumed by “the Allarves.” These “wild people” ate
cloves “as a habit” and, quite surprisingly, “out of their
hands,” just as “the Moors were using opium.” Who
were these Allarves? Were they living in Yemen, in
Persia, or in Surat? The ambiguous text sounds like a
wondrous tale.39

chants who annually visited al-Mukhâ, from the Suez
ship mentioned above, sought to acquire the “finest
and most important commodities” with a view to
selling these on the Egyptian and Turkish markets.
Cloves were among the items sought by the
merchants.34 The “most coarse” products, on the other
hand, were “consumed” in the Yemeni hinterland.
For the season of 1633, sale prices of cloves have
survived from al-Mukhâ and “Grand Cairo,” and they
differ significantly. It seems obvious that cloves
supplied in the South Arabian port city were, at least
partly, traded in transit to the metropolis on the Nile,
and with pyramidal profits.35
The majority of the cloves sold on the spice
market of al-Mukhâ in 1638 were transported by
caravan to the interior or by djalba to more northern
ports and trade centers such as Jedda, Mecca, Suez,
and Cairo, as well as to Lebescij (al-Habash) and
Suwâkin on the opposite African coast.36
Finally, in 1640 an eyewitness stated that “the
Arabs,” that is, the Yemenis, “consumed very few”
spices, including cloves. The Turks, on the other hand,
usually transported the product from al-Mukhâ to
Alcair, even though, for various reasons, there proved
to be no eager purchasers in the current season.37
The conclusion seems justified that in al-Mukhâ
cloves were more a transit than an import item. After
trans-shipment the finer qualities were transported
from al-Mukhâ by qâfila or djalba to renowned
trading centers in the Mashriq, to be redistributed
there.

Units of Weight and Packing
In the Yemeni port quantities of cloves were
invariably given in units of weight. The standard was
the bhaer (bahâr), subdivided into 15 frasle
(farâsila/farâsil), each of which comprised 10 men
(mann/amnân). Judging by the documents, the
Mukhâwi bahâr had a “heavy” variant up to 1638 and
a “light” one from that year. The heavy bahâr was
equal to 393 ¾ Dutch pounds, or about 195 kg metric,
the light bahâr to 375 pounds or about 185 kg. The
heavy farâsila weighed 26 ¼ pounds, the light one 25
pounds, that is, about 13 and 12 ½ kg respectively.40
The size of a lot of cloves was frequently defined
in Dutch pounds, especially when the Company’s own
cargoes or stocks were involved. A pond or “pound”
was equivalent to 494.09 gr, i.e. almost half a
kilogram. Sporadically, the Amboinese bhaer or
bahâr was used in the documents, equated with 550
Dutch pounds (almost 272 kg).41
On the spice market of al-Mukhâ the prices paid
for cloves were expressed in reals of eight per
farâsila, very rarely also per bahâr. Even where no
unit of weight is communicated, the farâsila price
proves to be meant. In the records purchase and sales
prices valid elsewhere—in Cairo, Surat or the
Indonesian Archipelago, for instance—are usually
given per Dutch pound, sometimes per picol of 125
pounds (close to 62 kg).42
Cloves were transported and stored by the Dutch
(and presumably by the Indians and English, too) in
sacken or “sacks.” For example, the cloves that were
involuntarily delivered to Fadl Allâh Bâshâ in 1622
were packed in sacks of about 160 ½ Dutch pounds
each (slightly over 79 kg). Some of the sacks of cloves
carried by the Heusden in 1623 weighed about 170 ½
pounds (a bit more than 84 kg), others 100 pounds
(49.5 kg).43
Packen or “packs” of cloves are also mentioned
in the sources. They were a component of the cargo of

Quality and Use
The documents seldom discuss the type or quality
of the cloves traded in al-Mukhâ. A document from
1616 mentions “cloves that are good,” in another from
1623 we read “good cloves.” The cloves making up
the smallest lot shipped in the Heusden that year are
called “a little poorer” than those forming the largest
lot. Good cloves and poor cloves, two distinct
qualities, but rather vaguely defined. Finally, in a letter
dating from 1640 there is a comment about cloves
that, owing to the “vehement heat” prevailing in the
Red Sea, are “very subject to mites,” that is,
vulnerable to damage by mites or worms.38
One phrase devoted to the use of cloves,
unfortunately, is unclear. In a statement from 1626—
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in Dutch pounds of a “pack” of cloves is unknown, the
size of the cargo remains a mystery. According to an
overall estimate, Asian and European traders together
could sell only about 30 to 35 bahâr of cloves on the
Mukhâwi market (5,836 to 6,809 kg).47
In 1620 the ’t Wapen van Zeelandt reached the
port of Aden with 30,000 pounds of cloves aboard,
i.e. more than 76 heavy Mukhâwi bahâr (14,823 kg).
The quantity of cloves unloaded there for transport to
al-Mukhâ is not communicated, but it must have
definitely exceeded 8 to 8 ½ bahâr (1,556 to 1,654
kg), because, during his short period of office in 1621,
Van Gill succeeded in selling this quantity.48
In the same year the Samson and the Weesp
brought “about” 25,000 Dutch pounds of the spice,
i.e. some 63 ½ heavy bahâr (12,352 kg), a cargo
described by Coen as “some cloves.” An unspecified
part of it was landed. By August 1, 1620 the quantity
of cloves piled up in the Company’s building, both the
“old” cloves delivered by the ’t Wapen and the “new”
cloves supplied by the Samson and the Weesp,
totalled 23,000 pounds or 58 ½ bahâr (11,364 kg).
So, in 1621 the Arabian office had no less than 67
bahâr (13,035 kg) of cloves in total, a “large quantity”
in the opinion of Van den Broecke—8 ½ bahâr were
sold that year and 58 ½ bahâr (11,381 kg) remained
unsold.49 Jan van der Burch and De Milde expected
that about 30 or even 40 bahâr (5,836 or 7,782 kg)
could be sold annually on the spice market of alMukhâ by Indians and Dutch together.50
In 1622, when the Turkish-Dutch conflict came to
a head, Fadl Allâh Bâshâ exacted the delivery of 52
sacks of cloves, weighing over 21 heavy bahâr all in
all (4,086 kg.). De Milde thought that the Dutch and
the “Moors” would be able to dispose of 25 to 30
bahâr of cloves every year on the Arabian market
(4,864 to 5,836 kg).51
In January 1623, 1,000 pounds of cloves, i.e.
about 2 ½ heavy bahâr (494 kg), was transferred
from the Noort Hollant into the Heusden off Goa, but
it is not known if this amount represented the complete
cargo carried back from al-Mukhâ by way of Surat.
At any rate, the latter yacht put into the Yemeni port
with 16,000 pounds of cloves in its hold, or close to 41
bahâr (7,905 kg). The lot of 15,000 pounds (7,411
kg) carried from Batavia was characterized by Coen
as “some cloves.” In al-Mukhâ, Visnich came to the

the Nassau, riding at anchor in the roads of al-Mukhâ
in 1616. Unfortunately, we do not know the weight of
a “pack;” it remains a matter of conjecture.44
Tare, Transport Costs, Weighage, and
Import Duties
When cloves were sold in al-Mukhâ, tara or
“tare” was discounted, certainly by the Dutch, and
most probably by the Indians. In 1622, for instance,
the chief of the Company’s factory deducted 4 amnân
tare from each of the 52 sacks he delivered to the
Beglerbegi, that is, well over 6 ½%. In the forde
(furda), however, the latter’s servants expected to
receive 6 amnân per sack, a reduction of almost 10%.
So, whereas De Milde allowed a discount of 708
reals, the Ottoman officials required no less than 1,061
reals.45
The workers who carried ashore the cloves,
supplied by their sanâbîq, from the roadstead into the
weighing-house, earned 2 Mukhâwi kabîrs in cash
per sack or pack. Their comrades, responsible for the
transport from furda to entrepôt, were paid the same
amount.
Waechgelt or “weighage” had to be handed over
to the “clerks” and “weighers” executing their tasks
within the weighhouse. The “Governor” or
Sandjaqbegi of the town, who never failed to be
present, dipped personally once or twice into each
sack opened on his instructions, a method of selfenrichment that, understandably, was considered “a
bad habit” by the merchants!
Finally, poortgelt or “gateage” was due for each
sack that left the tollhouse; the amount, just like
weighage, was fixed.46
Size of Cargoes
The cargo ships from Goa and Achin that dropped
anchor in the roads of al-Mukhâ in 1616 carried 12
and 10 heavy bahâr of cloves, respectively (2,335
and 1,945 kg). The vessel from Bacanore supplied “a
few” cloves bought under pressure from the
Portuguese. What exactly is “a few?” Van den
Broecke called the 10 bahâr landed by Âghâ Râsâ’s
ship “a few.” So the Bacanore cargo probably
comprised roughly 10 bahâr (1,945 kg). The Dutch
Nassau appeared in the bay during the same monsoon
with 20 packs of cloves, but, because the exact weight
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in the hands of a Surati captain or nâkhudâ’ by the
name of Mostaffa Schellebij (Mustafâ Shalabî), so
that the proceeds of their sale would defray the costs
of providing for De Milde, who was being held
hostage. Should peace prevail, Grijph thought, a
“reasonable lot” would be saleable on the spice
market. But then, we do not know what he thought
was “reasonable.”57
In 1633, the Surati brokers mentioned above
assumed that the VOC would be able to sell 5,000
pounds of cloves in the Red Sea port annually, i.e.
more than 12 ½ heavy bahâr (2,470 kg). Surati
merchants, on the other hand, estimated the
Company’s chances much more favorably, as much
as 100,000 pounds, or nearly 254 bahâr (49,409
kg), seemed saleable, twenty times more!58
In 1638, the Indian traders did not sell more than
400 to 500 light farâsil of cloves, that is, ± 26 ½ to ±
33 ½ light, or almost 25 ½ to almost 32 heavy bahâr
(4,941 to 6,176 kg).59 That same year, the English
Marij returned from the Yemeni port with “a few”
cloves, after its merchants had discovered, to their
disappointment, that they “could not make any profit”
at that place; the size of the lot of cloves that they had
sold “at a very low profit” is not known.60
At the end of 1638 the Rarob arrived in al-Mukhâ
charged with 10,000 pounds of cloves, i.e. more than
26 ½ light or 25 ½ heavy bahâr (4,941 kg). Even
during these slack winter months, Van den Broecke
succeeded in selling 3,723 pounds, i.e. close on 10
light or 9 ½ heavy bahâr (1,839 kg). The remaining
lot, comprising 6,277 pounds, about 16 ¾ light or 16
heavy bahâr (3,101 kg), was probably left behind in
the care of Van de Graef and Van Zeller, for the spice
does not figure in the survey of merchandise drawn up
by the senior merchant Jan Leendertsz and taken by
the flute from Yemen to Gamron (Bandar ‘Abbâs).
The Director in Surat, Barent Pieterssen, referring to
the lot, spoke of “only a few cloves”61
According to a communication from Wurffbeen to
Paulus Croocq, Pieterssen’s successor, in 1640 in alMukhâ there was “an extremely small consumption”
of spices, including cloves. The Yemenis in the interior
took “very few” cloves, and the Turkish transit traders
showed almost no interest in purchasing. The latter
argued not only that the “vehement heat” encouraged
mites, but also that the transport to Cairo involved

conclusion that in times of peace the VOC would not
succeed in selling more than 15 to 20 bahâr of “good”
cloves per season (2,918 to 3,891 kg).52
In January 1624, despite Visnich’s reservations,
De Carpentier informed the Heren Zeventien or
“Gentlemen Seventeen” in Holland—referring to De
Milde’s estimate, from 1621!—that the Company
would be able to dispose annually of no less than
15,000 pounds in Arabia, that is, over 38 heavy bahâr
(7,411 kg), provided that the region were “not
troubled by war activities.”53
The six bottoms dispatched to Surat in the second
half of 1625, under the command of Kistgens and Van
Speult, were loaded with 80,477 pounds (39,763 kg)
of cloves intended for Gujarat, Persia, and Arabia. Of
this cargo, 15,000 pounds (over 38 heavy bahâr or
7,411 kg), was transferred into the Walcheren and
reached the Tihâma port in the middle of 1626. When
referring to this cargo, Van Speult spoke of “nothing
special.”54
Just before Van Speult’s squadron set sail from
Surat, Van den Broecke requested that the Governor
General provide him with a similar quantity of cloves
in order to enable him to continue trading to al-Mukhâ.
De Carpentier complied with the request, sending
60,000 pounds (29,645 kg) that same summer with
the ’t Wapen and the Zierickzee, of which 15,000
pounds (7,411 kg) were meant to be “dispatched” to
Yemen.55
On the other hand, Carstensz, Van Speult’s
successor, had come to quite another opinion about
the clove commerce. In his opinion the Company
should supply 3,000 pounds at most to the market, i.e.
about 7 ½ heavy bahâr (1,482 kg), and, moreover,
“by way of trial,” and that the cloves provided by the
merchants from western India, subsequently distributed over the Yemeni hinterland and the Mediterranean, constituted no more than a “small lot.”56
It is not stated how many cloves were aboard the
Bommel and the Weesp, lying at anchor in the
roadstead of al-Mukhâ in 1628. Were 15,000
pounds (7,411 kg) involved, in compliance with De
Carpentier’s wishes, or just 3,000 pounds (1,482 kg),
following Carstensz’s advice? At any rate, the ships’
arrival caused a fall in price and it was impossible to
sell a single clove. Commander Grijph, however, left
behind 7 heavy farâsil and 1 mann of cloves (92 kg)
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reals for one farâsila of cloves applied in al-Mukhâ.
Immediately after the arrival of the Bommel and the
Weesp, however, the price plunged to 28, and even to
26 reals. Grijph ascribed the sharp decrease in price
to the vast quantity of the spice supplied and to
resumed hostilities. He assumed that prices of 30 to 34
reals per farâsila could be realized in times of peace.68
The year after, a farâsila proved to yield no less than
45 reals!69
In 1633, the price for a heavy farâsila of cloves
rose from 70 reals of eight in the early season to 90
reals in the late season.70 Five years later, in 1638,
considerably lower amounts were paid for
approximately the same quantity, namely 15, 16, and
24 reals for a light farâsila (±12,5 kg), i.e. 15 ¾, 16¾,
and 25 ¼ reals for a heavy farâsila (±13 kg). In the
winter period the market was slow and the sales price
did not rise above 16 reals.71
In 1639, Van de Graef and Van Zeller were
instructed that, if cloves were abundant on the
Mukhâwi spice market during the approaching trading
season (Heaven forbid!), they should not “dump”
their product at a price lower than 13 reals a light, or
13¾ reals a heavy farâsila. Afterwards it became
clear that the two assistants actually sold the lot at “an
excessively low price,” possibly for 13 or (13¾)
reals.72
Finally, in 1640, an observer anticipated,
probably on the basis of the prices then prevailing, that
in the next season cloves could be sold for no more
than 20 to 21 reals of eight per light farâsila, i.e. 21 to
22 per heavy farâsila.73

“heavy tolls and excessive costs.” Consequently, they
could not compete on the Turkish market. It appeared
to the junior merchant that “probably, consumption
would not increase or expand in the short term.” He
considered 5,000 pounds, i.e. more than 13 light or 12
½ heavy bahâr (2,470 kg), the largest lot the
Company could dispose of in al-Mukhâ.62 Accordingly, Croocq set aside 5,000 pounds in the
storehouse at Suhali to be transported to Arabia in
1641. When this expedition was cancelled, he threw
the spice onto the Surati market.63
Sale Prices in al-Mukhâ
In the commercial season of 1616 cloves were
sold on the Mukhâwi spice market for 20 to 30 reals
of eight per heavy farâsila (±13 kg); when large
quantities were sold, the price was 300, 350 or 400
reals per heavy bahâr (±195 kg).64
In 1621 the product initially yielded 34 to 35 reals
per farâsila, later, 33 ½ reals. When the customer
bought more sizeable lots, for example, 1, 2 or 3
bahâr (195, 389 or 584 kg), it was expected that the
price would drop to 30, 29, or even 28 reals a
farâsila.65
During the monsoon of 1622 a farâsila of cloves
sold for 34 to 35 reals, which was deemed a “high
price;” again, the Dutch were prepared to “offer this
for a substantially lower price” for the purchase of a
real “lot,” that is a large quantity. This willingness did
not prevent them from charging the full price of 34 reals
per farâsila for the huge lot of more than 21 bahâr
(4,086 kg) of cloves delivered, under pressure, to the
Beglerbegi. In addition, De Milde, the person to
whom we owe most of this data, quoted the slightly
divergent farâsila price of 30 to 35 reals and the
directly proportional bahâr price of 450 to 525 reals
for both 1621 and 1622.66
In 1623, when the trade in the South Arabian port
proved to be “extraordinarily slack,” cloves
nevertheless fetched 34 to 40 reals of eight per
farâsila. At the beginning of 1624, De Carpentier still
based himself on De Milde’s price quotations from
1621, when he held up the prospect of annually gaining
45,000 guilders for a cargo of 15,000 Dutch pounds
(7,411 kg) of cloves sold in al-Mukhâ to the
Gentlemen Seventeen, that is, a real of eight equated
with 47 stuivers, 33 ½ reals a farâsila.67
Halfway through May 1628, a sales price of 42

Purchase Prices in the Indonesian Archipelago
The documents and logs are silent about the prices
paid by Indian merchants to Javanese and Malays for
the cloves that they delivered. However, some of the
prices paid for the product by the Company’s servants
in the Archipelago have come down to us.
In 1620, the cloves carried by the ’t Wapen van
Zeelandt to South Arabia and Gujarat cost 20 reals of
eight per picol (almost 62 kg), converted into
Mukhâwi units, over 4 reals a heavy farâsila (±13
kg).74
The purchase value of the cloves, comprising both
the “old” and the “new” stored in the Dutch entrepôt
in al-Mukhâ on August 1, 1621, amounted to,
according to the books, almost 8 stuiver for each
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transported by Van Gill to al-Mukhâ. On 1 August
1621, scarcely six months after the establishment of
the VOC office in Aden, not a single stalk was in stock;
we may deduce from this fact that the product was,
most likely, never held in the Company’s assortment
(rather than that it had already been sold). In that same
year De Milde repeatedly made an urgent request, to
send him clove stalks “if possible” with the coming
ships, “in particular” and “in the main,” but his superior
in Batavia, Coen, did not answer him.80
Stalks, weighed in farâsil, in the Archipelago in
cattis, were priced in farâsil and bahârs, and were
transported, at least aboard the Company’s vessels, in
verckens, water casks half as big as leggers. The
entire lot of 219 pounds (108 kg) of stalks supplied by
the ’t Wapen in Aden in 1620 could be stored in one
vercken.81
In 1621, the total amount of clove stalks that the
joint merchants in al-Mukhâ would be able to dispose
of annually was rated by De Milde at 20 to 25 heavy
bahâr (3,891 to 4,864 kg). A year later he adjusted
that estimate; he now considered 12 to 15 bahâr
(2,335 to 2,918 kg) the maximum that could be sold
by the Company and the “Moors” together. On the
other hand, in 1623 Visnich sketched a brighter
perspective. He expected that, in times of peace, the
Company alone would succeed in marketing 20 to 30
bahâr of stalks every year (3,891 to 5,836 kg).82
What about the prices? In 1616 clove stalks
changed hands at 8 to 11 reals of eight per heavy
farâsila (close to 13 kg), in 1621 at 12 to 15 or 16,
and in 1623 at 20 reals. The price current in 1621 is
given per heavy bahâr (almost 195 kg) as well,
namely 180 to 225 reals.83

Dutch pound (close to 0.5 kg), thus well over 4¼ reals
a heavy farâsila.75
Two distinct lots of cloves were aboard the
Heusden in 1623, one originating directly from
Jakarta, the other transferred off Goa from the Noort
Hollant. The Jakarta cloves had been bought at 50
guilders a picol, in Mukhâwi terms, at more than 4¼
reals a heavy farâsila; the Goa cloves were
purchased at about 5 ½ stuiver per Dutch pound, that
is, at 3 reals a farâsila.76
The cloves that seemed to be marketable in alMukhâ, in the opinion of three Surati brokers
recorded in 1633, would cost 12 stuivers a pound,
that is, 6½ reals a heavy farâsila.77
2. Clove Stalks
Not only “pure” cloves were traded on the market
of al-Mukhâ, that is, the strongly aromatic flowerbuds, dried and stripped of petals and stalks—called
in the documents steelen van nagelen,
giroffelnagelen, or steeltijens van nagelen. “Clove
stalks” were also supplied and purchased.78
Unfortunately, the information about this stalk trade is
rather scanty.
De Milde made a remarkable statement in a letter
to Coen in mid-1621, stating that clove stalks were
used “here” (that is, in Yemen) by women “to decorate
their heads.” It is a pity that the senior merchant does
not breathe a word about the precise way the ladies
used them. Perhaps they fastened the little stalks to
their veils, as can still be seen now in some areas of the
Middle East.79
What is certain is that during the commercial
seasons of 1616, 1621, 1622, and 1623, clove stalks
were supplied and sold in the Tihâma port; data
concerning trade volume and prices are evidence for
this trade. The “Moors” (i.e. the Indian merchants)
were the suppliers.
The Dutch did not regularly participate in the stalk
trade, even though they expressed a strong wish to do
so. A lot of 175 catti of stalks, close to 219 Dutch
pounds (108 kg, each catti weighed 1/100 picol or 1
¼ pounds, that is, 0.6 kg) was stowed in the hold of
the ’t Wapen van Zeelandt, which called at Aden in
August 1620. However, it is not communicated
whether or not the lot or part of it was landed to be

3. Mother-of-Cloves
Moernagelen or “mother-of-cloves,” cloves
which have passed through the stage of fructification
and constitute young plants, are mentioned only once
in the material investigated.84 The ’t Wapen van
Zeelandt, anchored at Aden at the end of August
1620, carried 145 catti of the product, i.e. over 181
Dutch pounds (almost 90 kg), held in a vaetjen or
“small barrel.” The cost price of the entire lot was
“estimated” at a mere 10 stuiver plus 2 penning,
presumably a bookkeeping amount.85
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We do not know if these flavorless mother-ofcloves ever reached al-Mukhâ; no statement exists
implying that Van den Broecke left behind part or all
of the lot to be transported to the Red Sea port. They
do not figure in the inventory of commodities that were
in store in the Company’s warehouse on 1 August
1621.86 Nevertheless, the possibility cannot be
ignored that a modest quantity of mother-of-cloves
found its way to interested buyers in al-Mukhâ during
the six months of 1621.

2006

supply and demand in balance?
The information about lots actually sold is not only
meager, but also heterogeneous. In 1621 Van Gill sold
8 ½ heavy bahâr (1,654 kg); in 1622 De Milde, with
a knife at his throat, delivered 21 bahâr (4,086 kg),
and in 1638-1639 Van den Broecke and his assistants
disposed of 25 ½ bahâr (4,961 kg). Only in the last
case was the supply entirely sold, though with great
effort.
If estimates of the quantities of cloves considered
saleable in the future were based on lots actually sold
in the present—a plausible assumption—then the
Indians and the Dutch combined sold 30 to 35 heavy
bahâr in 1616, 30 to 40 in 1621, and 25 to 30 in 1622
(respectively, 5,836–6,809, 5,836–7,782 and
4,864–5,836 kg). Consequently, for both of the years
first mentioned, it can be demonstrated that the
quantities sold were less than the quantities supplied:
in 1616, 30 to 35 bahâr (5,836 to 6,809 kg) sold
versus 42 bahâr (8,171 kg) plus 20 packs supplied,
and in 1621, 30 to 40 bahâr (5,836 to 7,782 kg) sold
versus 67 plus x bahâr (13,035 plus y kg) supplied.
In 1623 the Company alone transported no less than
41 bahâr (7,976 kg) of cloves (though undischarged)
and in 1626, 38 bahâr (7,393 kg), but it disposed of
no more than 15 to 20 and 7 ½ bahâr (2,918 to 3,891
and 1,459 kg) respectively.
It is as clear as day that the supply often exceeded
the demand. No wonder the sellers complained
frequently and loudly! Even when the spice was sold,
it happened in small quantities. According to a Dutch
merchant, during the commercial season of 1621 they
were able to dispose of only “small lots of 2 to 3 heavy
farâsil” (26 to 39 kg). At the same time one of his
colleagues hoped to market vast lots of 1, 2, or 3
heavy bahâr at one go, but he realized that he would
then have to lower the farâsila price substantially.
Late in the season of 1622, the chief of the Dutch
factory, robbed of a significant quantity of cloves by
Fadl Bâshâ, did not succeed in selling more than
“some tiny lots.” He declared regretfully that he would
not be able to sell sizeable amounts for the same price
that one could demand for smaller lots of 2 or 3 farâsil
(26 or 39 kg). Nevertheless, as soon as purchasers
revealed themselves, he would be glad to sell such
amounts “at a considerably lower price.”87
Cloves then were purchased slowly and in limited

THE MUKHÂWI MARKET FOR CLOVES
Supply
During the quarter of a century researched here,
clove cargoes arrived in the roads of al-Mukhâ during
at least eleven seasons. In 1616, 1618, 1621, 1622,
1626, 1628, 1633, 1638, and 1640 the spice was
brought by Indian ships. Dutch ships brought cloves in
1616, 1620-1621, 1622 (?), 1623, 1626, 1628, and
1638-1639, and an English ship in 1638. It should be
remarked that the Dutch cargoes from 1622 (?) and
1623 were not landed. The Company’s records of its
own deliveries is exhaustive, but the registration of
Indian clove supplies shows significant gaps.
Nevertheless, we may safely assume that al-Mukhâ
was regularly, perhaps annually, provided with cloves
by Indian merchants. The English seldom appeared
with a cargo of cloves, and the Dutch only now and
then. At times (for example in 1624) no cloves at all
reached the South Arabian port.
What quantities were involved? In 1616 we can
assume that the Indians landed about 42 heavy bahâr
(8,171 kg) in al-Mukhâ. In other years, the total size
of their cargoes apparently was not recorded; in 1626
a “small” lot is mentioned rather vaguely. As far as the
Dutch are concerned, in 1616 they supplied 20 packs,
in 1620-1621, 67 heavy bahâr (13,035 kg), in 1623,
41 (7,976 kg), in 1626, 38 (7,393 kg), in 1628,
possibly 7 ½ or 38 (1,459 or 7,393 kg), and in 16381639, 25 ½ (4,961 kg). However, the real weight of
the “packs” is unknown; the cloves brought in 1623
did not reach the waterside, and the quantities given
for 1628 are highly uncertain. So only the lots of 67
bahâr (supplied in two seasons, 1620-1621), 38 and
25 ½ bahâr stand out as reliable supply figures.
Demand
Did landed also mean sold? In other words, were
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quantities. A fact that can be partly explained by the
same political and military developments that caused
the demand for pepper to fall: changes of power in the
eyâlet as well as resumed hostilities between the
Turks and Yemenis.88

by the Turkish-Yemeni war, the “Arab gelbi”—
successor to the former Suez ship—did not anchor in
the roadstead. This djalba, carrying Turkish
merchants and a million reals of eight in the shape of
“golden cherifiens or Moorish ducats” (i.e. ashrafîs),
had been wrecked off Jedda. The Indian traders who
had crossed over during this monsoon with a large
number of cargo ships could not sell their
commodities, including the cloves. As a consequence,
they were obliged to leave behind the remainder with
their servants or someone else (for example, the
shâhbandar).89
However, even the safe arrival of the northern
ship, bringing merchants with bulging purses, did not
guarantee the complete purchase of southern
products such as cloves. The Turkish wholesalers
who sailed from Suez in 1640 showed little enthusiasm
for the spice.90 Tolls and costs to be paid during
transport to Cairo and the damage caused by greedy
mites made the product too expensive for their home
market. Unfortunately, whether or not Cairo was
flooded with cheap cloves through the Persian Gulf or
Amsterdam is not communicated.

Factors Affecting the Clove Market
Changes in government were a significant factor.
The Beglerbegis were succeeding each other at high
speed: in 1616 Muhammad took the place of Dja‘far,
in 1622 Fadl Allâh that of Muhammad, in 1624
Haydar that of Fadl Allâh, and in 1629 Qânsûh that of
Haydar, and in 1628 ‘Âbidîn even set himself up as a
rival to Haydar. As a rule, the Sandjaqbegis and
officials in the lower echelons were replaced at the
same time. Both the arriving and the departing
administrators tried to collect as much money as
possible. In a port and trading city such as al-Mukhâ,
this meant that merchants were forced, if necessary by
physical intimidation, to supply commodities or to lend
money without the prospect of payment or repayment.
The wealthy traders who called annually at the Tihâma
city with the large Suez ship were particularly
vulnerable. Consequently, precious little cash
remained for the large scale purchase of cloves during
the numerous periods of governmental crisis.
Furthermore, the struggle between the Ottoman
occupying forces and the Qâsimid insurgents broke
out again in 1626, and for years the Suez vessel did not
appear in the port of al-Mukhâ. In the interior, the
caravan traffic broke down due to the increased
insecurity of the roads. And so, in the absence of
buyers and cash, the international trade in the Yemeni
emporium stagnated. The clove market, strongly
dependent on the transit trade, also collapsed.
The changes of government and war activities,
however, were not the sole external factors that had a
negative effect on the demand for cloves in al-Mukhâ.
For example, on 25 August 1623, almost at the end of
the trading season, the eagerly awaited Suez ship had
not yet entered the city’s bay. Therefore, there was
“no call for Indian commodities,” and “few if any”
cloves had been sold. If the vessel appeared later, it
was expected that then the moderate prices “would
rise quite strongly.”
A decade and a half later, in 1638, when the city
was slowly recovering from the devastations caused

Price Movements
We have the definite or probable sales price of a
heavy farâsila of cloves (13 kg) on the Mukhâwi
market for no more than ten commercial seasons. The
values, expressed in silver reals of eight, are presented
in Table 1.
We can conclude that the sales price rose from
“low to moderate” in 1616, to “moderate” in 16211623, advanced from “moderate to high” in 1628,
from “high” in 1629 to “extremely high” in 1633. Then
Year

Price

1616
1621
1622
1623
1628
1629
1633
1638
1639
1640

20-30
30-35
30-35
34-40
26-42
45
70-90
15-21
13¾?
20-21?

Table 1. Al-Mukhâ: sales prices of cloves per heavy
Mukhâwi farâsila (13 kg) in reals of eight.
(? = probable/possible price)
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it sank to “extraordinarily low” in 1638-1639, finally
clambering back to “low.”
The gradually rising price (culminating in 1633,
then dropping rapidly) does not always seem to have
been in line with the market situation during the season
concerned. For example, in 1616, before the news of
the approaching Muhammad Bâshâ penetrated as far
as al-Mukhâ in mid-June, one might expect the trade
to be lively, especially due to the cash which had been
brought by the Suez ship. However, the cloves were
disposed of at moderate or even low prices. Are we
to believe that the prices in question were in fact the
prices realized after the bad tidings had reached the
city? Unlikely! Furthermore, in 1628 the trade came
to a virtual standstill; there was almost no demand for
commodities, including cloves. Yet at the beginning of
the season the spice fetched the high farâsila price of
42 reals, and the price fell to 26 reals only after the
arrival of the Bommel and the Weesp. Perhaps the
Indians had only landed an extremely small quantity of
cloves.

2006

realized on the sale of cloves in Surat. This would not
encourage the continuance of the clove trade to
Arabia!91
However, it could be much worse. In 1622 the
Dutch delivered a considerable lot of cloves, 21
bahâr (4,086 kg), to the Beglerbegi; a farâsila price
of 34 reals was charged. However, this was little more
than a pro forma price. Who could be so naive as to
expect that Ahmad Fadlî would ever pay? The yield
was 100% loss.
Objectives of Trade
In their Arabian trade, the Indians sold cloves and
other southern products to obtain noble metals, silver
reals, and golden ducats on the Mukhâwi market,
reals and ducats supplied from the north by ship and
caravan. According to an eyewitness in 1626, when
they returned home with “large capitals” they
enhanced the wealth of their countries.92
The Company, too, sailed chiefly for cash. From
the outset, it had high expectations for the clove trade.
After the Nassau’s reconnaissance expedition in
1614, Steven van der Haghen spoke of a “profitable
trade” in the future and of “many cloves” to be
marketed. Neither Coen nor Gerart Reijnst doubted
that cloves would be “in great demand.” Van den
Broecke, too, predicted “excellent profits in due
course.”93 In 1620, that same merchant, unloading
cloves for al-Mukhâ, mentioned “considerable profits
and large amounts of cash” to be gained. De Milde,
entering the Tihâma port a year later with a cargo of
cloves, reckoned on “good earnings.” In 1626, De
Carpentier took it for granted that the cloves reserved
for the Yemen would yield a high return. The same
conviction was held by the Governor General Antonio
van Diemen when he dispatched the Rarob to South
Arabia in 1638.94
The intention was not to convert the desired
profits on cloves into Yemeni or Mediterranean return

Profits Gained, Losses Suffered
The purchase prices in the production areas that
correspond to the sales prices in al-Mukhâ have come
down to us for three years. This enables the gross
profit and the percentage of the profit to be calculated;
the outcome is shown in Table 2.
Breathtaking profits, certainly. But, as has been
demonstrated before, gained on small lots and not
always! For example, when sales prices amounted to
probably 13 ¾ reals in 1639 and 21–22 reals in 1640
per heavy farâsila (13 kg), with a purchase price
possibly as high as 6 ½ reals (as happened in 1633),
the profits might have been in the region of 7 ¼ and
14½–15 ½ reals respectively, that is, about 111½%
in 1639 and 223–238½% in 1640. The last
percentage really did not elicit a shout of joy from
Croocq; it was only 38% higher than the profits
Year

Sale

Purchase

Profit

Percentage

1621
1623
1633

28 to 35
34 to 40
70 to 90

4¼
3 to 4¼
6½

23¾ to 30¾
29¾ to 37
63½-83½

559 to 723½ %
700 to 1,233 %
977 to 1,285%

Table 2. Al-Mukhâ: sales prices of cloves in reals of eight per heavy Mukhâwi farâsila (13 kg), compared to purchase
prices in the production areas, and the profits realized.
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Mukhâ by Indian freighters during most of the seasons
considered here. The vessels, disregarding the
Portuguese ban on clove transport, came mainly from
Sind, Diu, Surat, Dabhol, Goa, Bacanore, and other
Malabarian coastal cities. Moreover, every year a
Dabhol craft came directly from Achin.
VOC ships carrying cloves probably dropped
anchor in the roads of al-Mukhâ for eight or nine years,
actually landing and selling the spice during seven
monsoons. An EIC (English East India Company)
clove boat seems to have called at the port only once.
The Indians obtained their cloves in Achin, where
Malay and Javanese traders supplied the product. The
Dutch obtained the spice from Amboina, then traveled
to Jakarta and, sometimes, Surat.
Wealthy merchants of Turkish and Arab descent
arrived annually in al-Mukhâ from the Mashriq, either
aboard the large Suez ship or as members of a
caravan. They purchased cloves of superior quality in
order to sell them in major trading centers, such as
Jedda, Mecca, Suez, Cairo, or in neighboring Habash
and Suwâkin. A modest amount of cloves of mediocre
quality was distributed in the local markets of the
Yemeni hinterland by the Bâniyans.
In al-Mukhâ cloves were weighed in light or heavy
bahârs and subunits. The Company’s stocks and
cargoes were also defined in Dutch pounds and
Amboinese bahârs or packs; the spice was packed in
sacks of varying sizes. Cloves were subject to damage
by mites, which reduced their value. Moreover,
weighage, gateage, and transportation charges were
substantial expenses. As a rule, sellers deducted tare
from the sum due.
Little is known about the quantities of cloves that
were supplied and landed. In 1616, Indian merchants
supplied approximately 42 heavy bahâr (8,171 kg).
In 1620-1621, 1626 and 1638-1639 the Dutch
unloaded 67, 38 and 25½ bahâr (13,035, 7,393 and
4,961 kg), respectively. The supply apparently varied
throughout the years.
The amount of cloves that were marketed can be
estimated for three seasons, viz. 1616, 1621, and
1622, at 30–35, 30–40 and 25–30 heavy bahâr
(5,836–6,809, 5,836–7,782, and 4,864–5,836 kg),
respectively. The supply of cloves most likely
exceeded the demand, and, understandably, sellers’
complaints about the small size of sales were legion.

commodities. The profits were to be used to stock up
on “textiles” in Gujarat and Coromandel. In the
archipelago these cleden were turned into spices,
including cloves, that could then be distributed all over
Europe from Amsterdam.95 So the Company’s goal
was to use Yemeni cash to stop the flow of noble
metals from the Republic. In 1620 Van den Broecke
expected that the homeland “would not become
destitute of cash or exhausted.”96
In the spice market of al-Mukhâ the Indians and
the Dutch were trying to profit from cloves, but only
the Indians succeeded in sailing back with chests full of
noble metal. The VOC was not able to achieve its
aims.
Presents
Cloves were frequently part of the presents
handed over to rulers and their servants, both in
nearby Aden and al-Shihr, and in far-away cities such
as Surat, Ahmadabad, Cambay, and Calicut.97 Yet
according to the documents in al-Mukhâ they were
included only twice in gifts of honor.
In April 1623, Visnich paid his respects to Fadl
Allâh Bâshâ; he went to negotiate both the release of
the Company’s servants who were being held hostage
and payment for the confiscated merchandise. He
gave the Beglerbegi a “present,”—with a view “to
observe the proper way to behave”—that included
nutmeg, cloth, china, and 6 Dutch pounds of cloves
(close to 3 kg).98
At the end of January 1639 the Rarob departed
for Gamron. Van de Graef and Van Zeller, the
assistants left behind, were urged to present the
shâhbandar—if the man behaved well—with ¾ light
farâsil of cloves (slightly over 9 kg), in addition to
porcelain, sugar, and nutmeg. The Governor, the
Amîr Sa‘îd Âghâ, was to receive a similar gift, though
twice as large, i.e. a gift containing 1½ farâsil (18.5
kg) of cloves. Finally, brokers who might be useful to
the Company during the commercial season were to
be given presents that included 3 light amnân of cloves
(slightly more than 3.5 kg).99
SUMMARY
Clove Cargoes in the Roads of al-Mukhâ
From 1614 to 1640, a period when Ottoman rule
over Yemen declined, cloves were put ashore in al-
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Political and military developments—changes in
government and hostilities between Ottomans and
Zaydis—contributed to these marketing problems.
Merchants of substance, who came by ship or caravan
from the North, often could not reach al-Mukhâ, and,
when they did, were sometimes robbed of their
capital. Shipwreck could similarly lead to a scarcity of
money. Low prices on distant markets in the
Mediterranean also caused the demand for cloves in
al-Mukhâ to fall behind the supply.
We have the sales prices for cloves for no more
than ten years; they show a slow increase from 20 to
45 reals of eight per heavy farâsila (13 kg) in the
period 1616-1629, a peak of 70 to 90 reals in 1633,
and a steep relapse to 13¾ to 21 reals in 1638-1640.
The figures do not always seem to correlate with the
situation of the market: high prices, for instance, are
met with even in times of slow activity.
The gross returns made on cloves could be
exorbitant. They reached almost 725 % in some years,
in other years more than 1,200 % or even close to
1,300 %. However, during a few seasons the
percentage apparently did not rise above 110–240 %,
a discouragingly low return for the Dutch traders.
Reals and ducats were the only aim of both Indian
and Dutch clove sellers. The Dutch intended to use the
cash to purchase Indian textiles and, by bartering these
for spices in the Archipelago, to relieve the homeland
of the need to export precious metals to Asia.
However, due to considerable losses and limited
profits on small quantities of cloves, the money bags of
the Surati head office could not be strengthened in a
spectacular way.
We do not know with certainty if Indian and Dutch
cargo vessels ever brought mother-of-cloves to the
port of al-Mukhâ. Clove stalks, on the other hand,
were landed by Indian merchants during at least four
seasons, probably in quantities ranging from 12 to 30
heavy bahâr (2,335 to 5,836 kg), and then sold at
prices ranging from 8 to 20 reals per heavy farâsila.
They were transported in barrels, and weighed and
priced in farâsil and bahârs (in the Archipelago
sometimes in cattis). The Company’s servants in alMukhâ also wanted to participate in the stalk trade, all
the more since their fellow merchants were conducting
it successfully elsewhere. However, their words fell on
the deaf ears of their Batavian superiors, despite the
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fact that the sale of stalks seemed guaranteed as long
as Yemeni beauties, full of coquetry, used them “to
decorate their heads”!
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Tuchscherer, Épices = Tuchscherer, M., “Des épices
au café, le Yémen dans le commerce international (XVIe XVIIe siècle),” in: Chroniques Yéménites, 1996-1997, pp. 92102.
Van Dam, Beschryvinge = Dam, P. van, Beschryvinge
van de Oostindische Compagnie. Uitgeg. door F.W. Stapel
en C.W.Th. van Boetzelaer van Asperen en Dubbeldam. 7
vols. ’s-Gravenhage 1927-1954. Rijks Geschiedkundige
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Publicatiën, Grote Serie, 63, 68, 74, 76, 83, 87, 96.
Van der Chijs et al., Dagh-Register = Chijs, J.A. van der,
F. de Haan, J.E. Heeres et al. (eds.), Dagh - Register
gehouden int Casteel Batavia vant passerende daer ter
plaetse als over geheel Nederlandts-India. Uitgeg. onder
toez. van ~. 31 vols. Batavia etc. 1888-1931.
Van Leur, Trade = Leur, J.C. van, Indonesian trade
and society. Essays in Asian social and economic history.
Transl. by J. S. Holmes and A. van Marle. The Hague etc.
1955. Selected Studies on Indonesia by Dutch Scholars, 1.
Van Santen, Compagnie = Santen, H. W. van, De
Verenigde Oost-Indische Compagnie in Gujarat en
Hindustan, 1620-1660. Meppel 1982.
Wigman, Specerijen = Wigman Sr., H.J., “Specerijen,”
in: Dr. K.W. van Gorkom’s Oost-Indische cultures. Opn.
uitgeg. onder red. van H.C. Prinsen Geerligs. Tweede veel
verm. dr. 3 vols. Amsterdam 1917-1919. Vol. 3 (1919), pp. 303431.
ENDNOTES
* I am very grateful to Dr. Julia Harvey (Groningen),
who made my jerky English flow; she deserves a wreath of
clove stalks!
1. For the monograph on al Mukhâ, see: Brouwer,
Mukhâ. For the series of articles on commodities of trade
see: Brouwer, Coffee port, Paijtaght, Madagaskar“Connection,” Minerals, Pepper merchants, Spices, and
Kaneel respectively.
2. Terpstra, Westerkwartieren, pp. 106, 116; Van Leur,
Trade, p. 76; Stapel, Geschiedenis, vol. III, p. 195;
Beckingham, Dutch travellers, pt. I, pp. 72, 80; Pirenne,
Découverte, p. 60 (cf. Bîrîn, Iktishâf, p. 80); Davies, Primer,
p. 93; Meilink-Roelofsz, Trade, p. 223; Shihâb, Adwâ, pp.
220 (repeated verbatim in id., ‘Adan, p. 231); Van Santen,
Compagnie, p. 58; Tuchscherer, Épices, p. 95; Brouwer,
Expedition, pp. 54, 57, 72; id., Eye, p. 48; id., Anchor, p. 219;
id., VOC, p. 261; id., Cauwa, pp. 35, 48; id., Coffee port, p.
283; id., Paijtaght, p. 44. In Brouwer, Pepper merchants,
over thirty publications are listed about the spice trade in
general in early seventeenth-century al-Mukhâ (of local,
regional, and international scope, in the sections on the
state of research). The publications by Beckingham and
Pirenne/Bîrîn are source translations or, at best, paraphrases rather than studies.
3. On Yemen as an Ottoman eyâlet, 945-1045/15381635, as well as on the Qâsimid insurrection started in 1006/
1597, one may consult Sâlim, Fath (elaborate), or Brouwer,
Mukhâ, pp. 106-111 (concise, but with numerous
references).
4. Documents and logs: Brouwer, Mukhâ, pp. 91-98.
The VOC in Yemen: Brâwir & Kablâniyân, Yaman, pp. 22-31;
Brouwer, Cauwa and Encounters. Its Arabian trade in
coffee, minerals, chinaware, pepper, nutmeg, mace and
several “minor” spices: Brouwer, Coffee port, Minerals,
Paijtaght, Pepper merchants, Spices, and Kaneel. The
VOC in general: Gaastra, Geschiedenis. The Company’s
clove monopoly in the Moluccas: Al, Geschiedenis, pp. 8-
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59; Leirissa, Potentates; Knaap, Observations and
Kruidnagelen; Jacobs, Koopman, pp. 21-24, 28 ff.
5. Giroffelnagelen: 177, 607; 415a, 202r; etc. Nagelen:
67, 209r; 232, 254; etc. Many orthographic variants occur,
such as geroffelnagelen (188, 303v); garoffelnagelen (180,
166r), giroffolynagelen (375a, 33), naegelen (49, 180),
nagellen (A, I, 175), nagulen (691, 1321), naghelen (H, 56),
and naghellen (17, 84v). In Wurffbeen’s German text
Gewürtz-Nelcken is used (R, II, 42). For cloves, Syzygium
aromaticum L. (syn. Eugenia caryophyllus L.), see
Purseglove et al., Spices, vol. 1, pp. 229-285; Deinum,
Kruidnagel; Wigman, Specerijen, pp. 371-380. The use of
cloves in Yemen is discussed in Schopen, Heilmittel, pp. 6970, s.v. “zirr,” and in Ša‘bân ibn Salîm, Natâ’ig, pp. 171 (vs.
931), 202 (K125), 291 (K881); in the Arab world in EI2, vol. IV
(1978), pp. 626-627, s.v. “Karanful” (E. Ashtor), and
Aubaile-Sallenave, Parfums, pp. 226, 233, 234, 236, 238 and
244; in Europe in Jansen-Sieben, Specerijen, pp. 189-192,
and Steendijk-Kuypers, Kruidnagelen, pp. 299-303. Cf.
Grohmann, Wirtschaftsgebiet, vol. I, p. 253.
6. H, 67 (Koopvaerdy-schepen); 60, 238; 56, 207r-v; A,
I, 86, 100 (Aga Rasa). Cf. H, 56. For the Dabhol Achin-man
see also below, sub “Cloves: Regions of Origin;” for
Agarrasa consult 33, 168v. Cf. Brouwer, Shipping
movements, pt. 1, p. 132, M35, M41 and M65 respectively.
7. A, I, 174-175. Cf. Brouwer, Mukhâ, p. 394, GM28.
8. 127, 437r (Viceroij; overste). General interdict: 20,
204. Cf. Brouwer, Shipping movements, pt. 1, p. 136, M79.
9. 231, 770 (is niemant anders versien als wij); 363,
194r. The senior merchants Jan van der Burch and Willem de
Milde are involved here.
10. 489, 755 (gantsch geenn bij de stadt). The witness
is De Milde.
11. 656, 144v (Moorsche; Sindij; andere differente
plaetsen aen de cust van Indiën gelegen). This report,
drawn up by the senior merchant Carstensz, actually dates
from 1633; the information on the city of al-Mukhâ and its
trade were recorded from memory, as the original had been
purloined (cf. 144r). Cf. Brouwer, Mukhâ, p. 397, GM72.
12. 613, 1494.
13. 665, 173.
14. 698, 1314. This document (a copy) mentions
naelden instead of “naegelen.” No doubt an error in writing
committed by the Company’s pennist or clerk.
15. 694, 1238. Cf. Brouwer, Mukhâ, p. 405, EM13
(Merrij).
16. 1639: 691, 1321 (veel nagulen). 1640: 705, 163r-v.
17. 14, 347; 17, 84v (alderhande specerij); 22, 155v
(Chinesche waeren); 60, 237; 67, 209r. Cf. Brouwer, Mukhâ,
p. 408, DM1. A jacht or “yacht”is a fast-sailing Dutch threemaster of medium size often brought into action to
undertake voyages of exploration (ibid., pp. 301 ff.).
18. 95, 215r (veel van de nagelen ons ontdreven sijn);
H, 77. For the change of destination as well as the shipwreck
see the documents and references mentioned in Brouwer,
Paijtaght, p. 49, sub n. 80.
19. 162, 657; 164, 664; 167, 595; 170, 701; 171, 293r;

175, 603-604; 176, 603; 177, 607; 178, 737; 180, 166r; 188,
303v; 204, 160r (Arabische scheepkens). See also A, II, 245
(cloves to be exchanged for ambergris, in Khanfar); 231,
770; 281, 541. For details on the monsoons prevailing in the
Arabian Sea, cf. Brouwer, Shipping movements, pt. 2, pp. 2324, and id. Mukhâ, pp. 368-369. Cf. Brouwer, Mukhâ, p. 408,
DM2.
20. 205, 675; 209, 624; 210, 6; 231, 770; 232, 254. See
also 258, 299r; 365, 143; 366, 101r. Cf. Brouwer, Mukhâ, pp.
408-409, DM3.
21. The cloves transshipped: 415a, 202r. For the acts of
plunder, the imprisonment, and the attempted rescue see
Brouwer, Cauwa, pp. 37-42, and id, Servant, pp. 107-111,
114-119. Cf. Brouwer, Mukhâ, p. 409, DM4.
22. 375a, 33-34; 415a, 202r; 459, 10r. Cp. 335, 12v;
336, 229; 342, 723. Visnich: 402, 284-285 (alles in vreede
was). Cf. Brouwer, Mukhâ, p. 409, DM6.
23. 525, 153r; 530, 13r; 541, 303v. Walcheren: 542,
291r. Carstensz’s judgement: 656, 146r; 665, 174. Cf.
Brouwer, Mukhâ, pp. 409-410, DM7.
24. 542, 293r; 547, 121v.
25. 599, 246; 613, 1495 (in tijdt van vrede; tamelijcke
winste); 627, 149r. Cf. Brouwer, Mukhâ, p. 410, DM8.
26. 662, 285r (Wissendasnan; Seras; Bagesij; Jomenij
ofte Arabia Fœlicx; seecker en met de mees[t]e advancen
spoedichst); 665, 170-171 (170: Wissendasaen, Seraf and
Bangaija), 172-173.
27. 689, 80r; 691, 1321; 693, 1231 (buijten tijts); 695,
1257; 698, 1313 (d’Indistanse spraeck conde); 700b, 358v;
700c, 359v; 701, 39. Of Lucas Croix (Ornings in 695, Hornix
in 701) it is mistakenly said in Brouwer, Mukhâ, p. 248, that
his name was unknown. Cf. ibid., p. 410, DM9 (Rarob), and
p. 406, EM17 (Discouvre). A fluit or ‘flute’ is a fast-sailing
Dutch three-master with round stern, lightly armed and
manned, an ideal cargo vessel (ibid., pp. 301 ff.).
28. 705, 163v. Annulment of the Arabia expedition:
710, 487r; also 708, 586v, 606v. Cf. Brouwer, Mukhâ, p. 410,
DM10.
29. A, I, 174 (groot avance; Mallajers ofte Javanen),
174-175, 100; 56, 207v.
30. 162, 657; 164, 663, 664; 167, 595; 170, 701; 171,
293r; 172, 551-552; 175, 603-604; 176, 603; 177, 607; 178,
737; 188, 303v. Cp. 202, 589.
31. Kistgens: 517, 29r; 518, 135v, 137r, 137v; 519, 143r;
520, 6r; 522, 183; etc. Van Speult: 525, 153r (cloves
explicitly mentioned); 526, 153v; 527, 157r.
32. H, 67 (’t groot Koninckx Schip), 55-56 (55: een
Caffel ofte Caruwaen); 60, 238 (erroneously mentioning
castille instead of “caffilla,” a slip of the pen by the clerk or
the editor).
33. 362, 198v; 420, 20r (Benjanen). For the delivery
under pressure see Brouwer, Servant, p. 119.
34. 656, 144v (fijnste en importanste waeren; groffste;
geconsumeert), 145v.
35. 665, 173 (Gran Caijro).
36. 698, 1315 (Lebescij). A djalba was a small Arabian
sailing boat, used for the transport of passengers and
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commodities, especially in the Red Sea and the Arabian Sea;
see Brouwer, Mukhâ, pp. 287-298 (with numerous
references).
37. 705, 163r-v (r: d’Arabierse; gants weijnigh
nuttigen; v: Alcair).
38. 56, 206r (nagelen die goet sijn); 402, 285 (goede
nagelen); 375a, 34 (wat slechter); 705, 163v (vehemente
hitte; veel vermijderens subject).
39. 665, 174 (de Allarves; wilde menschen; ordinarij;
uut de hand; als de Mooren den amphioen doen).
40. For bhaer see, for example, 231, 770, for frasle and
men 362, 198v; a variety of spelling variants is found in the
documents. In a future essay, special attention will be paid
to the measures and weights current in al-Mukhâ.
41. Pond: see, for instance, 361, 376r, and 689, 80r.
Amboinese bahâr: 172, 552 (bhaer); the amount of 242
bahâr mentioned here is, as is evident from 177, 607, equal
to 133,100 Dutch pounds.
42. Prices in al-Mukhâ: per farâsila: 322, 263; 613,
1495; etc.; per bahâr: 363, 194r. Uncommunicated unit of
weight: 691, 1321. Prices elsewhere: per pound: 665, 173
(Cairo); 662, 285r (Surat); per picol: 180, 166r (Jakarta).
43. 362, 198v (sacken); 375a, 33-34 (sacken). Fadl
Allâh Bâshâ: 52 sacks, weighing in total 21 bahâr, 3 farâsila
and 1 mann, i.e. ± 8,350 Dutch pounds. Heusden: 15,000
pounds, spread over 88 sacks, and 1,000 pounds, spread
over 10 sacks.
44. 67, 209r (packen).
45. 362, 198v (tara; forde). Nooten, a clerical error met
with in the tare calculation “according to our estimate” (nae
onse gissinge), should be understood as giroffel nagellen.
The 52 sacks weighed all in all 21 bahâr, 3 farâsil and 1
mann, i.e. 3,181 amnân. A sack, therefore, weighed an
average of 61.17 amnân. Thereof, 4 or 6 amnân represented
6.54% and 9.81% respectively.
46. 56, 205r (schrijvers; wegers; waechgelt); 453, 265
(Gouverneur; een quade costuijme; poortgelt). On
weighing-house and transport see Brouwer, Mukhâ, pp. 133
and 280 respectively; in 453 1 kabîr per collo is reckoned for
the transport from weighing-house to warehouse. Both
weighage and gateage will be discussed in detail in a future
contribution.
47. Indian vessels: 56, 207r-v (v: weijnich nagelen); A,
I, 100 (wijnnich). Nassau: 67, 209r. Estimate: 56, 206r.
48. 177, 607; 180, 166r. Van Gill’s sale: 231, 770. On his
activities and untimely death see Brouwer, Servant, pp. 105,
107, and id., Anchor, pp. 152, 196-197. The 30,000 pounds of
cloves were taken from the cargo of 133,100 pounds—242
Amboinese bahâr (65,763 kg)—carried by the Ternate from
Amboina to Jakarta (172, 552; 177, 607; 188, 303v; cf. 175,
603-604).
49. Samson and Weesp: 210, 6 (ontrent); 205, 675
(eenige nagelen); 209, 624. The factory’s stock: 361, 376r.
Van den Broecke: 258, 299r (groote quantiteijt).
50. 231, 770; 232, 254.
51. 362, 198v. De Milde’s estimate: 363, 194r (Mooren).
52. 415a, 202r. Coen: 336, 229 (eenige nagelen); 342,
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723. Visnich: 402, 285 (goede).
53. 459ED, 132 (met geen oorlogen getroubleert).
54. Cloves destined for the “Western Districts”
(Westerkwartieren): 530, 13r. According to 525, 153r,
20,000 pounds (9,882 kg) were aboard Kistgens’s ships, the
Goede Fortuijne, Nieuw Bantam, and Engelschen Beer,
which departed on 15 August. Van Speult’s squadron, the
Hollandia, Oraigne, and Mauritius, carried 60,477 pounds
(29,881 kg) and put to sea on 12 September. Cloves in alMukhâ: 541, 303v.
55. 542, 293r; 547, 121v (beseijndinge).
56. 656, 146r (tot een proeve), 144v (cleijne partije).
57. 613, 1495 (tamelijcke pertije); 627, 149r (schipper;
Mostaffa Schellebij).
58. Brokers: 662, 285r. Merchants: 665, 173.
59. 698, 1314. See above, sub n. 14.
60. 694, 1238 (eenige; niets en conden advanceeren;
d’advance seer sober).
61. 689, 671; 701, 39. Leendertsz: 695, 1257. Pieterssen:
700b, 358v (weijnich nagelen).
62. 705, 163r-v (r: gants cleene consumptie; gants
weijnigh; v: vehemente hitte; sware thollen ende excessive
oncosten; niet oogenschijnelijck in corten de consumptie
vergrooten off toenemen sal), 168v.
63. 710, 487r.
64. 56, 206r.
65. 231, 770; 232, 254.
66. 322, 263, 264 (hoogen prijse; pertie; vrij wat
minder geven); 362, 198v; 420, 20r; 363, 194r.
67. 1623: 420, 23r (extraordinarij sober). 1624: 459ED,
132.
68. 613, 1494, 1495.
69. 627, 149r. This concerns the price of the 7 farâsil of
cloves which were sold by Mustafâ Shalabî to the benefit of
De Milde (see above, sub “Cloves: Size of Cargoes”).
Possibly, this small lot had already been sold during the
season of 1628.
70. 665, 173.
71. 698, 1314 (cf. supra, sub n. 14); 701, 39.
72. 691, 1321 (springen); 700b, 358v (een excessive
lage prijs); 701a, 93.
73. 705, 163v.
74. 180, 166r. The divergent Mukhâwi farâsila price of
over 3 reals can be derived from the 242 (Amboinese) bahâr
or 133,100 Dutch pounds of cloves, mentioned in 172, 552
and, for example, in 177, 607, purchased for ƒ39,712:10:11. In
180 the real of eight is equated with 49 stuivers, a stuiver
being 1/20 Dutch guilders (ƒ).
75. 361, 376r: 23,000 pounds had cost 9,100 guilders.
Here the real of eight is considered equal to 49 stuivers.
76. 375a, 33; 415a, 202r. Jakarta lot: 15,000 pounds at
6,000 guilders, or 50 guilders a picol; Goa lot: 1,000 pounds
at ƒ274:14. In 415a the real of eight is valued at 50 stuivers.
77. 662, 285r. The real of eight is fixed here at 49
stuivers.
78. Steelen van nagelen: 363, 194r. Steeltijens van
nagelen: 56, 99. Stelen van giroffelnagelen: 180, 167r.
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waren), 23v (weinich ofte geen; vrij wat opslaen). 1638:
698, 1310 (Arabise gelbi; cherifiens off Moorse ducaten).
90. See above, sub “Cloves: Size of Cargoes.”
91. 706, 148r.
92. 1616: H, 67; 60, 238. 1626 (recorded again in 1633):
656, 144v (groote capitaelen).
93. 43, 53v (profitelicke vaert; vele nagelen); 14, 347
(wel getrocken); 24, 46; 17, 84v (mettertijdt schonne
proff[ijt]).
94. 204, 160r (deftige proffiten ende veel contants);
235, 40r (goede avance); 547, 121v; 689, 80v.
95. For example, 60, 237-238 (cleden); 205, 675; 210, 6;
459, 9r, ED, 132-133; 695, 1257.
96. 153, 443r; 204, 160r (soo van geen contant
ontbloot noch uutgeput sal worden); 459, 9r.
97. Aden: 194, 4r; cf. Brouwer, Expedition, p. 72. AlShihr: 491, 67. Surat: 310, 27r. Ahmadabad: 360, 31v; 369,
31r. Cambay: 369, 31r.
98. 491, 66; 410, 20-21 (21: om de behoirlijcke maniere
van procedeeren te opserveeren). In 393, 70r (schenckagie),
and 420, 21v-22r, only cloth and china are touched upon, a
reading wrongly followed in Brouwer, Servant, p. 124.
99. 692, 1322. Cf. Brouwer, Mukhâ, p. 272.

79. 232, 256 (heir [read: ‘hier’]; tot cieraet van haere
hoofden). Ashtor mentions Bedouin women in Morocco
using cloves (stalks, in all probability) in their necklaces; cf.
EI2, vol. IV (1978), p. 627, s.v. “karanful.”
80. ’t Wapen: 180, 167r. Stock: 361, 376r. De Milde:
232, 256 (vooral; soo ’t mogelijck is); 235, 40r
(princepalijck).
81. 180, 167r (vercken). A legger is a water cask or wine
barrel, containing 400 l.
82. De Milde: 232, 256; 363, 194r (Mooren). Visnich:
402, 285.
83. 56, 99; 232, 256; 363, 194r; 420, 23r.
84. Cf. Purseglove et al., Spices, vol. 1, p. 237.
85. 180, 167r (moernagelen; vaetjen; getaxeert).
86. 361, 376r.
87. 1621: 231, 770 (cleene pertije van 2 à 3 frasle); 232,
254. 1622: 322, 264 (vrij wat minder); 420, 20r (eenige cleine
partikens).
88. See Brouwer, Pepper merchants, pp. 253-255 and
256, sub “Pepper demand: 1) Influenced by changes of
government,” and “2) By acts of war”, where a great number
of details is provided.
89. 1623: 420, 23r (geen treck in geenige Indische

Friday Market, Beit al-Faqih (Tihama, Yemen). Photograph : Maria Ellis, 1998.
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Ascending a Stairway of Letters:
The Poetics of Dream Vision in the Book of Sana’a
Yair Huri
Ben Gurion University of the Negev

Abstract
The article discusses the idiosyncratic poetics of Yemen’s foremost modernist poet, ‘Abd al-‘Aziz alMaqalih, as reflected in his unique volume Kitab Sana’a (The Book of Sana’a, 2000). Though many critics
regard this volume as a mere tribute to his home city, I argue that this unique collection of poems
primarily expresses al-Maqalih’s views regarding the essence of poetic language. Using Sana’a’s
extraordinary cityscape and establishing a sense of magical realism, al-Maqalih juxtaposes two cities:
the “real” Sana’a and the “poetic” Sana’a. By fusing these two cities, the poet dexterously conveys his
modernist notions about the demiurgic power of language and the necessity of dream-vision in
constructing new realities within the artistic creation.
I dream’d in a dream I saw a city invincible to the
attacks of the whole of the rest of the earth,
I dream’d that was the new city of Friends,
Nothing was greater there than the quality of
robust love, it led the rest,
It was seen every hour in the actions of the men of
that city,
And in all their looks and words.
(Walt Whitman, “I Dream’d in a Dream”)

foremost modernist poet and a distinguished literary
scholar whose influence extends well beyond the
borders of Yemen. Born in 1937 in the village of alSull in southern Yemen, al-Maqalih’s primary
education was confined to the village Kuttab.2 He was
sent to Sana’a to pursue his secondary education, and
he then entered “The Teachers College” in the capital.
Al-Maqalih moved to Cairo to attend the University of
Ain Shams where he completed his doctoral studies.
His dissertation is considered to be a pioneer survey
that traces and explores the development and the
trajectory of modern Yemeni poetry.
Upon his return to his homeland, al-Maqalih
became highly involved in the literary life in Yemen. In
addition to his eminent career as a poet and scholar, he
heads the Center for Yemeni Studies in Sana’a and
was the president of the University of Sana’a. In 1986
he was awarded the Lotus prize for Literature from the
Union of Afro-Asian Writers, and he is currently the
cultural advisor to the president of Yemen. AlMaqalih is an extremely prolific poet and essayist and
he has published as many as fifteen volumes of poetry
and more than four dozen books and studies in the field
of Arabic poetry and prose.
This article discusses al-Maqalih’s extraordinary
poetry volume Kitab Sana’a (Book of Sana’a,
2000), and attempts to both define some of alMaqalih’s idiosyncratic poetics and delineate his
distinctive aesthetic vision as represented in this
volume. In doing this I follow a reading strategy
suggested by literary scholars William Sharpe and

Sana’a has the face of a woman saint,
the words of a wise man,
the voice of a martyr
and the feelings of a poet.
(‘Abd al-‘Aziz al-Maqalih, The Book of Sana’a)
In a recent short essay, which outlines some of the
significant features in the poetry of ‘Abd al-‘Aziz alMaqalih, the Jordanian poet and critic Amjad Nasser
writes1:
“Al-Maqalih not only offered poetic forms
and topics different from those prevailing, but
also strengthened modernist orientation in the
Arabian Peninsula through his literary
criticism. In other words, he moved into
Yemen the battle for modernism, which
subsequently proceeded in various degrees to
the other countries of the Peninsula. In this
sense, al-Maqalih is considered there the
pioneer of poetic modernism.”
‘Abd al-‘Aziz al-Maqalih is indisputably Yemen’s
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Leonard Wallock who asserted that “One of the most
useful ways of studying the city envisions the urban
landscape as a form analogous to that of a literary
composition.”3 I would like to contend that the volume
is by no means a mere tribute to the city and its
monuments as some critics have observed.4 In my
view the choice of the city as the volume’s fulcrum is
surely not without allegorical import. A true modernist
poet, al-Maqalih exploits Sana’a’s quasi-mystical
city-scape primarily to express his high modernist
poetics.
The Book of Sana’a unfolds in the form of a
fantasy parable, a soft-spoken, dreamy portrayal
endowed with quaint allegorical allusions. It
comprises sixty-five poems, most of which are written
in the style of al-Shicr al-Hurr (al-Maqalih primarily
uses the meters of al-Mutaqarib and al-Mutadarik),
while some are written with no meter. Each poem in
the volume is divided into two long stanzas; in many
poems, one stanza consists of a concrete portrayal of
the city. Scrupulously and painstakingly the speaker
pays attention even to the most diminutive details of the
“real” city, a city that ceaselessly vacillates between
monotony and turmoil, between ennui and ebullience.
It must be noted here that unlike most Arab modernists
who generally perceive the city as alienating and
disruptive, for al-Maqalih the city is truly a symbol of
rootedness. Verbose and strident in his praise, he
depicts the Yemeni capital as a place bristling with
energy, yet pleasing to the mind and to the heart.
Conversely, in the second stanza the capital city
vanishes as a tangible physical reality, and instead
images of more spectral cities are in the ascendant.
The city, although realistically urban and refreshingly
concrete in its details, is yet under the sway of a
mystical, recondite force that the poet finds irresistible
and beckoning. During this process the reader, finds
himself in front of a highly abstract enumeration of the
contents of the city. Al-Maqalih’s strategy in these
stanzas works on several different levels: the city’s
facets serve as poetic entities which capture the true
spirit of the city. The poet’s attitude towards the city
becomes one of aestheticizing fastidiousness, and the
theme of “city of the soul” occupies a preponderant
place in the volume. Furthermore, the sense of
transcendentalism and the metaphysical underpinnings that shore up the poet’s observations noticeably
permeate these stanzas. Accordingly, every concrete

object in the city becomes an eidolon, a visible
manifestation of some higher power.
The city’s mystical qualities are revealed already
in the prefatory poem of the volume. While likening the
city to a woman (using the fact that the noun “the city,”
al-Madina, is in the feminine form in Arabic) he writes
these lines:5
She was a woman
who descended to earth, wearing clothes of dew.
She then became a city.
She is the capital
of the soul
Her gates are seven
-and the paradises
also have seven gates.
Each gate fulfils a wish
for a foreigner.
From whatever gate you come in,
peace be upon you,
peace be upon a city.
Whose water is lovely,
Whose winters have a friendly brilliance,
and whose summer has a tender heat…
***
Mecca is the capital of the Qur’an,
Paris the capital of art,
London the capital of economy,
Washington the capital of power,
Cairo the capital of history,
Baghdad the capital of poetry,
Damascus the capital of roses,
and Sana’a is the capital of the soul.
The last line of the poem perhaps heralds alMaqalih’s poetics of spatialization as expressed in this
volume; the poet’s observations are conflated with his
private feelings. Out of their coalescence grows an
effective synaesthesia, whereby observing the
grandeur of external objects fulfils a role as a conduit
for the entire range of the protagonist’s emotions, from
meekness to ardent passion. From this poem on, the
city transforms into a conglomerate of concrete
objects and figments of the poet’s fanciful imagination.
His observations will be suffused with his visionary
aestheticism and he will opt for an interchangeable
process, in which the city places an indelible stamp on
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his creative efforts. At the same time it serves as a
perfect mirror-image for the meanderings of his quirky
mind. Al-Maqalih uses paradisiacal images to capture
the spirit of the city, as he perceives it. The first stanza
is a paraphrastic summary of Edenic narrative as it
appears in the Koran, and most particularity in Surat
al-Zumar6:

2006

However, and as mentioned before, al-Maqalih
does not merely use the cityscape to evince a sense of
meditation and supernaturalism or to elicit a feeling of
Whitmanesque mystic Unionism between the
protagonist and his city he inhabits. Nor does he seek
to portray the city as a space saturated in pietistic
atmosphere, or to suffuse it with a sanctified aura.
Rather, he chooses to employ the cityscape to serve
as a self-reflection on the nature of poetic language. In
Poem Twenty Four, he juxtaposes two “cities”: an
imagined or “poetic” city and another one, presented
as both realistic and fantastic8:

And those who feared their Lord will be led
to the Garden in crowds: until behold they
arrive there; its gates will be opened: and
its Keepers will say: “Peace be upon you!
Well have ye done! Enter ye here to dwell
therein. ”

Once, in a dream
I descended upon a ladder or dreams,
engraved in the consciousness of time.
I saw houses of light,
poles made out of a joyous day,
markets of silver,
and streets of gold,
I was told: “this is Sana’a”…
Sana’a is not the same as the one that lies in my blood
No one, but the dream, can see her. She stands out
with two bodies and two suns.
So descend on a stairway made out of the mirrors of
letters
And clap your hands when you reach the rims of the
city!
***
Under Sana’a lie many cities with many names,
cities which were murdered by the fingers of time.
One day one of the tourists shouted:
“Sana’a is sleeping under Sana’a”
He started digging with his fingers,
and found a marble stairway
that led him to rooms filled with scintillating
light
and to a stairway covered with soft carpets.
In one of those rooms he saw a marble cresset
that was talking in a language that no one
understood
He saw sleeping people
getting ready to wake up.
Next to them were swords made out of pure gold.
And just before he became crazy
He was on his way to the airport.

It should be mentioned that the poetic strategy
enacted by al-Maqalih was largely used in Western
poetry. Discussing the image of the city in American
and European urban poetry, literary critic Kritiaan
Versluys defines the poetic ploy wherein “the city of
the soul” is fashioned through the eyes of its poet using
religious imagery7:
“It is a universe under the aspect of eternity—
the universe at it appears at the level of
mystical perception shared by all people of all
generations and in all places. As such the
catalog-passage is the concrete expression of
what Emerson called the Oversoul. It
establishes a basis on which a unity can be
founded among the generations—a unity
resulting…from the fact that the enjoyment
transports the observers to commonly shared
layers of religious feeling, layers at which
everybody’s soul opens to the infinite beauty
of the surrounding world and therefore melts
away in a collective font of mystic admiration
[…] It is a slow crossing, made through
several repetitions of the same leitmotivs,
from the fractured appearance of things—the
surface of urban objects—to their unified and
mystical essence. In that sense, the poem tells
a story of purification, the freeing of the senses
and the unburdening of the conscience which
makes the mystical enjoyment of the
cityscape possible. Mystical enjoyment, in
other words, is not given, but has to be
acquired.”
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seamless amalgamation of the realistic and the
magical, of the tangible and the dreamy, transforms alMaqalih’s Sana’a into a hazy and obfuscated space,
and at the same time articulates the poet’s own
aesthetics.
The following lines, written by critics W.B. Faris
and L.P. Zamora to describe the purpose of using
Magical Realism, apply to the poem discussed here11:
“Magical realism often facilitates the fusion, or
coexistence, of possible worlds, spaces,
systems that would be irreconcilable in other
modes of fiction. The propensity of magical
realist texts to admit a plurality of worlds
means that they often situate themselves on
liminal territory between or among these
worlds- in phenomenal and spiritual regions
where transformation, metamorphosis, dissolution are common, where magic is a branch
of naturalism, or pragmatism. So magical
realism may be considered an extension of
realism in its concern with the nature of reality
and its representation […] Mind and body,
spirit and matter, life and death, real and
imaginary, self and other, male and female:
these are boundaries to be erased,
transgressed, blurred, brought together, or
otherwise fundamentally refashioned in
magical realist texts.”
The hybridization of the two main themes that
govern the volume, the city and the poet’s artistic
vision, finds recurrent expression in The Fourteenth
Poem. Here, once more, we are presented with two
stanzas, and now, the “realistic” stanza is impinging on
the “poetic” one12:

The poem’s protagonist seeks to explore
language on a subconscious level where, as Jacques
Lacan observes, “the function of language is not to
inform but to evoke.”9 The city becomes embalmed
by the speaker’s dream, thus enabling him a fulcrum
to set forth his idea of the inexhaustible creative power
that poetic language possesses. The first stanza
presents us with the “dreamed” Sana’a, that in order
to reach its depth and grasp its essence one must
“descend on a stairway made out of the mirrors of
letters.” This is a city created purely by the demiurgic
power of language. Poetic language, in the eyes of the
poet, is not to be used merely as a descriptive tool but
rather as a powerful creative force. Accordingly, the
poet strives to establish an unambiguous dichotomy
between the two cities and openly professes that
“Sana’a is not the same as the one that lies in my blood
/ no one, but the dream, can see her.” The ability to
envisage the “real” city is granted solely to the
clairvoyant-poet, a necromancer who exploits the
magical potency of words to create an ideal city a city
not of stone and steel, but a city of words. The stanza,
thus, is now read as a meta-narrative, as a metaspatial commentary upon the nature of fictional space.
The second stanza, which begins with an image of
an everyday scene in the “concrete” city—tourists
visiting the old city and gazing at its antiques and
monuments—quickly turns into an image constructed
in the spirit of Magical Realism. The tourist, who
wishes to explore the different layers of the city and
discovers a “marble stairway” (as if to contrast it with
the first stanza’s “stairway of letters”), finds himself in
front of an implausible, cadaverous spectacle, lightshining rooms hosting dead-alive people. Though the
scene is situated in the real city, it seems that alMaqalih is convinced that, in order to convey the
inimitability of the city, he must supplement the realistic
layer with a phantasmagoric array of sights to surpass
the confines of the naturalistic depiction. The magical
realist’s predilection towards the unreal reveals, as
critic Scott Simpson suggests, “an awareness of the
successful signification complete information transfer
as magic is used to flaunt these same limitations […]
Magic realism courts the inevitable problems of
signification by offering the impression of success, a
supplemental diversion which appears to bypass the
limitations of the realistic text, evading its failures
through the incorporation of the imagination.”10 The

When I was born on earth
She was with me
in my swaddling clothes
In the morning milk I saw
the whiteness of her minarets
and her domes.
And when I left the country
I traveled far,
to the continent of Musk.
Yet, she was with me
in poems overflowing with restrained singing
in books blossoming in water of legends.
I saw her traveling in the alphabet…
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***
Where can his arid words find water
so that they may bloom?
Ever since the time he sat at his school desk
In the third elementary class
he has been dreaming of calling it,
of talking to the cloud that lied behind the walls,
of stroking with the poem every tinted pebble
on the pavement,
of taking part in the writing of songs,
songs that are sung by the narrow alleys.
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corner,” Versluys posits, “might provide a prospect of
infinitude.”13
In Poem Twenty Three, while again contrasting
two stanzas, al-Maqalih endows the words that form
his poems with an originative power14:
The city’s poet discovers the sea—stormy at times,
calm at times—
in the eyes of his beloved Sana’a.
***
Through the mountains ways,
on the horses of wordsthey have come.
From the heights of the poemthey went down
Their sorrows carved unextinguished fires of love
on the city’s entrance
they held the history-filled streets
And like warm maternal milk,
the people drank their poems,
which lit up their hearts with a delicious ache…

The first stanza reaffirms the spiritual bond
between the speaker and his city. The real city
accompanied the speaker as a child who was born and
grew up in it. However, when he was forced to leave
his country, an image of a different city comes into
sight—a city fashioned by language: “I saw her
traveling in the alphabet,” as the speaker testifies. The
first stanza ends by reiterating the notion that the city
is the basic touchstone for the poet’s vision and
capacity of articulation. However, this ending also
constitutes a crucial point from which the poet begins
to self-reflect upon his (declining) creativity as an artist
of words: “Where can his arid words find water / so
that they may bloom?” The wish of the child to play and
enjoy the sites of the city is now replaced with the wish
of the poet “of stroking with the poem every tinted
pebble.”
The city of the second stanza is entirely poetical.
True, it is not created ex nihilo, for some of its
corporeal objects appear spasmodically. Nonetheless, it is created by the poet’s language and wrought
through his poems; its tangible and concrete objects
are anthropomorphized and thus participate in the
poetic “rewriting” of the city: “taking part in the writing
of songs / songs that are sang by the narrow alleys.”
Al-Maqalih adroitly evokes in his poem a “state of
anticipation and susceptibility,” as Versluys puts it
when he discusses this poetic technique in urban
poetry; the percolation of mystery into reality and the
transformation of psychic stirrings into a canine
atmosphere are typical of the city, where the poet is
perennially surrounded by signs and symbols, and
where at any time and for no reason a situation might
come into existence bearing portents far beyond
anything that meets the eye; “Every turning of a street

For the poet, the words of the poem are the only
entity that can define the city. Furthermore, they
rewrite its history and give an ultimate expression to
the feelings of glumness that encompasses the city and
its dwellers at times. His words are out to capture
what is fugitive, fugacious, and wraithlike. The poet’s
city becomes the embodiment of his poetic thrust, a
reservoir full of hidden significations and it is therefore
integrated into the deepest layers of his psyche. To
use again the words of Versluys15:
“Language produces a reality, the reality
expresses a vision, the vision produces a
mood, while the mood facilitates the special
way of seeing, which informs, in its turn, the
reality and inspires the poet to his use of
beauty-creating, spell-binding, magically
resounding words.”
The identification of the city with the poet’s
artistry is revealed also in these following lines from
Poem Fifty Five, in which he addresses the “dead
people” of the city16:
Do not admonish the dust of the poem
Your city is the first to read poetry,
the last to write poetry.
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With tears it washes the city’s face
and its hands,
sadly welcoming its shrouds and coffins.

imbue the “poetic Sana’a” with a sense of spirituality
and mysticism. Literary critic Samuel Levin aptly
demonstrated this poetic maneuver when he discussed
this type of personification. For Levin, personification
involves the attribution of species-specific predicates
to the members of a different species. “The rock was
merry,” Levin demonstrates, involves the attribution of
human affective state to an entity that may possess
other states. This rock is personified. However,
reading the predicate as an approximation in rocks of
the human state called “merriness” effects what Levin
calls “dispersonification” of the utterance. The
conceptual shift wherein we try to imagine what
merriness is like for rocks amounts to what Levin refers
to as “radical dispersonification.” Levin directly
connects this concept to Wordsworth’s notion of
“seeing into the life of things,” a process which no doubt
involves a peculiar variety of phenomenological
mysticism.18
In Poem Thirty Seven, al-Maqalih’s poetics of
personification are again given unique expression,
when he describes a moment of “elation”19:

The notion that the material objects of the city
“write” its history and by so doing constitute its
quiddity is given voice in Poem Thirty Four. In the
following lines from the poem, al-Maqalih employs
the poetic device of prosopopeia17:
The flaming stones write their own shapes
and lengths
In the space there is a yearning for lofty places
Palaces of cypresses,
Willows defying the stars
with their greenness
A red-featured stone
and another one, black,
celebrate the birth of the capital
of spirit…
The arches woke up
and forsaked the dust of time,
Poles,
domes
and everything that poems cannot count:
blossoming stones,
rewarding legends
and a book.
***
In every winter morning the poet wakes up
from his sleep…
wears the amazement of a child and squeeze
himself into the narrow
alleys
to write the history of the stone,
and its dreams.
Stones of every form and shape, of every time and
age
One morning the poet heeded a call
that came from a green stone, saying:
“People are not the only one having
different colors
and kinds.
Stones, too, have different colors. ”

I do not need anything to enter
Your kingdom
I ascend, elated from the ether of remembrance.
No time can separate what lies between us.
After my words and my face returned to you
I remembered that
your white abodes told me one evening:
“Where to, son? …
“May God feed you from the water of that stone,
may he nourish you.
so your eyes will be washed
and you’d comprehend the secret of the poem.”
Now, the city’s “abodes” are personified and the
city itself becomes auto-referential simulacra in which
the poet vehemently sets forth his poetic vision.
Indeed, in this kind of personification, the speaker’s
dream vision “involves an ambiguity that opens a
moment of textual self-reflexivity,” as literary scholar
James Paxson shrewdly observes in his methodological
study of personification.20 Paxson further suggests that
personification invites many meta-poetic meditations
upon language itself. The city, therefore, transforms
from a mere mimetic representation of lifeless objects

By attributing human qualities to the city’s
inanimate objects, mainly its rocks and stones, alMaqalih effectively employs personification to further
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and their sight
they saw the marble of language dangles between
the sky
and the earth.
The light of meaning was shining,
It was descending from the throne’s high
It was not a dream
It was a truth soaked with the dew of night,
with the elation of the green day.

into a “text” to be entered by both the speaker and the
reader. This kind of personification, according to
Paxson, also creates the illusion of a progressive
itinerary traveled by the speaker-dreamer through a
concentric array of “contained” structures, in which
the ontological assimilation of dream levels to waking
reality underscores the artifice and textuality of all the
registry of the poem21:
“The self-reflexive nature alone of such
personification texts—texts which constantly
foreground the complexities of their own
figural structures and their own poetic
inventions—consign them to the realm of
genuine allegory. This is because the text that
proclaims its own aporetical structure indeed
‘says other’ than its sheer narrative content. It
tacitly bespeaks the tension between
expectedly ordinary, simple personification
action with its often reductive dramatical
power, and the literary potential of the trope
which, when pushed to its limits, has the
power to call into question all mimetic recreation.”
The Last Poem encapsulates the poet’s view
regarding the imaginative quality of his language; the
reality evoked here has no meaning outside the poem.
The language is belabored, wrought to bring into
existence an immaculate, pristine world, and to evoke
an exceptional artistic vision. Slowly this description
works its way towards a revelation in the end of the
second stanza22:

Born out of a special use of language, a language
which is both medium and message, in which the
signifier points to the signified, yet the signified has no
existence except in the beautiful concreteness of the
signifier, al-Maqalih’s Sana’a is the product of an
amalgam of words and images. It is embedded in a
web of correspondences or analogies, and this
participation in a larger entity accounts for the frequent
interchange between mood and cityscape, subject
and object, creative mind and habitat. Sometimes soul
and environment are intertwined to such an extent that,
at times, it is virtually impossible to determine whether
the poet uses the description of his surroundings as an
expression of his mood or whether, conversely, his
moods are induced by his surroundings. In the Book
of Sana’a there is a constant groping for “the still point
of the turning world” (to use a phrase of T. S. Eliot23),
a supple state of motionlessness, a sense of
metaphysical anchorage, including rather than
excluding an awareness of the visionary potential of
the artist’s urban surroundings.
By juxtaposing “real” Sana’a and “spiritual”
Sana’a, the poet succeeds in creating what literary
critic Brian McHale refers to as the “excluded
middle,” a diaphanous world that defies both the
confines of fictional verisimilitude and life’s tangible
reality.24 Language, according to al-Maqalih, is the
sole instrument by which the poet can unearth his city;
it drills towards the phantasmic dimension of things,
that side of the physical which is steeped in the
transcendental. The volume thus also becomes an
“admission” that the opulence of the poet’s city is
beyond expression, and that its visual wealth is truly
inexhaustible. By advocating a sense of mystic union,
al-Maqalih creates his own poetic oasis where there
are no boundaries and where obscurity is not only
tolerated but also embraced. The poet becomes an
artful exploiter of the many contingencies that fill urban

Every brick in you,
All the minarets, every stone,
thank Him.
They thank God,
who poured the water of beauty in her bricks, her
minarets
and her abodes.
And the poemevery sparkling letter in this poem thanks Him.
it thanks God who threw in it a drop of splash
that was scattered from the sea of His dews…
***
The shirt of words has led me
and led the blind words
to the districts of the old city.
The words regained their memory
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matter of now or never.
This is a memoir written by a surgeon, not a
professional writer, but, that said, what a marvelous
and compelling tale it tells! Out of the prose bursts a
story that is the stuff of magic and poetry, uplifting at
the same that it is informative and, I think, factually
accurate. Dr. Abdu often remembers things today as
he experienced them decades ago. He captures this
in his narrative, no easy matter.
At first glance, the book is formidable, all 560
pages of it. Yet it includes nearly 100 pages of photos
and nearly as many pages of appendices. The pictures
chronicle the author’s life, portray things Yemeni, and
capture moments, people, and places relevant to his
life. These images nicely complement the narrative,
and many then-and-now pairs of pictures catch the
same people and places separated by decades. The
appendices contain newspaper clippings, correspondence, and a report to the Minister of Health based on
a 3-week survey of health services in the Yemen Arab
Republic in 1981.
The most interesting part of the book, at least for
this student and peer of Yemen’s first-generation of
educational emigrants,1 consists of the first seven
chapters, nearly two-thirds of the text. They tell the
story of the journey of this Yemeni boy from his early
years in a small, poor village on the north side of the old
border between the two Yemens through his
graduation from Lafayette College in Easton, PA, and
his first trip “home” to Yemen in 1956. (No small
reason for my interest is that I graduated in 1957 from
Dickinson College, some 60 miles west of Lafayette.
I marvel at the great differences in our lives over the
two decades before Dr. Abdu and I went off to
medical school and graduate school, respectively.)
Except for short chapters on visits to Yemen in
1971 to treat his sick mother and in 1981 to conduct
his health care survey, I find the last third of the book
much less interesting than what comes before. The
titles of the later chapters tell all: “Medical School,
1956-1960,” “Internship and Residency, 19601965,” “Young Surgeon, 1965-1971,” “Raising a
Family” and “Building a Career.” (Granted, I am sure

Journey of a Yemeni Boy, by Rashid A. Abdu,
M.D.
Pittsburgh, PA: Dorrance Publishing Co., 2005
ISBN #0-8059-6711-7
556 pp., 130 ill., paperback
Reviewed by Robert D. Burrowes
University of Washington
With Journey of a Yemeni Boy, Rashid A. Abdu,
M.D., joins the growing ranks of Yemen’s first
generation of educational emigrants who have
published their memoirs, ranks that now include
Husayn al-Hubayshi, Ahmad Qaid Barakat, Muhsin
al-Aini and Muhammad Abd al-Aziz Sallam. This is
a good thing, too, because for this group of Yemenis,
and for this reviewer—on the average, 70-yearolds—time is running out and it is fast becoming a
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“one season,” when he was five years old.
He was also fortunate that his small village of
Aireem was in the Hugariyya, south of Rahida, an area
increasingly subject to the magnetic pull of an Aden
brought to life by World War II. His father and Uncle
Ali yielded to that pull, and in 1941, Rashid, aged nine,
persuaded his father to take him to Aden where he
could get his first paying job. After three days of
walking barefoot and on camelback, he sees in Lahaj
his “first technological miracle,” creatures whose “four
legs were made of round things, made lots of noise,
and spewed smoke from pipes sticking out of their
rear ends”—Model T Fords. That evening, in Sheikh
Othman, he “witnessed the second miracle of the day;
all the round glass globes on the top of the high poles
(along the streets) lit up at the same time in less than one
second! No kerosene, no smoke, no flame.” This was
followed by a wave of other new things and ideas for
Rashid in “Aden, the land of wonders,” and Dr,
Abdu’s words nicely recreate this child’s wonderment. Remembered experiences were not all so
sublime. After blowing up an odd, large-mouthed
balloon, he was admonished sternly by a nurse with
whom he worked. For shame, he said, “I was playing
with—a used condom!”
Two times in two pages in his introduction, Dr.
Abdu says that Yemen in 1940 was (frozen) in the
dark ages. At another point in the same two pages, he
says it better, gets it right, “Yemen is in the dark ages
in the modern world.” At this time, Aden was
Yemen’s eye or window on the modern world. There
Rashid worked hard in a coffee shop, a laundry, and
then—Fortune came calling in 1943 when he was only
13—as an office boy for the American Red Cross.
Now in the relatively small American community in
Aden, he took it upon himself to start studying English.
Before the American connection began, however,
Rashid had what was to be his most profound lifeshaping experience. Dr. Ahmad Afara, a doctor
trained in England (the first modern medical
practitioner Rashid ever met?) treated his warts and
his cousin’s yellow fever.
“As I watched him go about his work day after
day…I said to myself, “Some day, I want to
be that man!” I became so obsessed with the
idea that it never left me... I told Uncle Ali that
I wanted to go to school and become a

Dr. Abdu does not find these next four decades of his
life less interesting—or less meaningful and
rewarding—than his first two.)
Dr. Abdu is an unusual Yemeni—indeed, an
unusual human being—and is by no means
representative of Yemen’s first-generation of
educational emigrants. Unlike most members of this
generation, he did not return to Yemen to live and
work just before or shortly after the 1962 Revolution.
And, unlike those who did fashion a life and career
beyond Yemen, he managed to maintain (or
reestablish early on) and strengthen his ties to his
homeland, and especially to his extended family.2 So,
Dr. Abdu, surgeon and resident of the U.S. for nearly
sixty years, is more than an American of Yemeni
origins. He is of a rarer breed, a Yemeni and an
American. And he is so American—rather, so 1950s
middle-class American. At the same time, he seems
so Yemeni, so in touch and comfortable with his
Yemeni origins and so connected to his family in
Yemen. (This even though he doesn’t chew qat and
disapproves of it—well, no man is perfect.)
How could this be, how did it come about? To
find out, you must retrace the journey of this Yemeni
boy, a journey that finds him today, among other
things, Professor Emeritus of Surgery, Northeastern
Ohio Universities College of Medicine. He was
fortunate and Fortune did shine on him. However, he
emerges as a winningly attractive, bright, determined
boy and young man who was quick to seize—perhaps
sometimes to create—opportunities.
Aden: Yemen’s (and Rashid’s) Eye on the World
He was fortunate to be born the eldest son of a
poor peasant family in which he early had to work hard
and assume responsibilities. Although the book starts
slowly with routine facts about Yemen—Bilqis,
Queen of Sheba, is subject of the first sentence—
these quickly yield to fascinating recollections by Dr.
Abdu of village and family life. I was surprised to learn
that his mother, burdened by child rearing and
household chores the first year his father went off to
Aden for work, “again asked . . . (his) father to get
another wife.” I also learned that a boy’s time at the
al fresco madrasa lasted only as long as it took him to
learn to read, write, and appreciate the Koran and that
Rashid, a fast learner, was taken out of school after
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doctor. He said that could happen if Allah
willed it.”
Dr. Abdu mentions Dr Afara many times in his
memoirs, usually at key points on his journey toward
becoming a surgeon. His six-page epilogue opens
with a reverential reference to Dr. Afara, as does its
last paragraph.
While working for the Red Cross on the U.S.
airbase, the young Rashid was able to “steer” a DC3 and to visit “the post exchange (PX)—the most
fascinating place I had ever seen.” When “big Jim,” the
man who made donuts daily for the troops on the base,
was sacked for punching an officer, Rashid astonished
everyone; stepping into the breech he made the donuts
from scratch and from memory. “Needless to say, I
was proud of myself and became the donut king for the
rest of year until the camp closed down (in 1945).”
Rashid’s journey might have been cut short were
it not for the fact that through the Red Cross job he met
the young U.S. consul in Aden, Harlan B. Clark, and,
through him, a young medical doctor in the U.S. Navy,
A.M. Palmer. These two Americans were to change
forever the trajectory of his life.
Upon meeting Mr. Clark, says Rashid, “I came to
the point and told him that I wanted to work, go to
school, and become a doctor.” Mr. Clark hired him
as a houseboy and sent him to school. His English
became so good, so fast, that Mr. Clark decided to
take him along as his personal interpreter on the first
U.S. diplomatic mission ever to the Kingdom of
Yemen. It was 1946 and Rashid was 14.
And what a trip they had around the virtually roadless triangle in North Yemen! The four-vehicle
caravan drove north from Aden to Taiz, passing close
by Rashid’s village; it proceeded from this stillbeautiful small city down to the Tihama and on to Hais,
Zabiid, and Bayt al-Faqih. At this point, the brand
new 1946 Ford, a gift from the U.S. to Imam Yayha
burned out its clutch in the deep sand and had to be
abandoned. In Hudeidah, they met the U.S. Navy
cruiser bearing Col. William Eddy, the U.S. minister to
Jeddah and head of this mission. Then they set off for
their final destination, Sana’a, following the rough
track through Wadi Raymah and up to Ma’bar. As
they reached Sana’a and the city gate at Bir al-Azab,
they “heard the noise coming from Yemen’s only
electric generator,” the one that “supplied electricity to
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the imam’s palaces and the royal guest house.” A large
crowd gathered along the dirt road to the guest house,
no one in western dress. “So with our western dress,
our trucks, and a bunch of non-Muslims who didn’t
even know how to speak Arabic, we were a sight to
behold.” Following an audience with the imam, which
Rashid did not attend, some days of negotiations and
picnic tours of Hadda, al-Rawdha, and Wadi Dhahr,
the Aden-based part of the mission was driven south
to Ma’bar, Dhamar, and Yarim. Then they went by
horse and mule through Samara Pass and on to Ibb
and Taiz. Near Jibla, notes Dr. Abdu, he saw the
mountain from where his “father and his cousin had
brought the holy water that had caused rain to fall in
Aireem a long time ago.” (Again, the dark ages.)
Then, they returned to Aden by vehicle.
Out of Yemen, Going Beyond
Later in 1946, Mr. Clark informed Rashid that he
had been posted to Jeddah. “Can I go with you to
Jeddah, Sir?” asked Rashid, without even asking
where Jeddah was. Rashid went by boat alone to
Jeddah, worked for the Clarks (Mr. Clark soon
married his British girlfriend from Aden), was tutored
by Mr. Clark, and, in 1947, went on the Hajj.
Unknown to Mr. Clark, he learned to drive the
legation’s 1947 Ford, an activity that ended when Mr.
Clark found out about it.
Next, Mr. Clark was posted to the American
embassy in Beirut, presenting Rashid with a golden
opportunity to go to school in that center of modern
learning. At this point, the trajectory of his life almost
intersects with that of the Famous Forty. In August
1947, just a few months before that group went by
ship from Aden to Suez and then by rail through
Palestine to Lebanon, Rashid, on his own, went by
ship to Suez and then on to Beirut by train and taxi. But
first he went to Cairo. “I had heard many tales about
it but had never dreamed I would get to see it first
hand.” And he was impressed, perhaps most by
seeing King Farouk at a large mosque and by the
Cairo Zoo. “I had never been to a zoo before . . . . For
the first time in my life, I saw lions, tigers, bears,
elephants, zebras, peacocks, and an ostrich.” Then
the trip through Palestine, Rashid’s first encounter with
trains. “I marveled at the train’s length and the way it
moved just like a snake, winding on its tracks, churning
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temptations of Beirut. Rashid’s path apparently did
not cross theirs. In mid-1948, their trajectories
diverged when Rashid went by ship to the U.S.,
following the Clarks and Mr. Clark’s new assignment
at the State Department. The Famous Forty went to
Egypt, and the handful of its members who later went
to the U.S. for graduate studies did not do so until the
mid-1950s. On July 13, 1948, Rashid saw the Statue
of Liberty.
“There I was standing on the deck motionless
looking at the beautiful lady of liberty, and
thinking over all the events in my life since I
was a child. I was watching a movie, for which
no ending has been written. I had only about
two dollars in my pocket, but somehow I felt
rich. No family, just . . . many dreams, and
much hope. . . . My only goal was to go to
school in this free land and become a doctor,
just like Dr. Ahmad Afara.”
America: “Beaver” Goes to High School and
College—and Excels
Living with the Clarks in McLean, Virginia,
Rashid at age 15 enrolled in the Americanization
School in Washington, D.C.3 and then from 1948 to
1952 attended Falls Church High School. He was
soon very much in demand to talk about his unknown
country, Yemen. It was, Dr. Abdu says, a win-win
situation; Americans learned about Yemen and he got
to know the community and practice public speaking.
A winning speech on democracy was broadcast in
Arabic on Voice of America, and was reportedly
heard and approved of by Yemen’s Imam Ahmad.
There were some problems of cultural
adjustment, though. Invited by classmates to a
“hayride,” Rashid showed up in “nice wool trousers,
white shirt and tie, and (his) only brown tweed jacket,
and shiny polished shoes.” “I could not believe my
eyes,” he said, my classmates “looked so disheveled
with old blue jeans and sweatshirts, sneakers, and
blankets. Some were under the hay.” And after they
had their picnic—hot dogs, etc.—and sang some
songs, “suddenly, people began to disappear.” When
asked later where they went, one of them said: “We
just went to get fresh air.” Strange, Rashid “thought
the air was quite fresh.” When he then asked when the
party was to start, “with a chuckle, they told (him) the

The author as a junior interpreter in 1946 with the first
American diplomatic mission to Yemen.

on and on.”
Ah, Beirut. “Unveiled women with their hair
exposed wearing short skirts,” dancing, smoking,
drinking, and speaking “Arabic in a Lebanese dialect
interspersed with French words.” Dr. Abdu
recollects that, “The half-naked women made me
uncomfortable.” The Clarks found a flat in al-Manara,
not far from American University of Beirut. Rashid
rode the streetcar and he walked through the tunnel
under the Corniche to get to AUB’s rocky beach. He
enrolled in the prep school for AUB (International
College, I presume) for the 1947-48 school year, in
the 8th grade at age 15.
“I thought of my days in the coffee shop (in
Aden) when I picked up the scrap papers
thrown away by students and how I wished I
was like them, with shoes, clean clothes, and
books. Now I was one, in a more beautiful
school and . . . and probably with better
teachers than they had. I was humbly
grateful.”
The Famous Forty were in Lebanon for this same
year, half in Sidon and half in Tripoli, away from the
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party was over.”
Rashid did adjust, though, and soon was elected
high school class president—and president or chair of
practically every organization he belonged to and
every gathering he attended in high school and college.
A big change came in 1951 when Harlan Clark was
posted to Damascus, and Rashid joined the family of
Dr. A. M. Palmer, the friend of Harlan Clark whom
Rashid had met in Aden in the mid-1940s. Through
the last of high school, college, medical school, and
beyond, the Palmers became Rashid’s family: “Dad,”
“Mom,” and two younger brothers, Terp and Larry.
During these years and later, he lived in and was
shaped by the idealized white, middle-class American
family of the 1950s, a “Leave it to Beaver”4 family in
the best sense.5
The awards, honors and
achievements keep coming in and, yes, Rashid
graduated in 1952 and was accepted into Lafayette
College—he was, of course, a commencement
speaker. The family that Dr. Abdu helped fashion in
subsequent decades, in Ohio, with a good and lovely
wife and four fine children, seems to have largely
followed the model set by the Palmers. (I know about
this because this was my story, at pretty much the same
time, in a Pennsylvania town and high school—and
then college.)
It was 1952 and, according to Dr. Abdu, he “was
about to become the first Yemeni student in an
American college.” He pledged SAE at Lafayette in
1953, and the heading on page 197 pretty much sums
up the next year, “Third Year, Cat Anatomy, and
Panty Raids, 1954-1955.” In the fall of 1954, three
Yemenis enrolled at Lafayette—Ahmad Mohanny,
Abdu Salih, and Muhammad Fayeh—part of the first
wave of first-generation of educational emigrants
coming from Cairo to America. Rashid was an upperclassman. In 1956, he was accepted into medical
school and graduated from Lafayette College.
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Rashid’s relationship to his family was complicated and was stretched almost to the breaking point.
Its maintenance, redefinition, and renewal required his
determined effort over the years. He had not told
anyone in the family of his plans to follow Mr. Clark to
Jeddah in 1946. When Uncle Ali heard of it and ran
to the pier, Rashid was on his way by motor launch to
the ship. “He was angry, shaking his fist at me and
shouting. I could not hear him. I was gone. Those fifty
yards (from the pier) determined my future and my
destiny.”
Early on Rashid wrote to his family and thereafter
kept in contact with his parents and siblings, telling
them of his desire to get and education and become a
doctor—and to return to his homeland to do
doctoring. They bombarded him with letters,
especially after he went on to Beirut. They had a real
fear that he would be “lost” like Uncle Ahmad, who
went to France, married a French woman and ended
contact with the family. At this point, the family was in
total ignorance of Rashid’s goals; it was incomprehensible to the adults in the family.
“They thought I had enough education, maybe
too much, and it was time for me to go back
home, get a job in Aden, get married, have
children, and live happily ever after. No one
in the history of Aireem had as much
education as I had. Enough was enough!”
Exchanges like this continued for several years,
through high school and college in America. Rashid
lamented the calls to return and the absence of support
and encouragement. Letters from the family
depressed and upset him, and he dreaded opening
them. Sometimes he stopped writing for months, only
to start again. They just did not, could not, understand,
so he forgave them. Even when he told them of his
plans to visit right after graduation from college in
1956, family members skipped over mention of his
plans to return for medical school and said they were
happy that he was coming home to “settle down.”
Chapter 7 begins with the questions “Going
home? Where is home?” This uncertainty notwithstanding, the return to Yemen for the summer of 1956
was wonderful and, in any case, renewed for Rashid
his ties to the family and Yemen. Without it, it is
unlikely that the visits in 1971, 1981, and thereafter
would have ever taken place. Unlike Uncle Ahmad,

Visits to Yemen and the Education of a Family
The key to the maintenance and strengthening of
the link between Dr. Abdu, an American surgeon, and
Yemen is his extended family. His love for the mother
he knew in the village is apparent and he
acknowledges that his chief guides and guardians in
Aden were his father and Uncle Ali, who, he says, was
like a father.
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he did not get “lost.” He visited with the extended
family in both Aden and Aireem, meeting several
siblings who had not been born when he left Aden.
And he went to Taiz for an audience with Imam
Ahmad along with two fellow students who had
returned with him from the U.S., Muhammad Sallam
and Muhammad Zabarah.
Rashid achieved two big things on this trip. First,
he scuttled thoughts and plans for him to marry his
cousin or any other girl from the village or Aden.
Second, he persuaded his father to let his much
younger brother, Ali, go to school, and at Rashid’s
expense. This began a process that was to transform
the family’s attitude toward education and, indeed, to
transform the family itself. In 1971, the newly-minted
surgeon returned to treat, successfully, his ailing
mother. Dr. Abdu writes,
“In later years, I learned that my visit to Aden
in 1971 had a profound effect, that many in the
village wanted their boys to be doctors, ‘just
like Rashid.’ I was the only doctor from my
village. Over the ensuing years, little Aireem
produced eighteen physicians, seven of
whom came from my immediate family.
Parents, including my father, came to the
realization that education was the most
important investment in a person’s life . . . .”

progress and had much for which to be thankful.
In addition to the visits reported in this memoir—
1946, 1956, 1971, and 1981—Dr. Abdu returned to
North Yemen in 1996, 1999, 2000, 2001, and 2006.
(I missed meeting him by a day or two in 2006 when
he was staying in Sana’a with a mutual old friend,
Muhammad Abd al-Aziz Sallam.) Finally, the 2004
(Number 46) issue of Yemen Update contains a long
account by Dr. Abdu of his working visits to Sana’a in
1999, 2000, and 2001.
You do not have to be a Famous-Forty groupie,
as I am, to enjoy, learn from, and be inspired by this
book. Dr. Abdu’s description of Rashid’s early years
in a village in the Hugariyya and then in urban Aden
captures life when North Yemen was, as he aptly put
it, in “the dark ages in the modern world;” it captures
his effort to negotiate his way from the one place to the
other. His description of his life with the Clarks and the
Palmers, and of his first two decades in America, also
reminds us of a time when many Americans generously
extended a helping hand to those on their way to the
American Dream. Their efforts served to realize the
words on the Statue of Liberty. We could do worse
than to revive this time today.
Notes
1. For my take on this group, see Robert D. Burrowes,
“The Famous Forty and Their Companions: North Yemen’s
First-Generation Modernists and Educational Emigrants,
The Middle East Journal, v. 59, no. 1 (Winter 2005), 81-97.
2. Although I do not know enough about him to say for
certain, Ali Abdu Saif may be one of the few falling into this
category. Interestingly, he too is an American-trained
doctor, a plastic surgeon.
3. The Americanization School was at 740 H Street NW
in the former Webster Elementary School (1882). The
building is currently on the list of endangered sites of the
DC Preservation League. It was “a vital center for the city’s
immigrant communities.” See: <www.dcpreservation.org/
endangered/1999/schools.html>.
4. When I described this part of Dr. Abdu’s journey to
a friend, she offered up “Father Knows Best” and “Ozzie
and Harriet,” but my recollections of these shows are
blurred.
5. For example, he gathered blackberries and
blueberries and his American “Mom” preserved some of
them.

“Except for my two . . . brothers who were air
controllers at the Aden airport, the other
seven became professionals: three became
physicians and two became engineers.”
In 1981, the seasoned surgeon returned to Yemen
to consult on health care, returning to Sana’a for the
first time since 1946. The changes, some good and
some bad, amazed him. His younger brother, Ali,
serving his required two years as a military doctor, was
assigned by the Ministry of Health to accompany him
on his medical survey. He insisted on going to the
village, now accessible by four-wheel drive vehicles.
He saw his father in the village and in Aden; it was to
be the last time. In Aden, his mother “looked well, and
as usual, she was beaming with happiness.” Much
influenced by Rashid, the family had made much
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poetry in Khawlan at-Tiyal in 1979-81. Together,
these books are important contributions to theory in
anthropology, the ethnography of Yemen, literary
theory, and perhaps political science as well. The first
book is a technical discussion of tribal poetry as
cultural practice; the second is a personal, reflexive
description of the author’s experiences in the field. It
provides rich contextual data that shed light on, and
help support, the author’s argument in the first book.
Peaks of Yemen I Summon begins with the usual
introduction to the area, the events that piqued
Caton’s interest in the study of poetry, his research
methods, and problems he faced during his research.
He then introduces tribal ideology, the poetic genres
he will cover in depth, and their relevance to tribal
values. We learn that the ability to compose poetry is
one of the defining traits of a tribesman and that poetry
is considered the most appropriate means to discuss
important issues - those that touch the poet personally
as well as national and international political issues.
The next section is a primer on poetry in Khawlan as
socially produced. It covers how poetry is learned,
what it means to be a poet, who is considered a poet
and who is not defined as such, the relationship of
everyday discursive practice to poetry, the impacts of
new technologies on poetic practice, the use of poetry
by the State, and social contexts of poetic production.
Part II is devoted to detailed discussion of three
genres of poetry performed in Khawlan: balah,
extemporaneously-composed verse performed during wedding parties; zamil, a two-to-four line poem
composed largely to persuade mediators and
opponents in situations of conflict; and qasidah, a
genre of long composed poetry that is appreciated by
the urban scholarly elite as well as rural tribesmen.
With each genre, a technical description of the form is
followed by a discussion of its cultural significance.
Throughout the book, Caton builds his argument
on solid linguistic and semiotic theory, citing George
Herbert Mead, Roman Jakobson, Charles Sanders
Pearce, Kenneth Burke, and Mikhail Bakhtin, along
with contemporary anthropologists and linguists.
Appendices include a summary of Yemeni tribal
phonology, a proposed linguistic theory of meter, and
Arabic transcriptions of some of the longer poems
discussed.
Caton argues that balah is important not only to

“Peaks of Yemen I Summon”: Poetry as Cultural Practice in a North Yemeni Tribe, by
Steven C. Caton
Berkeley, University of California Press, 1990
ISBN: 0-520-06766-5
351 pp., illus., maps, hardcover
Yemen Chronicle: An Anthropology of War and
Mediation, by Steven C. Caton
New York, Hill and Wang, 2005
ISBN: 0-8090-2725-5
341 pp., maps, no illus., hardcover (also available
in paperback)
Reviewed by Najwa Adra
“Peaks of Yemen I Summon”: Poetry as
Cultural Practice in a North Yemeni Tribe and
Yemen Chronicle: An Anthropology of War and
Mediation, published 15 years apart, should be read
as two complementary parts of a whole. They
document Steven Caton’s field research on tribal
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the self-definition of a Yemeni tribesman, but that its
performance actively constructs tribal identity: “The
poet, in the act of constructing the balah poem,
constitutes himself as a tribesman capable of
containing violence in the symbolic game of honor” (p.
109). His separate treatment of balah, zamil, and
qasidah may give the impression that each genre is
culturally grounded in ways different from the others,
but I do not think that this was his intent.
In Yemen, poetry is crucial to the mediation of
disputes. Its persuasive power is such that it can avert
or defer violence in situations of conflict. (I find
additional support for this each time I return to
Yemen.) Caton demonstrates in fine detail how this
process works in his discussion of zamil, which is also
the form used to praise the groom and bride’s family
in the wedding procession and to greet guests. He
notes that it is through poetry that each side in a dispute
seeks to persuade mediators and opponents of the
validity of its position. Caton ties this cultural
preference for persuasion over coercion to the respect
for autonomy and to local assumptions that all
tribesmen are equal: “Rule over those who cherish
their autonomy demands the art of persuasion, not
coercion…for each person must be made to believe
that he is a free agent” (p. 32). This thesis is also
developed in Caton’s “Power, Persuasion and
Language: A Critique of the Segmentary Model in the
Middle East” (1987b).
Caton presents the qasidah, which is composed
by a single poet, as the form that most easily allows for
individual creativity. It is also the form most likely to
bridge the gap between rural tribal and urban ways of
life and thought, because it is associated with classical
poetic traditions and is often written. Qasidah poets
may use their poems to support change or argue for
maintaining tradition. Caton provides examples of
“modernist” and “traditionalist” poetry to support his
thesis that social change may be mediated through
poetry.
This book describes a poetic system that is
conceived as inextricably linked to social issues and
deep emotions, in stark contrast to Western models in
which poetry and other arts ideally distance
themselves from daily life, politics, transparent
emotion, or other programmatic intent. Although in the
West politics has been considered incompatible with

fine art, Caton writes that in Yemen, “cultural
conventions of art are grounded in real-world,
everyday, practical activities of the society in which
that art is produced” (p. 50), that “Yemeni
tribesmen…think that poetry is too precious not to
use for pressing public issues and that it can have a
transformative effect on them as well; hence it
possesses considerable power” (p. 41).
Caton’s sensitivity and appreciation of poetry is
clear. The time he took to memorize Yemeni poems
must have been highly appreciated by his Yemeni
friends. His attempts at composing Yemeni poetry
ensured a deeper understanding of the form. His prose
is a pleasure to read. His insights to the uses of poetry
are novel and, I think, well supported by his data. A
significant contribution is Caton’s treatment of
discourse, ideology, communicative practices, and
state formation as interdependent rather than isolated
phenomena:
More obviously than in the West, poetry in
tribal Yemen is both the creation of art and the
production of social and political reality in the
same act of composition. To compose a
poem is to construct oneself as a peacemaker,
as a warrior, as a Muslim. It seems to me that
this fact is a critical insight into art as a
constitutive social practice [pp. 21-22].
Caton needed to delve deeply into each of the
three poetic genres in order to make his point. But this
left little room for wider contextual information that
would have helped the reader, especially one
unfamiliar with tribal Yemen, to fully understand his
argument. How do the genres under discussion fit
together within the tribal system? Do the poets who
participate in balah also compose zamil and/or
qasidahs? Are balah and zamil undergoing the same
kinds of change that we see in the qasidah poetry of
al-Gharsi? Why or why not?
We know, as Caton tells us early in the book, that
poetry is ubiquitous in Yemen. A chapter on other
forms of poetry not discussed in the book would have
helped contextualize his argument. For example,
where do wedding songs, work songs, and proverbs
fit into this system? Unfortunately, Caton did not have
access to women’s poetry, and he had no way of
knowing that women regularly compose poetry which
they sing while they perform household chores or
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work in the fields.
Caton writes that urban educated youth have lost
many traditional discursive skills. How does this
impact their construction of self? Do they see
themselves only as urban Yemeni nationals and not as
tribesmen? A very interesting point is that Islam
provides a link between tribal traditions and modern
urban life. But understandings of Islam are changing
rapidly in Yemen. How do these changes impact
poetry and tribal identity?
Caton convinces the reader of the importance of
poetry in the construction of a tribal self, but he does
not suggest other cultural practices that may also serve
to construct a tribal self. We need to know how these
interact with poetry in the construction of self. (See
Adra 1983, 1998 for a discussion of the role played
by dancing in the construction of tribal values
elsewhere in the Yemeni highlands.)
The author’s claim that poetry and language
contain covert meanings that are understood
subliminally (pp. 158-60) is based on solid linguistic
theory, as Caton explains in his Contributions of
Roman Jakobson (1987a). Yet the basis for his
assumption is not articulated in this book, and I fear
that those not familiar with linguistic theory may not
appreciate his argument.
Persuasion, rather than coercion, is necessitated
by a tribal system in which all tribesmen are ideally
equal and individual autonomy must be respected. But
since Caton does not provide a local definition of
honor, it is not clear how honor and autonomy are
understood in Khawlan. His suggestion that piety may
be more “crucial to a tribal definition of personhood”
than honor is well taken, but is it possible in Yemen to
call people honorable if they are not also pious? Is
piety not part and parcel of honor as it is conceived in
tribal Yemen?
Still, the significance of this work to the field is
beyond question. It is possibly the first study of its kind
on poetry and performance as cultural practice
(poetics), with implications for the study of other arts
in culture. It is invaluable to anyone interested in
pragmatics and of great potential interest to attempts
to theorize intangible heritage. This work may have
inspired two subsequent studies of poetry in Yemen:
Flagg Miller’s work on cassette poetry in Yafi‘ (Miller
2005; 2007) and Lucine Taminian’s work on
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women’s Khomayni poetry in Sana’a (Taminian
2001). It complements my own work on dancing and
tribal identity in another Yemeni tribal community
(Adra 1983, 1998) and led me to ask questions about
poetry that I may not have asked when I returned to
Yemen. Caton does not write explicitly for political
scientists, but those interested in understanding tribal
politics or state-tribe relations in Yemen would benefit
tremendously from reading his book. Anyone
interested in exploring alternative forms of conflict
resolution will find this work valuable.
Anthropologists and other social scientists usually
assume that poetry and other arts are marginal to
politics and daily life. Yet, Caton’s work
demonstrates that “the two kinds of practices – artistic
and social – are indissoluble. To fashion a poem is to
engage in social practice” (p. 22). Literary critics
would do well to read this work, in order to add an
international perspective to their work and counter
assumptions that Western conceptions of art are
universally applicable.
Caton’s research has implications for the
understanding of Middle Eastern political models as
well as patterns of feuding and warfare. Westerners
tend to be frightened, for example, when they hear a
lot of shouting and loud argument. Given their own
cultural constructions, they assume that this will
inevitably lead to violence. If Caton is correct,
however, this discourse may be a tool to deter
violence (see Adra 1983:190-91; Weir 2007: 191)
just as balah and zamil poetry are symbolic
deterrents to violence. Caton writes that “Khawlani
tribes tried to avoid exercising a kind of deadly brute
force in which blood was spilled and men were killed;
rather, they applied symbolic force, or a [poetic]
representation of the ‘real thing,’ whose aim was to
achieve honor and not necessarily the liquidation of the
opponent” (p. 12), thus counteracting stereotypes of
violence in the region.
While Peaks of Yemen I Summon is a carefully
crafted contribution to linguistic and semiotic theory,
Yemen Chronicle is a more relaxed reflexive account
of Caton’s field experiences in Yemen, written in
homage to the late Muhammad Al-Maswari who
helped Caton collect, transcribe, and interpret
Khawlani poetry. In 2001, Caton returned to Yemen
and Khawlan. This narrative is composed from his
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memories of his previous field experience, field notes,
and information gathered in his later visits.
The tale begins with a humorous account of
Caton’s arrival at the “sanctuary,” the hijra
community where he would reside. He learns on his
first day that he has inadvertently been calling his
derriere a work of art by pronouncing his first name
“Istifan,” much to the amusement of the local children.
If the first book is a technical treatment of three genres
of poetry, this one is all about context and the
ethnographer’s relationship to it. How was he
received? What were his feelings about fieldwork as
time progressed? Which questions did he ask and
what did others ask of him?
Unfortunately for the ethnographer, but auspicious for our understanding of the processes of conflict
resolution in the region, the sanctuary was embroiled
in several serious conflicts at the time Caton
conducted his fieldwork. The usual suspicions of the
community – Why is he collecting names? What does
he want with this information? – were thus
exacerbated, leading to Caton’s arrest and
interrogation by Yemeni Security. In spite of this
traumatic experience, Caton’s account of the conflicts
in the community, his research experiences, and his
arrest and eventual release make an entertaining story,
full of suspense and with a surprise ending. It is
accessible to the general reader as well as the
specialist.
This book is rich in ethnographic detail.
Descriptions of markets, transportation (including
travel in group taxis), dress, hospitality and shared
meals, dark steep entryways, as well as how to apply
juss to interior walls all help demystify the process of
ethnographic fieldwork and provide background
information needed to appreciate the argument in
Peaks of Yemen I Summon. Contradictions,
tensions, and nuance in interactions between status
groups are well covered, providing a realistic picture
of a social structure which is sometimes idealized and
other times contested. There is a fascinating detailed
description of a celebration of the Prophet’s birthday
(pp. 94-101) that includes the ethnographer’s
participation and the voices constantly guiding the
ethnographer (“Tape this part.” “Don’t tape this.”)
that are part and parcel of ethnography but are not
usually documented.

Reflexivity in ethnographic reporting is a boon to
anthropology. Yet the danger inherent in a reflexive
approach is that it tends to glorify aspects of the
ethnographer’s personality that surface under stress.
The fieldwork experience can be frustrating and
lonely. When people don’t understand the reasons for
certain questions, they tend to respond with suspicion.
Information the researcher may consider benign may
be classified locally as very personal and not anyone
else’s business, or people may have reasons to
withhold information about, for example, their
property. At the very least, they feign ignorance or
choose not to respond. All field workers deal with
these issues, and it is important to document them.
Yet, apparently in frustration, Caton’s tone becomes
a little patronizing. He shares the childish nickname he
gave to a police officer who gave him a hard time (p.
286), and he muses about his friend’s possible suicidal
feelings with scant information and no training in
psychoanalysis (e.g., p. 214-15).
Caton’s questioning of the fieldwork experience
and descriptions of the process of documenting
ethnography would be useful in a class on
ethnographic field work or one on reflexive
approaches to ethnographic documentation. It makes
an ideal companion volume to Peaks of Yemen I
Summon, and I think it would be interesting for a
general audience interested in the Middle East,
Yemen, conflict resolution, and/or the validity of
current Western stereotypes of Arabs.
Both of these works highlight problems of access
to ethnographic data faced by a single male
ethnographer. In Caton’s case, this was probably
exacerbated by the fact that he lived in a sanctuary,
where women are ideally secluded, rather than a tribal
village where women and men work together in the
fields and mix more freely on informal social
occasions.
In sum, these two valuable works speak to the role
of poetry in Yemeni society and, by extension, to the
role of art in society. Together, they draw attention to
the ethnographic process itself. Issues such as access
to information and the relationship of the researcher to
the community studied are explored. The first work is
a theoretical contribution to linguistics and anthropology theory and offers fascinating new insights into
Yemeni processes of conflict management. The
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second is an entertaining read, provides important
contextual information to support Caton’s thesis, and
would be of great interest to anyone interested in
Yemen and the Middle East.
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The Queen of Sheba’s Round Table:
A Study of the Most Favoured Daughters of Eve
by Annelies Glander
Peter Lang Publishing Group, Frankfurt am Main,
2004. In affiliation with European University Studies, Series XXIII, Sociology, vol. 398
ISBN 3-631-52939-2; 238 pp., no illustrations
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Reviewed by Carolyn Han
Annelies Glander in The Queen of Sheba’s
Round Table explains that not enough has changed in
the last three thousand years in regards to honestly
portraying women in historyCeither by men or
women. The purpose of her study is to present twelve
real women from history, and although the existence of
Bilquis is not provable, nonetheless her existence is
forcefully argued. Bilquis herself (through the author’s
voice) disputes the idea that she never existed in the
book=s dialogue. She makes it clear that she is not a
fabricated legend or fairy taleCthe others are
historically documented “established beings” and so is
she. “I [Bilquis] must have existed...and very much
so...to have occupied researchers to this day...”
(Page 72)
The fictional gatheringCthe Round TableCtakes
place in Aksum, Ethiopia, and later we find out why
this place is chosen. Here the women tell their own
stories, relying on and referring to documented texts to
support their outstanding achievements. The technique of an imaginary discussion establishes and
records the numerous talentsCthat is, special qualities
associated with their genderCas interpreted by the
women who accomplished them. Leading the
proceedings is Bilquis, as she is known in Yemen,
although she is more commonly known as the Queen
of Sheba.
The invited women are spiritual sisters to Bilquis
because they have shared her destiny in some way.
The invitations, delivered by jinn messengers, go out
to: Makeda, ancestral granddaughter of Bilquis;
Sarah, wife of Abraham, Ruth, great grandmother of
King David; Khadija, first wife of Prophet
Mohammed; Aisha, second/third wife of Prophet
Mohammed; Fatima al-Fihri, the founder of the first
Islamic university in Fas/Morocco; Hildegard von
Bingen, the Christian prophetess; La Malinche,
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people.” (Page 31) Later, “My heart cries out when
I hear my kingdom being referred to as an evil
protector of terrorism while the majority of my people
go hungry because of third-world donations
disappear into the tailor-made pockets of the rich.”
(Page 44) Interviews with current Yemeni scholars of
differing viewpoints, news on recent international
exhibitions (1987, 1989/90, 2002) including contents
of catalogues, and insights in regards to textbooks and
films give readers added information about Yemen
and fill many pages.
After Bilquis, Makeda next takes the floor,
followed by the other participants. During their
discussions we learn about them as women and how
they fit into the culture of their time. All of them, it
appears, deviated from the popular paths considered
appropriate for women. They were often misunderstood, unappreciated, and accused of strange
behaviors. Being unpopular, however, did not stop
them from actualizing their dreams.
Ruth offered spiritual strength and became the
ancestor of a renowned dynasty. Sarah is the
embodiment of wise, active, and efficient womanhood. Khadija and Aisha influenced the formation of
Islam. Fatima and Umeko created lasting universities.
Hildegard overcame adversity and opened possibilities for seemingly “weak women.” La Malinche
contributed to an optimum transition between Mexico
and Spain. Makeda ruled a dynasty by consulting her
people. Margaret “Gretl” designed a new approach
to architecture and defied political despotism. Bilquis
has continued down through the ages as a model of
strength and wisdom for her many spiritual sisters.
We finally come to the last participant, number
twelve; she is a sister yet to be born. She will make her
special contribution to the world and share in the
destiny her earlier sisters not by dominating others, but
by acknowledging the valuable differences between
women and men and working together.
The Queen of Sheba’s Round Table may be seen
as “...a book of recipes intended for practical
imitation.” (Page 224) The author hopes that by
reading the accounts of outstanding women’s
achievements perhaps these talents or special gifts will
be transferred and inherited by future generations.

interpreter to Cortes; Umeko Tsuda, the founder of
the first university for women in Japan; and Margarete
Schutte-Lihotzky or “Gretl” famous architect and
political “dissenter.”
If you counted the guests there are ten; Bilquis, as
hostess, makes a total of eleven. Who is the twelfth?
The surprise guest is introduced near the end.
Each woman’s account is presented in a personal
style and interspersed with questions raised by the
participants. They go into detail about how history has
viewed them wrongly and the goal of this Round Table
is to set accounts straight. The women pose questions
and often identify with the injustices suffered by their
spiritual sisters. Of course, the questions and opinions
ultimately reflect the author=s understanding. Using the
voice of Bilquis she tells her listeners, “...it is time to
act.... Act by speaking up at long last, by telling our
stories as we lived them.” (Page 43) “None of us has
any copyrighted protection of her own self. Illmeaning or profit-hungry so-called experts market
our achievements, personal lives, and fame to suit the
current political trend.” (Page 43)
Readers need to suspend disbelief due to the
imaginary setting, but it is some times difficult because
the voices of the participants tend to sound alike. The
cultural setting is staged in the present-day, however,
behaviors are inserted that might be thought common
for the period in which the participants lived, as if to
transport the reader to an earlier time. During La
Malinche=s talk “...thick hot chocolate was served in
ceramic pots.” (Page 169) For Tsuda=s presentation
“...it was with some restraint and hesitation that she
started to address her audience.” (Page 187) Fatima
takes the floor, “Exquisitely dressed according to
Moroccan style...movements beautifully matched her
modest behavior while displaying a singular
elegance....”
Throughout Bilquis’ presentation information
about Yemen is inserted and we discover the reason
why the Round Table is held in Ethiopia and not
Yemen: “...she [Bilquis] had become most distressed
indeed about the quest for oil ravaging Marib
[Mareb], ruining the landscape and the natural
environment but not bringing tangible profits to the
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Fellowship Narratives - U.S. Citizens
Every year AIYS conducts a fellowship competition for US citizens. Upon the completion of their research or study in Yemen all fellows submit a narrative report. We present here a small selection of
narratives from past fellows of AIYS: Dr. Najwa Adra and Dr. Steven Caton.
AIYS fellowships are made possible through funds from the U.S. State Department’s Bureau of Educational and Cultural Affairs.
names of local leaders. They had no trouble sharing
with me information on dancing, music or poetry.
These forms of heritage (turath) were almost
universally appreciated, and my interest in them made
sense to the local population. So it was with some
trepidation that I announced the reason for my return
to my friends who welcomed me into their homes. To
my utter surprise, they were eager to share with me
changes that had occurred in the community, giving me
details that it would have been impossible for me to
gather more than twenty years before. Other
ethnographers have informed me that a return to the
field after a long absence engenders trust. I imagine
that I also showed good faith by keeping my promises,
mainly: (1) to not publish photographs that I took of
women, and (2) to not publish information that they
would find embarrassing.
I also worried that people would not remember
me or, given Yemen’s short life expectancy, that old
friends would not be alive. Unfortunately, some
friends have died, but others are still alive and well. I
was moved by people’s memories of the time I spent
in Al-Ahjur. In a rural setting foreign researchers are
exotic—children grew up hearing stories of Najwa
and her husband Dan (Varisco) who lived among them
for 18 months. Many still had copies of photographs
we had taken and developed in Sana’a. Others asked
me for additional copies because their copies were
torn or lost. Most of my contemporaries could not
refrain from comparing my middle-aged presence
with my youth. They would tease me with, “You used
to trot up and down these hills. Now look at you
[walking] step by step!” as they mimicked my slow
steps. Also common was a comment on how we had
all aged: “Where were we then? And look at us now.”
A few young people looked at me quizzically, as if I
were an artifact of some archaeological past. After
listening to a friendly conversational exchange

Dr. Najwa Adra
AIYS Fellow: 2002 - 2003
Bara’ Bravado: The Semiotics of Dancing in the
Highlands of Yemen
BACK IN THE FIELD
Najwa Adra
With a grant from AIYS, I returned to Al-Ahjur in
Winter 2005 to follow up on my earlier ethnographic
research conducted in 1978-79 and 1983.1 Although
I have often returned for visits, this was my first trip
back for systematic field research. Al-Ahjur is a
beautiful green basin about 34 km NW of Sana’a and
about 15 minutes past Shibam, Kawkaban on the
Tawila Road. Its fields are fed by a legendary 360
ghayls (spring flows), and its waterfall has become a
favorite picnic spot for Sanaanis and foreign tourists.
No matter how many times I return to Al-Ahjur, I am
always struck by the sculptured look of its terraces,
usually green, but stenciled in brown during plowing
season.
My earlier research, which spawned a doctoral
dissertation, several published articles, and unpublished reports, had focused on the relationship
between dancing and culture and on qabyala, the term
used in Yemen to describe what it means to be tribal
in Yemen. This time, I wanted to build on my earlier
work by documenting changes that have occurred in
the area in the past 25 years.
The fieldworker is always in a difficult position, a
bit more trouble than a guest and always needing to
ask too many questions for anyone’s comfort. Some
of my questions during my earlier research periods
were met with suspicion, and I had to find out much of
my information in circuitous ways; people simply did
not understand why I needed to know about their
habits, family ties, dispute resolution, tribal relations or
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between me and several local men and women, a
totally puzzled young man asked, “Uncle, who is she?”

the market for food means that refined flours and
sugared drinks have replaced the more nutritious
locally grown grains. The decreased labor needs of
qat cultivation and the ubiquity of automobiles have
led to a population that is generally out of shape and,
in some cases, obese. More people, mostly men, are
smoking cigarettes. Typhoid is endemic.
Although there is very little immigration to Saudi
Arabia or the Gulf, about one-sixth of the male
population works in Sana’a, so there is more
interaction with Sana’a than was the case in the past.

Preliminary Findings
Much has changed in Al-Ahjur—in agriculture,
lifestyle, tribal life, and dancing:
Except for a swathe of land in which qat will not
grow, most agricultural land has been converted to
qat. This has made the population more prosperous,
with much less work in the fields than before. It has
also resulted in an increased reliance on the market for
food. With a decline in the availability of fodder (from
sorghum, corn, and alfalfa) and decline in rainfall
affecting pastures, herds of sheep and goats have
almost disappeared. Few women keep cows because
of the lack fodder and veterinary extension services.
Land is frequently bought and sold, and houses
are increasingly built on land that was previously
reserved for agriculture.Electricity has been supplied
by the government since 1998, and telephone service
reached Al-Ahjur in 2004. Almost everyone now
owns a mobile phone. When I asked about its impact,
people commented on the ease with which family
members in the fields can now communicate with
those at home.
There are now eight schools in Al-Ahjur
(compared with two in 1978-79) with a total of 206
teachers and 3,455 students. Most children currently
attend elementary school, and many complete
secondary school. Most teachers are from Al-Ahjur.
An impressive number of students attend university.
From the village of Al-‘Urra alone, 20 boys and six
girls currently attend Sana’a University. My writing
skills are no longer seen as a mystery. Young people
often looked over my shoulder to check the accuracy
of the notes I was taking. Several tried their English
skills on me. Educated youth understand the purposes
of, and are comfortable with, sociological research
(dirasat ijtima’iyya), a relief to the researcher.
The population has grown geometrically, with 414 children per household. Increased prosperity has
not resulted in declining fertility rates.
Unfortunately, health care has not improved as
dramatically. There is only one health facility in the
area. It is privately owned and expensive by local
standards. People still rely on Shibam or Sana’a for
health services. Diet has not improved. A reliance on

Changes in Dancing Behavior
Twenty-five years ago, only three dances were
performed in Al-Ahjur: bara’, la’ibiyya (known as
sha’biyya or qabaliyya in Sana’a), and lu’b. All of
these dances were, and continue to be, performed
during weddings and other celebrations. Bara’ is
performed only by men in an open circle, outdoors
during religious and national holidays as well as
weddings.2 In Al-Ahjur, it is accompanied by
drumming only.
Fewer men perform bara’ than in the past. Many
say they don’t know the dance and seem uninterested
in learning it. On the other hand, when bara’ is
performed, many young men seem interested in
learning it. The bara’ performance itself is slower and
heavier than that performed 25 years ago. In one
village, however, bara’ (as well as the traditional
poetry [darh] performed for pilgrims to Mecca), are
still performed energetically. Even here, varying styles
of poetry and bara’ reflect a generational split.
La’ibiyya and lu’b are couple dances, performed
indoors by two men, two women or, in intimate
contexts, by a man and woman together. The first
consists largely of fluid up-and-down movements
accompanied by small steps taken in place. Like other
dances performed in Al-Ahjur, it is performed in three
sections each with its own rhythm. In the last
movement the dancers move through the audience
swinging their head and upper torso. It is considered
the traditional dance of the region.
Lu’b, which originated in Sana’a, includes more
complicated footwork and was the dance preferred
by young people in the late 1970s and 1980s. It
involves more locomotion than the earlier dance and
consists of light, rhythmic walking steps forward,
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sideward and back, combined with knee bends and
weight shifts . If the dancers’ feet were markers, they
would draw geometric shapes on the floor. Although
this dance incorporates subtle rhythmic swinging of the
hips and shoulders and, sometimes, the entire torso,
the focus is on the feet rather than hips. In the 1970s,
and into the 1980s, openly sexual dances that focused
on hip swinging, such as misri (belly dance) were
considered risqué and rarely performed at parties.
Both of the “traditional” dances are still performed
at weddings in Al-Ahjur. In addition, several dances
learned from television have been added: lahji,
khaliji, and misri. Lahji is a more openly sensual
dance than lu’b, with easier steps, and more
locomotion. It is indigenous to the Southern
governorates of Yemen. Khaliji is a made-fortelevision dance based on traditional dances
performed in the Gulf. A little like hip hop, it includes
some hip swinging. Although misri is performed
regularly at weddings in Sana’a, it is still considered
risqué in Al-Ahjur and performed rarely. There is a
perceptible generational split at wedding parties: the
young modernists perform the new dances and follow
urban fashions in clothing and make up while older (as
well as younger) traditionalists dress more modestly
and perform the older dances.
As was the case elsewhere in Yemen,
professional musicians traditionally belonged to low
status groups. In Al-Ahjur, these were Muzayyins
who were connected to communities through
contractual relationships. They performed services in
return for food and lodging and, sometimes, cash
payment. In contrast to drumming for bara’, which
does not involve cash payment, Muzayyins require
compensation in cash to perform for lu’b and other
indoor dances. Into the mid-1970s,the Muzayyin
would play mizmar (a reed instrument) at both men’s
and women’s wedding parties. His female relatives
would play the sahn (a brass tray beaten with a large
brass ring) and sing. By the late 1970s, mizmar was
relegated to men’s parties, and women’s dancing was
accompanied by sahn, tabl (a large flat drum), and
song, all performed by women. In each case, the
musicians charged the family giving the wedding a cash
fee for playing at parties (in addition to cigarettes, qat,
tea, and, sometimes, dresses for the female musicians)
as well as a small fee from each dancer.
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Employment opportunities in the Gulf in the 1970s
and 1980s provided Muzayyins and other low status
groups with alternative options to generate income,
which reduced the number of musicians available to
perform at weddings. Meanwhile, remittances
provided the tribal population with more access to
cash, which allowed the musicians who still performed
at weddings to increase their wages. Urbanization and
education has further reduced the number of
professional musicians who are willing to perform.
Currently, they charge about 30,000 YR to perform at
a wedding, and an additional 15,000 YR to play
mizmar. With the decline in remittance wealth in the
past 15 years, most members of the tribal population
can no longer afford these high prices. Consequently,
there is considerably less dancing to mizmar at
weddings.
Another change has impacted the music
performed at weddings; younger dancers prefer the
urban ‘ud (a string instrument) to the mizmar.
Consequently, both male and female professional
musicians now often play ‘ud instead of the traditional
mizmar and sahn. A further change is that tribal men
are learning to play ‘ud and they perform it at
weddings, which would have been unheard of in the
past. Although everyone can sing the tunes and
reproduce the percussion rhythms (the various drum
and sahn beats) used to accompany the dances, not
everyone can play the ‘ud or the mizmar; these
instruments require training. Yet, no tribal person or
member of the religious elite performs for wages, even
though the monetization of the economy has made
cash employment more respectable than it used to be.
Changes in Qabyala
There is a greater reliance on the courts for dispute
resolution and less on tribal mediation.
Qaba’il in Al-Ahjur actively participate in national
elections and are interested in the government. Several
women showed off their voting cards as a way to
demonstrate their support of elections. There are five
representatives to the local council (al-majlis almahali) from Al-Ahjur.
Qabyala is still relevant, however, for cooperative work activities and for local government. Local
shaykhs and uyun are still elected locally and make
rules for their respective villages. In one village, for
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example, local leaders set limits on bride-price (shart)
and establish other rules that relate to weddings. They
have established a community chest (sunduq
mahalli) to provide loans for those in need and for
community projects. Local communities continue to
build and repair local roads and maintain schools and
mosques.

Steven C. Caton
AIYS Fellow: 2004 - 2005
Water Management in the Sana’a Basin and the
Crisis of State Legitimacy

Next Steps
I am currently working on a book about the
Yemeni tribe; I hope to complete it by December
2006. This will be followed by an ethnography of the
dances of Al-Ahjur, including the changes of the past
30 years. In November 2006, I will present a paper on
the dancing of Al-Ahjur at the annual conference of the
Committee on Research in Dance in Tempe, Arizona.
(In May 2006, I presented results of my research at
two conferences: “Is There a Middle East?” at Yale
University, and the “Conference on Customary Law”
at Princeton University.) I have begun discussions with
the Library of Performing Arts, New York Public
Library for the archiving of my videotapes of dancing
and audiotapes of song and music. I also hope to
acquire copies of old Yemeni dance tapes to send to
Yemen for archival storage.

Introduction
My original fellowship proposal focused on the
“crisis of trust” that I hypothesized had arisen in
Yemen between the state and its citizenry, on the one
hand, and between the scientific community and the
nation, on the other; a “crisis” that may have been due
to a failure to redress the water problems besetting the
country. When I first proposed this study I stated,
“Ultimately, this is a study of the environment, the
integrated nature of all solutions needed to redress
environmental problems such as water shortage and
water degradation (cultural, political, ecological, and
scientific) and the legitimacy of the state to solve such
problems in the face of a national crisis.” Inevitably, the
realities of anthropological fieldwork force a shift in
one’s object of study. The shift, however, was not too
far removed from the issues of concern in the initial
proposal. The object of my study this past year was an
understanding of the scientists who are working on
environmental problems, and the state bureaucrats
who are managing them; these goals took priority over
a study of the state’s legitimacy.

September 12, 2006

1. My research in 1978-79 was funded by a National Science
Foundation Dissertation Improvement Grant. My research
in 1983 was funded by a Population Council MEAward.
2. I was surprised to find that women know the beat and the
steps to the bara’, although they don’t perform it.

Training of Researchers: Seminar and Workshop
The first stage of the project consisted of a twomonth seminar that I led with my Yemeni counterpart,
Abdou Ali Othman. The summer months of JulyAugust 2005 were spent on creating a syllabus,
compiling a course reader, interviewing and selecting
the four students who would participate in the seminar
and field research, and writing the lectures in Arabic.
Starting September 1, I gave one weekly lecture in
Arabic on anthropological theory and methods,
followed by one and a half hours of discussion with the
seminar participants. The seminar lasted ten weeks
rather than eight, two weeks more than anticipated (in
part due to delays caused by Ramadhan).
However, Othman and I decided that the seminar,
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although it provided the necessary background as well
as the theoretical information, was not enough to
familiarize students with anthropological methods, and
so we led the students in an extra six-week workshop
on fieldwork practices and the art of writing up field
notes. Each week we visited one or more “water sites”
in the capital, Sana’a, or its surrounding basin; then
students were asked to write up their notes and
present them in a two-hour discussion session. I
commented on the notes, underlining the need for
narrative and analytical framing (not just a list of facts
and statistics) and the inclusion of informants’ voices
where relevant (their emotional reactions, direct
quotes, and so forth). By visiting sites with their
supervisors, the students gained first-hand experience
in fieldwork, but they also became inspired to choose
a field site of their own to investigate—a site relevant
to the management of scarce water resources in
Sana’a and its basin. We visited the following sites: a
local (privately owned) modern water purification unit
(with a traditional “charitable” drinking fountain
attached); a large city park constructed on a western
model exhibiting mainly decorative trees, shrubs, and
flowers that require enormous amounts of water; a
hospital to study chemical pollution; a planned
restoration of traditional communal gardens, desiccated by drought and a drop in the water table, in
World Heritage City Sana’a; a government office in
charge of monitoring and regulating the use of
pesticides and other pollutants in the agricultural
sector; a poorer sector of the city that has seen
massive in-migration in recent years, which has
strained local water resources management; and a
village on the eastern fringe of the Basin that was once
the picnic grounds of the Sana’a elite, but is now
suffering from severe water shortage (and as a result
of the shortage, it has undergone a major identity crisis
and transformation). The four students chose their
sites and the problems that they wished to work on,
and I and my collaborator continued to visit them and
supervise their research. I hope that they can continue
the work now that I have left Yemen (August 2006),
but I am confident that they will gather enough
material, with the requisite frameworks to analyze it,
and that they can produce articles, or preferably
chapters of a book, on the anthropological study of
water problems in Yemen, which will be edited by me
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and my Yemeni colleague in the next two years.
Research on the Scientific Study of Water and
the Environment and the Study of Government
Management of Scarce Water Resources
In December 2005, I started my own field study,
which focuses on the production of scientific
knowledge, and government management of water
resources and the environment. Regarding the former,
I looked at international aid organizations employing
water scientists and development experts, such as the
German Technical Team and the Dutch Development
Organization, as well as Sana’a University (especially
a new Center for Water and Environment created by
Dutch water engineers from Wageningen University in
collaboration with Sana’a University professors). I
attended international academic conferences on water
issues held in Yemen. In addition, I read studies on
water and the environment in Yemen, going back three
decades, which are archived in the research library of
the National Water Resources Authority (NWRA),
housed in the Ministry of Water and Environment, and
in the documents section of the Ministry of Agriculture
and Irrigation. Regarding government management of
water resources, I read the relevant literature in Arabic
(for example, five-year plans, water laws, organizational charts, ministry by-laws, etc.), interviewed
government officials responsible for this management
(who, for the most part, are also trained engineers or
water scientists) and attended government-sponsored “water problems awareness” workshops and
events (especially within the Sana’a school system).
The issues are large and complex (for example,
just getting a history of water management in Yemen
is a full-time study) and I was not able to complete the
fieldwork before my departure in August 2006.
However, I plan to return to Yemen in the following
three summers and again in 2009-2010 for another
year of fieldwork to complete the overall study. The
data are rich and fascinating and well worth my
additional investment of time.
The Virtues of Studying The “Lower Tier”
In this section, I want to talk about future
directions of research on the production of scientific
knowledge on water problems in Yemen, and
government management of resources.
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First, the scientific community. I worked
almost exclusively with leading scientific authorities on
water: foreign experts hired by the government or
foreign aid and development organizations; Yemeni
scientists who have been teaching at Sana’a University
and/or their students who apply their knowledge to
concrete field studies; and finally a vast, although
frustratingly diffuse, set of studies about water and
pollution problems deposited in various archives. The
interconnection of the political management of
resources and the scientific study of them makes a
fascinating study. Many government officials
responsible for water management are trained
scientists, but the kind of training that they have
received both helps and hinders their administrative
functioning. For example, scientists who have a strictly
technical background have difficulty understanding
the relevance of connections between technology,
social context, and organization. Broadly trained
scientists—those who have been trained to look at the
“big picture” and who therefore include a cluster of
social variables in their calculations—may be in the
minority, but they are gaining ascendancy in the
government bureaucracy, because their views of
water management are more holistic, and because
external pressures (for example, the World Bank) are
pushing in this direction. As a result, the Dutch
university of Wageningen has set up a Water and
Environment Center that is intended to train students
and re-train government water managers in this more
holistic view that combines technical, scientific, and
sociological knowledge. This loop, if you will, of the
production of scientific knowledge on water problems
and the governmental management of water resources
is only one of many such complex interconnections
that I have been tracing in my fieldwork.
While I still think that these learned cadres and
their knowledge are highly important to my research,
I’ve become increasingly aware that their focus is
indeed abstract and theoretical (which is not “wrong”
in itself). In the Yemeni community, however, this has
come at the expense of other knowledge—what to
call it: practical or applied? concrete versus abstract?
field or project oriented?—knowledge that is often
not written down and that is not widely circulated or
discussed at national or international conferences.
Yet, it is just as important. For example, an academic

paper will be written on some issue about water
hydrology in a particular basin and it makes concrete
recommendations at the end (this is almost a genre
requirement) for government policy or development
practice. Then, an aid and development organization
might fund a specific field project in the wadi to
address the problems raised in the paper. In the course
of the project, managers are hired along with scientific
personnel and their assistants to do the actual
fieldwork. The interesting questions are: does specific
knowledge of water hydrology emerge in the
application of the project that is not part of circulating
academic knowledge? What is the fate of that
knowledge? Does it appear somewhere in the project
reports? Is this knowledge, which scientific personnel
gain while working on specific problems, widely
shared or communicated or is it lost because it is not
privileged or prized? I suspect that much of this
knowledge remains hidden, if not lost, and yet one
wonders if this loss is not unfortunate.
Second, the governmental community. Here
again, there is something to be said for studying the
“lower tier” in order to understand the management of
water resources, and the primary reason to study this
level is to give management a vision of how it should
proceed in a country like Yemen. Only a few years
ago, management was typically top-down and highly
centralized; now everyone is talking about “decentralization,” that is, water and sewage services
should be in response to local requests, monitored and
implemented by Yemeni “local councils” and “water
associations,” in order to be at once more “community
responsive,” “governmentally democratic,” more
“effective” and “equitable” in delivering aid. The role
of government entities, such as the Ministry of Water
and Environment, is increasingly consultative,
providing technical guidance for projects that are
more locally than nationally driven. In my past
research, I have concentrated on the top-level
administrators in the government, and while I don’t
think this is necessarily wrong, I think that it needs to
be complemented by a change of direction towards
administrators at more local levels (at the level of
governorate districts) in view of the changes in
practice and law.
The methodological question that I now face is:
how do I combine my growing interest in “practical”
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scientists with an emergent trend in governmental decentralization? The answer, I believe, lies in finding
two or maybe three “on the ground” projects that local
councils have endorsed and in which the government
is assisting. A study of such projects will let me
observe how de-centralization works. I suspect that
these projects will employ more practically oriented
field scientists to assist in the implementation of local
water and sanitation projects, which will allow me to
study the “lower tier” in the scientific community.
Finally, a new, important factor emerged that I
hope to study: local knowledge about water resources
and environmental problems, that is, the knowledge
possessed by everyday people (farmers, housewives,
street cleaners, etc.). This knowledge is also valid,
although it is not necessarily valued by professional
communities, such as academically trained scientists
and government bureaucrats. What role does local
community knowledge about water resources and
management play in these projects?
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Time Line, Present and Future
In the future I hope to continue my study of the
academic and theoretical scientific community and the
government bureaucracy of water management in
Yemen. In addition, I want to study the “lower” levels
of knowledge production and political management of
water resources (that is, the level of practical and local
implementation), as described above, in order to write
a future ethnographic study on water in Yemen.
Steven Caton is a professor in the Department
of Social Anthropology, Harvard University, and
he is also the Director of the Center for Middle
Eastern Studies (CMES) at Harvard. He is the
author of numerous books and articles; a few
books that should be mentioned here are: Yemen
Chronicle, An Anthropology of War and Mediation,
2005; “Peaks of Yemen I Summon”: Poetry as
Cultural Practice in a North Yemeni Tribe, 1990
(both are reviewed in this issue.). Also of interest,
Lawrence of Arabia: A Film’s Anthropology, 1999.

Goats for sale in the Friday Market, Beit al-Faqih (Tihama, Yemen). Photograph: Maria Ellis, 1998.
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Recent AIYS Fellows
Fellowships Awarded in the 2005-2006 Competition
Princeton University), “Mapping Socotri Migrations:
Economic, Social, and Cultural Links between
Socotra and the Gulf”
Ransom, Marjorie Ann (Professional, Nonresident Associate, Georgetown University, Institute of
Diplomacy), “Arab Women’s Heritage: Researching
the Disappearing Tradition of Silver Jewelry in
Yemen”
Stevenson, Thomas (FAculty, Ohio UniversityZanesville), “Women’s Sports in an Arab Socialist
Society; An Experiment in socialization and Gender
Equality”

A. Competition for US Citizens
Brown, Jonathan Andrew Cleveland (Graduate
Student, University of Chicago, Dept. of Near Eastern
Languages and Civilizations), “Exploring the Horizons
of Sunni Thought in the 18th Century: The Innovative
Scholarship of Muhammad b. Ismail al-San’ani”
Chauhan, Parth Randhir (Faculty, Stone Age
Institute and CRAFT, Indiana University), “Tracing
the Earliest Human Dispersals Out of Africa: The PlioPleistocene Evidence from Yemen”
Hollenberg, David (Faculty, Carleton College,
Dept. of Religion), “Report on Unpublished Zaydi
Arabic Manuscripts in the Great Mosque in Sana’a”
and Arabic language study
Jacobs, Nicole (Graduate Student, Brandeis
University and Consultant to the Lebanese
Association for Development), “Alternatives to
Conventional Microfinance: An Examination of
Islamic Banking Models in Yemen”
Johnsen, Gregory (Graduate Student, University
of Arizona, Near Eastern Studies), “History of the
1962-70 Yemeni Civil War”
Lewis, Krista Ann (Faculty, Loyola University,
Chicago), “Himyarite Political and Agricultural
Landscape Project”
Li, Daryl Chi-Yee (Graduate Student, Harvard
University, Anthropology and Middle East Studies),
Arabic language study
Liebhaber, Samuel (Graduate Student, University
of California-Berkeley), “The Mahri Poetics of SE
Yemen, Post-Unification (1990)”
Livingston, Morna M (Faculty, Philadelphia
University, School of Architecture), “Cisterns in the
Highland Landscapes of Yemen”
Low, Michael C. (Graduate Student, Georgia
State University), Arabic language study and
preliminary dissertation research on “Empire of the
Hajj: Pilgrims, Plagues, and British Surveillance in the
Red Sea, 1865-1924"
Mahoney, Daniel E (Graduate Student, University of Chicago, Dept. of Near Eastern Languages and
Civilizations), “Mariyah Regional Survey Project”
Peutz, Nathalie Mae (Graduate Student,

B. Competition for Citizens of Yemen
Amshoosh, Masaood Saeed (Associate Professor, College of Arts, University of Aden) “The Impact
of Emigration on the Destabilization of Traditional
Social Stratification in Hadhramaut”
Bawazir, Gamal Mohammed (Marine Environmental Researcher, Marine Science Research Center
- Aden) “Study of the Coral Reefs in the Waters of the
Governorate of Aden”
Daaboush, Mourshed Gaper A. Ali al- (Faculty of
Agriculture, Sana’a University) “The Role of
Agricultural Multi-Purpose Cooperative Associations in the Development of Agriculture, Environment,
and Humans in Some Yemeni Governorates”
Hag, Mohey al-Dean Ali Mohamed al(Associate Professor, Faculty of Agriculture, Dept. of
Agriculture Economy, University of Sana’a) “Study
about the Possibility of Minimization of Quantity and
Qualitative Losses of Grapes, Onions, Tomatoes, and
Grain Crops”
Hammadi, Arif Saeed al- (Assistant Professor,
Dept. of Biology, Faculty of Sciences, University of
Sana’a) “Survey of Invasive Non-Native Plants in
Some Governorates of Yemen”
Othman, Arwa A. (Researcher, Yemen Center
for Studies and Research, Sana’a) “Unveiling
Women’s Songs in Sana’a”
Note: affiliations are those in effect at the time of application.
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AIYS Fellowship Program for Study and Research in Yemen
The American Institute for Yemeni Studies
conducts two competitions for fellowship programs of
in-country research or Arabic study in Yemen,
supported by a grant from the United States
Department of State’s Bureau of Educational and
Cultural Affairs (ECA) through the Council of
American Overseas Research Centers (CAORC).
One program is for US citizens and the other for
citizens of the Republic of Yemen. Both competitions
have strict eligibility requirements that must be met
before applications may be submitted. Before
inquiring about the fellowship program, please be sure
that you meet the requirements for the program in
which you are interested. The fellowship program is
described in detail on the AIYS website, <http://
www.aiys.org/fellowships>; the annual deadline for
applications for the US competition is November 15
(postmark deadline).

currently available or pending come from US
government sources and may be awarded only to US
citizens. These fellowships are fully taxable after
legitimate deductions for professional expenses.
There is no restriction as to field or discipline, but
project funds may only be used to support research
costs incurred in Yemen. Projects are not normally
funded above $10,000. Applicants may need to
secure additional funding for other expenses or for
extended research periods, but in the case of multiple
awards AIYS reserves the right to modify or cancel its
fellowship offer. A full statement of conditions
governing fellowships may be obtained from the AIYS
office or the AIYS website. Researchers whose
projects will take them to more than one country are
advised to consider applying to CAORC’s MultiCountry Fellowship Program as well as to AIYS.
How to Apply
All applicants must submit the original and five (5)
copies of each of the following (total 6):
–a completed application form (available from
AIYS administrative office and at www.aiys.org);
–a curriculum vitae;
–an application narrative consisting of:
(a) for applicants for Arabic language training
grants: a short statement explaining their interest in
Yemen.
(b) for all other applicants: a project description
and proposed budget. Five pages suggested
maximum length.
The following supporting documentation is
required and should also be sent directly to AIYS by
the application deadline; single copies are acceptable:
–all applicants should provide three (3) letters of
recommendation, preferably on institutional stationary;
–pre-doctoral applicants must submit both
undergraduate and graduate transcripts; recent Ph.D.
recipients are encouraged to provide a graduate
transcript.
Deadline for Applications
The annual deadline for receipt of applications
from US citizens is November 15. The deadline is a

Competition for US Scholars
Fellowships for Research and Arabic Study:
Proposals are invited from graduate and postgraduate scholars for Arabic language study,
feasibility studies, or research projects. Collaborative
or group projects are eligible for funding. It is
permissible to combine Arabic language study with a
research or feasibility project. Arabic language
training grants provide funds for a 10-week program
at one of the language centers in Sana’a and for
residence at the AIYS hostel in Sana’a. These
fellowships, for which all local arrangements are made
through AIYS’ Sana’a office, are primarily intended
to enable persons to conduct research in Yemen;
applicants are encouraged to relate their intended use
of fellowship funds to their present interests and to
future research plans.
Eligibility for this program is limited to U.S. citizens
who are enrolled as full-time graduate students in
recognized degree programs or who are postgraduate researchers. Awards will be made on the
basis of merit as determined by a review committee of
scholars from AIYS member universities. All funds
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postmark deadline, but—to be certain of consideration—applications should be sent in such a manner
that their delivery can reasonably be expected within
one week of the deadline. This includes letters of
reference and transcripts sent directly to AIYS by
third parties. For further information see www.aiys.org
or contact the AIYS office (AIYS, PO Box 311,
Ardmore PA 19003-0311; 610-896-5412,
aiys@aiys.org).

English. However, the application cover form must be
submitted in English.
*Upon completion of the project, the applicant
must provide a final report (3-8 pages) in Arabic or
English. Two copies of this report must be submitted
to AIYS. It may be published in the AIYS bulletin,
Yemen Update.
*Researchers should also submit a financial
accounting of how the research funds provided by the
AIYS fellowship were spent.
*Any publications resulting from this project must
acknowledge the aid of the fellowship from AIYS and
two copies of each of these publications must be
provided to AIYS for its library in Sana’a.
*Researchers are responsible for obtaining
whatever permission is necessary for their projects.
*Research proposals submitted for funding
should follow the guidelines in the application packet;
incomplete proposals or proposals that do not
conform to the guidelines cannot be considered.
*Inquiries, requests for applications, and
completed applications originating in Yemen should
be addressed to the AIYS Resident Director in
Sana’a (P.O. Box 2658, Sana’a; tel. 1-278-816; fax
1-285-071; aiysyem@y.net.yet). The annual
deadline for receipt of applications in Sana’a is
March 15.
*Eligible applicants who are currently in the U.S.
should address questions and completed applications
to the AIYS office in the U.S. (P.O. Box 311,
Ardmore PA 19003-0311; 610-896-5412;
aiys@aiys.org). The annual deadline for receipt of
applications from Yemeni citizens in the U.S. is
March 15.
*The application form is also available on the
AIYS website (www.aiys.org/app-yemeni).

Research Fellowships for Scholars who are
Citizens of the Republic of Yemen
The American Institute for Yemeni Studies
(AIYS) supports research projects proposed by
qualified researchers who are citizens of the Republic
of Yemen. The annual deadline for receipt of
completed applications from citizens of Yemen is
March 15.
*The proposal must be for original research or
field study within Yemen. Work to be done elsewhere
does not qualify for fellowship support.
*Fellowships are not available for translation or
publication projects.
*AIYS cannot consider applications from
researchers who have had an AIYS fellowship within
the previous three years.
*The maximum award for any one project under
this fellowship competition is $2,000. Applicants
should provide a detailed project budget justifying the
amount requested. Preference will be given to
applications that explain clearly how AIYS funding will
be used for research purposes. Only research-related
expenses will be considered for funding. The level of
approved funding will be decided by AIYS.
*Applicants must show qualifications for
undertaking the project described in the proposal. An
advanced degree is not a requirement, nor is fluency in
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Mellon Research Fellowships
For Central and East European Post-Doctoral Scholars in Yemen

project for two to three months, including travel, living
expenses, and work-related costs.
How to Apply
Fellowship applications should consist of (1) a
brief project statement (3-5 pages) outlining the
project and its significance; (2) a current curriculum
vitae; and (3) two letters of reference from scholars in
the relevant field, including comment on the value and
feasibility of the project.

Mellon Fellowships
The American Institute for Yemeni Studies
(AIYS) is pleased to invite applications for Mellon
Research Fellowships in Yemen for 2008-2009.
AIYS is offering two fellowships to scholars from East
European and Baltic countries including Bulgaria, the
Czech Republic, Estonia, Hungary, Poland, Romania,
Slovakia, Latvia, and Lithuania. Applicants must hold
the PhD or its equivalent. They may engage in
individual advanced research projects in any research
field of the humanities or the social sciences involving
Yemen. The fellowships are for two to three months
for research to be carried out in affiliation with the
AIYS center in Yemen.
AIYS maintains a research facility in Sana’a,
Yemen that contains an office, library, and hostel for
visiting researchers. The AIYS Resident Director in
Sana’a and his staff provide general assistance and
introductions to colleagues, institutions, and authorities in Yemen and arrange for the research permit and
other official documentation needed by researchers in
Yemen.
Funds for the fellowships have been provided by
The Andrew W. Mellon Foundation through the
Council of American Overseas Research Centers
(CAORC) to administer for the purpose of bringing
East-Central European scholars of the humanities into
a broader research community. Bulgarian, Czech,
Estonian, Hungarian, Latvian, Lithuanian, Polish,
Romanian, and Slovak scholars who are citizens of—
and permanent residents of—one of the included
countries are eligible to apply. Applicants who have
previously held a fellowship under this program may
apply only after five years have lapsed since the prior
fellowship. Where appropriate, preference will be
given to scholars in the early stages of their careers.
Fellows are expected to devote full time to their
projects and to participate in the activities of the
Institute.
The program offers a stipend up to $11,500 to
cover the costs of conducting the scholar’s research

Deadline for Applications
Applications and supporting letters (which may be
sent separately) must be submitted by the annual
deadline, March 1, to the US office of AIYS in
Ardmore (see page 2 in this issue).
Application Format (Please follow this format as
completely as possible.)
1. Full name.
2. Work or preferred address, including phone and
fax numbers and e-mail address.
3. Home or alternate address, including phone and
fax numbers.
4. Citizenship and residence information.
5. List any others who would accompany you to
Yemen.
6. Current position, academic institution or other
affiliation, address.
7. List college and university degrees, beginning with
the most recent.
8. Include professional curriculum vitae and
publications, including title of dissertation.
9. List fellowships previously held, with dates.
10. Proposed fellowship project:
a. Project title.
b. Location(s) during the fellowship period.
c. Approximate work plan, schedule, and length
of project period.
d. Summary budget for project.
e. Statement of proposed research. Please
provide a typewritten, double-spaced statement, not
to exceed 1500 words, describing your proposed
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permission from the agency charged with oversight of
their particular discipline. Forms and information on
the research application procedures may be obtained
from the AIYS Resident Director in Sana’a, to whom
the completed research permit application must be
submitted at least three months before the anticipated
arrival date. The Resident Director and his staff will
then submit the documents to the appropriate
authorities and track the process of the application.
Applicants are urged to learn the procedures involved
in gaining permission as early as possible. Inquiries
about research permits and the completed permit
applications should be addressed to: Dr. Christopher
M. Edens, AIYS/Sana’a, P.O. Box 2658, Sana’a,
Republic of Yemen; email: aiysyem@y.net.ye; tel.
967-1-278-816, fax 967-1-285-071.
For further information call AIYS in Sana’a: 9671-278-816, fax: 967-1-285-071, e-mail:
aiysyem@y.net.ye; or AIYS in the US: 1-610-8965412, fax 1-610-896-9049, e-mail aiys@aiys.org,
or see the AIYS website at http://www.aiys.org.
AIYS expects to notify applicants of the decision
of the Committee on Fellowships in late May of 2008.

research project. Be as specific as possible
concerning the purpose of your project, your plan of
study, and the broad significance of the work you
expect to do in Yemen. Your name should appear on
each page. Applicants should supply visual material,
archival references, bibliography, etc. as appropriate.
11. Arabic language competence; competence in
other languages as necessary.
12. List name, position, and address of the individuals
from whom you have requested letters of reference.
Letters of reference should be mailed or faxed
separately to AIYS.
13. Date of application for Yemeni research permit,
see below.
14. List other fellowship and grant applications
submitted.
15. List any additional funding available, such as
sabbatical salary or other grants.
16. Sign and date the application.
Note for Successful Applicants
Yemen requires that all foreign scholars planning
to carry out research in Yemen must obtain formal

Bread “pillows” in a shop in the suq. Used to protect the hands from burns when putting bread dough
into the red-hot ovens, one side is woven with a handle and the other side is covered with fabric. The
bread is shaped, the dough is placed on the fabric side, and then the “pillow” is slapped against the
side of the oven. Photograph: Caroline Han, 2002.
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AIYS Publications
AIYS publications are distributed by MESA. See the
MESA Store at <http://mesa.wns.ccit.arizona.edu/>
or contact:
MESA Secretariat
1219 N. Santa Rita Avenue
University of Arizona
Tucson AZ 85721
Back issues of Yemen Update should be ordered
from the AIYS office in Ardmore.
Items marked * are out of print.

5. Studies on Medieval Yemen (edited by Noha
Sadek), 2003. ISBN 1-882557-09-3. $15.
6. Challenging the Familiar: Anthropological and
Historical Studies of Yemen, edited and translated
by Lucine Taminian, 2006. ISBN: 1-882557-14-X.
US $20.
Yemen Translation Series: Translations of
Arabic Works into English
1. My Journey through Arhab and Hashid, by
Eduard Glaser (translated by David Warburton),
1993 (xi+31 pp.). ISBN 1-882557-02-6 US $5.
2. Visits and Customs: The Visit to the Tomb of the
Prophet Hud, by Shaykh ‘Abd al-Qadir Muhammad
al-Sabban (published in Arabic and in an English
translation by Linda Boxberger and Awad
Abdelrahim Abu Hulayqa; introduction by Linda
Boxberger), 1999 (112 pp.). ISBN 1-882557-069. US $10.
3. City of Divine and Earthly Joys: The
Description of Sana’a, by Sayyid Jamal al-Din ‘Ali
al-Shahari (translated into English by Tim Mackintosh-Smith from the Arabic text edited by ‘Abdullah
ibn Muhammad al-Hibshi), 2001 (xii+34 pp.). ISBN
1-882557-07-7. US $10.
4. The Book of Sana’a: Poetry of Abd al-Aziz alMaqalih. (Kitab San’a), by Dr. ‘Abd al-’Aziz alMaqalih (the revised Arabic version of the edition
published in 2000 by Riad el-Rayyes Books;
translated into English by Bob Holman and Samuel
Liebhaber; introductions by S. Liebhaber, B. Holman,
and Muhammad Abd al-Sallam Mansur, and
annotations by Christopher Edens). 2004. ISBN: 1882-557-12-3. US $20.
5. An Introduction to Hijrahs and Other Refuges of
Learning in Yemen, by al-Qadi Isamil ibn Ali alAkwa, forthcoming. Translated, annotated, and
introduced by Tim Mackintosh-Smith from the Arabic
text of Hijar al-ilm wa ma aqiluh fi l-yaman. ISBN:
1-882557-15-8.

Yemen Bibliography Series
1. Studies on Yemen, 1975-1990: A Bibliography
of European Language Sources for Social
Scientists compiled by Thomas B. Stevenson, 1994.
ISBN 1-882557-01-8. US $15.
2. Visions of Yemen: A Filmography, by Thomas B.
Stevenson, 2003. ISBN 1-882557-11-5. US $20.
Yemen Development Series
1. Yemeni Agriculture and Economic Change:
Case Studies of Two Highland Regions by Sheila
Carapico and Richard Tutwiler, 1981 (x+191 pp.).
Was out of print, but a few copies have become
available. US $15.
*2. Bibliography on Women in Yemen by Joke
Buringa (edited by Marta Colburn), 1992 (158 pp.).
ISBN 1-882557-00-X. Out of print.
Yemen Research Series: Translations of
Western-Language Research on Yemen into
Arabic
*1. Political Studies on Yemen, 1990-1994 (edited
by Abdu Hamood Al-Sharif), 1996 (ii+222 pp.).
ISBN 1-882557-03-4. Out of print.
2. Studies on the Ethnology of Yemen (edited by
Lucine Taminian with the assistance of Abdul Karim
Al-Aug), 1997. ISBN 1-882557-04-2. US $15.
3. Studies on Women in Yemen (edited by Lucine
Taminian), 1997. ISBN 1-882557-05-0. US $15.
4.
North American Contributions to the
Archaeology of Yemen (edited by Noha Sadek).
2002. ISBN 1-882557-08-5. US $15.
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there will be an additional charge for multiple issue
orders), Overseas $8.50 and $3.50 for each
additional issue.
Non-member subscription service: $40.00 per issue.

Miscellaneous Research and Documentation
Publications
1. Ma’alim al-zira’a fi-l’Yaman (Agricultural
Knowledge in Yemen) by Yahya Al-Ansi. Sana’a:
Published jointly by the Centre Français d’Études
Yéménites (CFEY) and the American Institute for
Yemeni Studies. Volume 1: 1998. Volume 2: 2003.
Vol. 1 distributed by CEFAS (POBox 2660, Sana’a,
Yemen; www.univ-aix.fr/cfey/). Vol. 2 is available
through MESA (US $15) and CEFAS.
2. The al-Hasan bin al-Qasim Mosque Complex:
An Architectural and Historical Overview of a
Seventeenth Century Mosque in Duran, Yemen, by
Bruce Paluck and Raya Saggar, 2002 (xvi + 79 pp.,
23 drawings, 3 photographs, and frontis map). ISBN
1-882557-10-7. Published jointly by the American
Institute for Yemeni Studies and the Centre Français
d’Archéologie et de Sciences Sociales Sanaa
(CEFAS). Text in English and French, with Arabic
translation. US $20.
3. Social Issues in Popular Yemeni Culture,
translated, edited and annotated by Janet C.E.
Watson, Sana’a Social Fund for Development, 2002
(based on the radio program, Mus’id wa-Musida,
written by Abd al-Rahman Mutahhar, iv + 217 pp.).
US $18.
4 (New AIYS Publication!). From the Queen of
Sheba to the Republic of Yemen. K-12 Resource
Guide and Classroom Ideas, by Marta Colburn,
illustrated by Maha al-Hibshi and Bruce Paluck,
2006. ISBN: 1-882557-13-1. US $20. This volume
provides extensive resources for teaching about
Yemen, including classroom activities, handouts, and
illustrations for classroom use.

Videos
The Architecture of Mud, a video documentary
project of Pamela Jerome and Caterina Borelli
supported by an AIYS USIA/NMERTA fellowship;
produced by Caterina Borelli. 1999. 52 mins. The
video is available in Arabic (PAL format) or English
(NTSC or PAL format). To order, contact DER
Documentary Educational Resources (617-9260491, fax 617-926-9519, docued@der.org). AIYS
institutional members receive a discount on the
purchase price and should place their order through
the AIYS office. The video may also be rented from
Anonymous Productions (917-743-5696, fax 212226-3976).
Murshidat: Female Primary Health Care Workers
Transforming Society in Yemen, a video
documentary by Delores M. Walters, whose work
was supported by a USIA fellowship, is distributed by
Penn State Multimedia Sales <http://
www@mediasales.psu.edu>. 1999. 35 mins. $50.
Qudad: Reinventing a Tradition, a video
documentary project by Caterina Borelli supported
by an ECA-funded AIYS fellowship. 2003. 55 mins.
The video is in Arabic with English subtitles (PAL and
NTSC formats).
To order, contact DER
Documentary Educational Resources (617-9260491, fax 617-926-9519, docued@der.org). AIYS
institutional members receive a discount on the
purchase price and should place their order through
the AIYS office. The video may also be rented from
Anonymous Productions (917-743-5696, fax 212226-3976).

Yemen Update, Bulletin of the American
Institute for Yemeni Studies (annual from 38
[1996]).
Issues 1-27 (=AIYS Newsletter) $3.50 per issue
Yemen Update: vols. 28/29-38, $7.50 per issue
Yemen Update: vols. 39 - 42, $15.00 per issue
Yemen Update: vols. 43 ff., $30.00 per issue
Plus shipping and handling: U.S. $4.50 (for one issue,

AIYS publications are produced with financial
assistance from the US State Department’s
Bureau of Educational and Cultural Affairs.
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Yemen Update News
Charles Schmitz, New President of AIYS
At the November 2005 meeting of AIYS, Prof.
Thomas B. Stevenson (Ohio University-Zanesville,
President of AIYS 2002-2005) finished his term as
AIYS president and Prof. Charles Schmitz (Towson
University, Baltimore MD) began his term. Our thanks
to Prof. Stevenson for his service, and a warm
welcome to Prof. Schmitz.
Najwa Adra Honored at Heritage Dinner
Dr. Najwa Adra has been awarded a citation by
the President of the Borough of Brooklyn for her work
with the Yemeni American Association. The award
was presented at the association’s Heritage Dinner,
Wednesday July 12, 2006.
Dr. Adra is an AIYS fellow; see her project report
on pages X- X in this issue)
Daniel M. Varisco, “Webshaykh” of Tabsir
We would like to direct our readers to a web-log
(“blog”) created and maintained by Prof. Daniel
Varisco (Hofstra University). On the site, Tabsir,
Insight on Islam and the Middle East, one can find
an informed perspective on Islam and the Middle East,
including posts from scholars and journalists of varied
backgrounds along with information on recent
publications. Readers are also invited to login and post
comments. Go to: <http://www.tabsir.net>.

Marjorie Ransom’s Exhibition
The exhibit Silver Speaks: Traditional Jewelry
of the Middle East, co-curated by Mrs. Ransom,
first opened in Washington DC at the Bead Museum
on October 27, 2002 and was then extended through
September 2003 as a part of the AIYS-administered
symposium Windows on the Cultural Heritage of
Yemen (September 5-6, 2003). The exhibit featured
silver ornaments from Mrs. Ransom’s extensive
collection.
Silver Speaks was on view at the Jefferson
County Historical Society in Watertown, New York
(9/8 to 12/22/2006). It traveled next to the State
University of New York-Potsdam’s Gibson Gallery
from January 26, 2007 to March 23, 2007. It is now
at the Arab-American National Museum in Dearborn
(MI), Nov. 15, 2007 - March 30, 2008.
Mrs. Ransom has been awarded an AIYS
fellowship for her study: Arab Women’s Heritage:
Researching the Disappearing Tradition of Silver
Jewelry in Yemen (see: Yemen Update 47, 2005,
pp. 14-22).

Friends of Hadhramaut-New Email Address
Friends of Hadhramaut has a new email address;
contact them at<hadhramaut@lionrampant.co.uk>.
The website is: <www.hadhramaut.co.uk>.
New Publications from Members of AIYS
Shelagh Weir, A Tribal Order: Politics and Law
in the Mountains of Yemen, University of Texas
Press, CMES Modern Middle East Series, No. 23:
January 2007. ISBN: 10: 0-292-71423-8; 13: 9780-292-71423-6.
See also the Yemen Update Reviews elsewhere
in this issue.
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Sodom Apple in Yemen
by F. Nigel Hepper
In Yemen Update number 47 (2005) on page 38
there is a splendid photograph of a plant attributed to
Richard Ellis, 2004 (see below). It seems a pity that
the caption labels it simply as “Flowering plant,
Yemen.” As a retired research botanist at the
Herbarium of the Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew in
West London, I would like to offer the English name
of this plant—Sodom Apple—and some interesting
information about it. Its scientific name is Calotropis
procera (Aiton) Aiton fil., a member of the
Asclepiadaceae, which is usually known as the
Milkweed family that has many species in N & S
America, where the monarch butterfly feeds on the
related Asclepias. According to Professor Loutfy
Boulos (Medicinal Plants of North Africa, 1983, p.
27; drawing by Magdy El-Gohary on p. 26) there are
two additional, less familiar English names: French
Cotton and Mudar plant. In French it is called
Calotrope; Arbre a soie; Fatetone or Pomme de
Sodome. In Arabic it is ‘Oshar; Baranbakh or
Krenka. Berbers call it Torcha or Touza, Ngeyi.
I have often seen this shrub in the dry areas of the
Sudan zone in West and East Africa, as well as Yemen
and Israel, hence its common name as it grows around
the Dead Sea where the vanished city of Sodom lay
(see Genesis chapters14 & 19:28). It also grows from
Egypt to Morocco. This shrub or small tree, 2-5 m
high, has cork-like bark and large grey-green, leathery

leaves that contain abundant milky juice (latex), which
should be treated with caution and immediately
washed off the skin. The large flowers, about 2 cm
across, have whitish lobes with purple tips. They are
pollinated by two species of solitary carpenter bees:
the yellow and the black Xylocapha pubescens, a
Mediterranean species flying early in the morning, and
the large all-black Xylocapha sulcatipes, which is a
desert species that can tolerate the midday heat. The
pollinated flower produces a balloon-like fruit up to 12
cm across, which also has the weight of a balloon (this
is because the seeds are plumed)! When the fruit dries
up and opens, the seeds float away in the wind. Some
people liken this to the smoke or ashes of the
destroyed city of Sodom.
Boulos also lists the following uses recorded by
various authors: “Decoction of bark and latex used in
veterinary medicine, anti-leprosy, for scabies.
Powdered dried leaves vermifuge in small doses; dry
leaves smoked as cigarettes for asthma; lates causes
serious inflammation and may lead to blindness if it gets
into the eyes. Cataplasm of fresh leaves for sunstroke,
latex for scabies of camels and goats; latex applied to
teeth to loosen them, also for toothaches (Bedouins,
Egypt). Leaf extract cardiotonic. Root emetic,
expectorant; root bark for dysentery, elephantiasis,
syphytic ulcers, stomachic, diaporetic.”
Needless to say, none of these uses should be
tried without prescription.

A Sodom Apple in Yemen. Photograph: Richard
Ellis, 2004.
(Our sincere thanks to F. Nigel Hepper!)
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